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PROGRAM SUMMARY 

As of July 1st 1979, The Police Executive Institute has been in existence 
for one year. Since the early stages of institutionalization, the 
expanded activities in addition to the regularly scheduled national courses 
have increased the Institute's response to the needs of participating 
agencies. The national courses, which were the program's main concern 
during the first two years, were augmented by increased technical assistance, 
a variety of specially developed regional courses, and even video tapes to 
maximize the benefits of the faculty's presentations. 

Or'iginally during Phase II The Police Executive Institute was committed to 
putting on 13 courses of 4 days each (52 course days for 25 persons per . 
course, a total of 325 participants). 

However, with judicious utilization of resources the executive development 
courses' benefits was spread further by lengthening one regular course and 
by conducting a second session of the course which generated the greatest 
demand: liThe Executive and Managing Organizational Change. 1I 

By July of 1979, considering all extra courses, The Police Executive Institute 
had sponsored a total of 91 course days, 95% over the original commitment. 
Organizations and associations supported these extra courses by providing 
funds to totally or partially pay expenses. Certainly this indicated the 
interest of other executives, who may head up larger agencies in the future. 

The courses which were conducted were as follows: 

Police Leadership Effectiveness 
The Executive and Personnel Administration 
Middle Manager Advanced Course 
The Executive and the Patrol Function 
Police Leadership Effectiveness II 
The Executive and Labor Relations 
The Executive Response to Police Misconduct 
Executives Roles and Time Use 
The Executive and the Criminal Investigation Function 
The Executive and Managing Organizational Change 
The Executive and Media Relations 
Executive Functions in Planning and Budgeting 
The Executive and Personnel Administration II 
The Executive and Managing Organizational Change II 

.Additi ona 1 courses on a regional bas i s were conducted for ~ 

Oklahoma Chiefs Association 
Alaska Chiefs Association 
North Carolina Justice Academy 
Northern Indiana Executive Development Program 
New York City Police Department's Executive Development Program 
Utah Chiefs Association ' 
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II Preparations for Phase III 

Starting in January and running according to a strict time-table, the 
Phase III application to LEAA was completed and handed in on April 1st, 
1979. It included requests to run not only national courses, but also 
some regional courses in order to counter the criticism voiced by some 
state chiefs associations that because of size limitations they were 
not included. (It should be noted that during Phase II the Police 
Executive Institute in response to these requests, did conduct courses 
for the Utah, Oklahoma, and Alaska State Chiefs Assocations). After 
discussion with LEAA officials it was decided to expand the application 
to include a police personnel exchange program to allow middle manager 
personnel to experience brief stays with other agencies around the 
country. 

III Additional Programs 

• The Police Executive Institute Intern Program: 

An intern position on the Police Executive Institute staff has been created 
to provide the opportunity for a person recommended by a chief executive 
to contribute to the development of the Police Executive Institute. For 
two or three months, the intern would assist in preparing the executive 
and 'management courses, attend the courses, become aware of research in 
general, and make contacts with officials of many government agencies and 
with such groups as The National League of Cities, The International City 
Management Associ ati on, and many others. Under thi s concetit the part~ ci pat i ng 
agency would release the officer from lo~al duties and continue to carry him 
or her on the payroll, the same as if he or she had been granted permission 
for any type of special schooling. The Police Foundation would provide all 
offi ce expenses and travel to and from COUl"'ses, as well as expenses for 1 oca 1 
accommodations during his stay in Washington. Th~ benefit to the Police 
Executive Institute would be to have a talented and experienced police officer 
who would be able to contribute to the development of the curriculum for the 
courses conducted during his or her stay at the Institute. The benefit to 
the cooperating agency would be that this officer would receive national 
exposure and intense involvement with some of the top law enforcement educators 
in the nation. As wen as contacts with a number of government agencies and 
private interest groups, and greater familiarity with current research. 

• The Police Personnel Exchange Program 

It would seem a logical expansion of The Police Executive Institute to 
initiate a personnel exchange program. Some years ago the Police Foundation 
sponsored such a program in the Bay area of California, and.it was judged to 

_ be quite successful. Several requests have been received to initiate this 
program. Under this concept the participating agencies would release one 
officer, preferably at the middle to top level management, who would spend two 
months working with another police agency. Both involved agencies would 
benefit immensely and the individuals themselves would experience rewarding 
involvement with the host agency and could contribute a fresh perspective to it. 
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IV 

• Public Officials' Participation in Executive Courses; 

On a very limited basis,invitati.ons. wi.ll be extended to certain elected or 
appointed officials to attend a particular course with their chiefs. Past 
experience has shown this practice to be most beneficial for all partici
pants. The local official and the chief share a common learning experience 
and return home better able to function as a team. Furthermore, the other 
participants even if their superiors are not present, learn from the different 
perceptions expressed.' Finally, the elected or appointed official has the 
rare chance to spend four days with twenty~five police e~ecutives from across 
the nation. No more than two of these officials would be invited for any 
one course. 

The above mentioned activities have been developed during the last quarter 
and will become operative during Phase III when the regular program commences. 
The personnel exchange would be assisted by additional funds from LEAA, but 
the other two programs would be run at no additional cost, and would be 
expansions of the activities of the Institute. 

Finally, attempts have been made through the Intergovernmental Personnel 
Act (IPA) to acquire funding for a number of courses for executive teams 
consisting of city managers or mayors, and their police executives. Under 
this concept (a development of the public officials participation in executive 
courses as descr'i bed above), twelve to fiften teams woul d parti ci pate not in 
a team building program, but in a substantive discussion of relevant issues, 
such as labor relations or personnel administration. 

Evaluations 

Attached are evaluations received from courses conducted during this grant 
period. As will be noted all aspects of the program have been evaluated very 
highly. Moreover, Macro Systems, Inc. under contract with the National 
Institute for Law' Enforcement and Criminal Justice evaluated one course 
entitled: liThe Executive and Media Relations." (See attachment D) 
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ATTACHMENT A 

Instructor 

Gary Ri chards 
Dick Ayres 
Hogan/Hassinger 
Les Whitten 
David Pow;s 
A. J. Brown 
John Harter 
Pat Gallagher 
Herman Goldstein 
Pierce, Brooks 
Tony Bouza 
A. J. Brown 
Ed Kiernan 
Pete Pitchess 
Mary Ann Wycoff 
Bruce Baker 
Bob Edmonds 
Herman Goldstein 
Larry Schultze 
Pat Murphy 
Participants' Panel 
Claude Colanton; 
Dick Brzeczek 
George Ke 11 i ng 
Hermarr Goldstein 
Sherm Block 
Bi 11 Gentel 
Jim Fyfe 
J'ake Goodman 
Dale Carson 
Terry Eisenberg 

INSTRUCTOR RATINGS' (8'.0 or n5gher) 

Course: Top; c ' : 

Time Use' 
Labor Relations 
Criminal Investigation 
Medi a Re.l ati ons 
Criminal Investigation 
Managing Change r 
r~ed;a Relations 
Budgeting and Planning 
Managing Change II 
Criminal Investigation 
Misconduct 
Managing Change II 
Labor Relations 
Media Relations ' 
Managing Change II 
Time Use 
Criminal I Investigation 
Managing Change II 
Labor Relations 
Labor Relations 
Misconduct 
Budgeting and Planning 
Personnel 
Labor Relations 
t·1i sconduct 
Budgeting and Planning 
Labor Relations 
-Misconduct 
Managing Change II 
Managing Change II 
Personnel 

Rating' 

8.6 
8.6 
8.6 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.4 
8.4 
8.4 
8.3 
8,.3 
8.3 
8.3 -
8.3 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.1 
8.1 
8.1 
8.1 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
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ATTACHMENT B 

pOLter' EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE~ COURSE' RATINGS,' PHASE II 

IIHow satisfied were you with the. relevance' a,f' this course'to your executive 
and profeSSional development?" 

Key to rating: 

9 Completely satisfied, 
8 Quite satisfied 
7 Moderately satJsfied 
6 A little more satisfied 

than dissatisfied 
5 Neither very satisfied 

nor'very dissatisfied 

The Executive and Media Relations 
The Executive and Pel ice Misconduct 
Executive Roles and Time Use' 
The Executive and Lacor" Relations' 
The Executive and Managing Organiza-

tional Change II 
The Executi ve and th.e Criminal 

Investigation Fun'ction 
The Executive and PeY'tiiannel 

Administration 
The Executive and Managing Organiza~ 
, ti ana 1 Change r' . 

Executive Functions in Planning 
'and.Budge~ing 

" 

4- . A little mere dissatisfied 
than satisfied 

3 ' Moderately dissatisfied 
2 "Quite dissatisfied 
r Completely dissatisfied 

April Arl ington 
November Chicago 
Decemfler Tampa 
Octocer Reston 

April Tampa 

February San Diego 

June Arlington 

March' San Diego 

t,1ay Tampa 

8.8 
8.8 
8.7 
8.7 

8.6 

8.6 

8.6 

8.5 
,., A 
O.'i-
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ATTACH~1ENT C 
puLI~E ~XECUTIVE INSTITUTE 

SUMMARY PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

POLICE LEADERSHIP EFFECTIVENESS 

MARCH 1978 

-~ .. 
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>,1'-------------------

Leadership for Personal and Team Effectiveness - Lehner Group 

1';' 'Obj eeti ves: (ci re 1 e one number) 

To develop skill s' to' manage 
personal and team change. 

To examine ways of motivating 
self and others. 

To assess communication skills 
for more effective team 
functioning. 

To explore the process of team 
goal setting for managing change. 

To improve collaborative efforts 
to achieve both individual and 
team objectives. 

Obj ect i ve was: 

Unsatisfactorily Well 
Covered' ' , Uncertain Covered 
123 

2.6 

2~6 

2.6 

2.5 

2.5 

2. How satisfied were you with the exercises, discussion and lecture 
material of the "Lehner Group"? (circle one number) 

9 Completely satisfied 
8 Quite satisfied 
7 Moderately satisfied 
6 A little more satisfied 

than dissatisfied 
5 Neither very satisfied 

nor very dissatisfied 

./ 

4 A little more dissatisfied 
than satisfied 

3 Moderately dissatisfied 
2 Quite dissatisfied 
1< Completely dissatisfied 

Average 7.05 
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Leader~h;p for Personal and Team Effectiveness - Lehner Group 
continued 

3. What could have been done to increase your satisfaction in respect to the 
Lehner portion of the workshop? 

I would have added another' half day to explore and have more 
explanations of these concepts. 

George Lehner is an outstanding professional person. I have been with 
George in the past with outstanding resylts. I could not grasp the 
direction in this workshop, better the first day than the second. I 
would be inclined to believe the problem was my perception. 

Koehler had more. "hand outs" reminders we can use as refreshers for 
ourselves later - Lehner should do the same. 

I thought George, Lehner was outstandi ng! 

I had the feeling that the class was being self taught. With all of 
Mr. Lehnerls knowledge, I felt his involvement could have been more 
substantial. More often than not he acted as a moderator. 

Increase time for i nteracti on. 

Nothing. 

Mr. Lehner did an outstanding job. It was frustrating for him in that 
"he was not reaching his objectives due to class interruptions. 

George seemed to give up on this group. He may have been waiting for the 
group to develop a ieader or a team effort, but what seemed to come 
across to me was that he thought to himself, "What the hell -- if they 
are going to continue to tell 'r'lar stories, Illl just sit and listen." 

Dr'.1 Lehner could have reminded us more often that we were there to 
develop skills. Interest in the discussions frquently overshadowed 
course objectives. Lehner did not control the group. I am not sure 
whe~her we learned the most or Lehner learned the most. 

The orientation segment could have been expanded to better define how 
group was to function to achieve training objectives; I felt some 
confusion and believe others felt same. Discussions tended to be 
dominated by a few individuals and in some instances became lI ou l1 sessions ll 

wliich:wasted time and accomplished little. 
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Leadership for Personal dn Team Effectiveness - Lehner Group 
continued 

3. Whatr could have beeri done to increase your satisfaction in respect to 
the Lehner portion of the workshop? continued 

Maybe,. in our effort to cooperative with the Professor, we put him in 
a. difficult position. We might have gotten even more, if our 
secti on, mys e1 f inc 1 uded , had been a'b 1 e to keep rna re direct ion .. r 
st.il1 feel we reached: most· major objectives. 

Uncertain 

I personally felt that George left the group very unclear about many 
points, i.e. "develop skil1s to manage personal and team change, etc." 

Enjoyed. ~he sessions, but would have liked more time. Some indivi.dual 
problems were discussed, additional time would have allowed more 
coverage. . 

He was good until last afternoon and then seemed to "lose us ll
• Three 

hour sessions morliingand afternoon are about all you can cope with. 
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OBSERVATIONS 

1. The course was one of the strongest offerings of Phase I and was 
equally well rece.ived this year. 

2. Dr. Koehler was able to develop an excel1ent rapport with the 
police executives. 

30 The power of this course in elicit.ing personal infonnation remains 
one of its strongest features. For example, Chief Hongisto spoke 
to' the class openly and candidly about. his relationship with his 
mayor and predicted his firing. 

4. Participants at this couy'se have perfonned helpful rolls at other 
courses as ligate-keepers" and·llactive listeners.1I 
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POLIC]: EXECUTIVE PROGRAl.'1 

PAR'!ICIl'ANT EVALUATION ' 

IRK EXECUTIVE, AND PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 

San Diego, California 

Apr~ 17~20, 1978 

The Pollce Executive Program pl:ovides evaluation 
instruments for each participant to rate his own 
input. into the course and. also our conduct of 
the course. You may include your name on this 
form if you wish. 

Cappy Gagnon 
Assistant Director 

/ 
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T'ais ins~~ument is designed to give. you the oppo~~unicy to evaluate your 

pa~icipatio~ ~ tha course~ the t~aining ~erience ~d the faculty. 

Unsatisfactory' Eoor Satisfac:ory Good ExceLlent 

I l. To wQal:. deg:!:ee wera your 
~ectations for this 

1 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

tra i pi ng e,,~erlence. 
achieved? 

Z. How mur.h responsibility 
d:ld j"ou assume for- your' 
own. learning? 

3.. !:IOTJ sat::f..sf::f..ed. ' .. era you.. 
with the. ho te~,. t~avel. 
and. meal. arrangements? 

4. To what e:t~ent do you feel 
that:. the course - taken 
as ~whole: --. wiLL. b~ 
useful. to youZ 

S. Did the pace- of the course 
keep your i:lterestZ. 

6.. HoTJ sc::.tisfied r ... ere- you 
with the readings for this
course? 

L/. 3 

4.4. 
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r THE LEARNING EXPER!ENCE 

What could. the. Police Executive Program do to improve any of the above areas? 

1.. Thi s was. the fi rst. program that requ.i red advance study and r 
feel that~this contributed to the; success of the, session. 

Z.. An excellent balance o.f personnel attendi ng and presenti ng materi a 1 • 
The best yet! 

3. I enjoyed the cour~e very much and got a lot from it. I am sure 
r would have gotten more if an opportunity had been provided for 
each participant to make a short. presentation regarding his own 
area of expertise. 

4·. It. would seem to me. that. the agenda's of both of the Police 
Foundation Program1s' have been too ambitious. More time could be 
alloted to provide time for more class discussion. 

5'. From time to time. break up in smaller groups to discuss experi,ences 
and issues. 

5. Outlines of presentations are very helpful for future reference . 
and shou.ld be provided, especially resource material and source of 
such material. 

7. The hotel left a lotto be desired, but if the rates were O.K. 
We can handle. 

.8. Item 3. Room at the hotel was not clean. Bed was not made each 
evening. 

9. None, un 1 ess' other programs were inc 1 uded. . 

.. 
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I What could you have done to increase the benefits from this course? 
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1. If I would've had more- advanced knowledge of course content I 
could've. related to speciffC' problems within our'department. 

2'. 1 did not become. as, actively involved, as I would have like to have 
done. during the first day or' two of the course. First time evalua
ti'on' r suppose., Nest time, I won't wait so long to get acquainted. 

3: In' addition to the required reading could have read some of the 
materi a 1 that was referenced.' 

4. Perhap:s. shared more of my own personal experiences. 

5. Spent more time. reading the material provided prior to seminar. 

6., Could, have inquired of those who attended prior sessions as to 
fonnat. As a result I would have brought multiple copies of 
i terns' that \'/ould be of interest to the others. 

T. Nothi ng. It was' an excellent course. The group of executi ves 
was active, experienced and knowledgeable. The faculty and 
resource people were generally outstanding. 

8. Benefits will increase with the full use of'the material 'presented 
as they relate. to everyday problems. 

... 
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II Course Topics 

A.. How, wet!'e·. the course topi cs ,cove.red? 

Extremely useful to me as. a pO'lice executive.--well covered (2.8 - 3.0) 

Legal issues, L i abi 1 ity 

Affirmative Action 

Personnel Selection 

Psychological Services and Screening 

Well covered--useful to me as a police executive (2.5 .. 2.7) 

C.i vi 1 i ani tat; on 

Promoti on and. Perfonnance Appra i sa 1 

Assessment Centers 

Satisfactory Treatment (2.0 - 2.4.) 

Stress 

Not well coyered (1.0 - 1.9) 

Career Development 

... 
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Course Topics (continued) 

B. What' could have b~en don'e to improve the presentation of any topics? 

l.So many of these areas are. in transition or upheaval.. r would 
like. to. have. had more substantive material in presentations by 
facu.ltyor'participants. 

2.. r felt. the presentations were welT done. Preparation was good; 
timing could have been handled a little better in some cases, 
but overa.l1 worked. out ni cely. 

3~ L have· a problem with career development--too expensive--more 
research needs to be done, in thi s. area. 

4·.. In. legal issues' more information on specific cases as examples 
for' discussion. 

o. Rather than planning for total module, presentations by instructors, 
a. structure designed more to solicit group participation would 
probably yield greater results as a learning experience. 

S. Let's nail down career development. What is it, myth or 
real ity? 

7. Nothing more considering that this course was to present an over
view with highlights for chief execu~ives. 

, 
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III THE, COURSE FACULTY 

Outstanding (7.0'- 9.0) 

Terry Ei senberg' 

(Course, co-ol'"dinator-, personnel sel ection, stress, perfonnance 
appraisal, assessment centers) 

Kri s' Scoumperdi s 

(Legal issues:" liability) 

Shenn Block 

(Li abi 1 i ty and neg'l i gence issues) 

Ed' Griggs 

(A ffi' nna ti ve ,Acti on ) 

Bob Wassennan 

(Course co-ordinator, stress, civilianizatian, assessment centers) 

Good (6. 0 -, 7. 5 ) 

John Stratton 

(Psychological services and screening) 

Average (5.0 - 5.9) 

Paul .,Whi senand 

(Career" deve,' opment) 

Fair (4.0 - 4.9) 

eoor ( a - 3.9) 

-------------------------------
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The Course Faculty (continued) 

B .. What could any ~f the faculty have done. to be more helpful to you? 

1. The faculty was well chosen. Their expertise and knowledge was 
evident in their- presentation. I enjoyed every minute of it. 

2:. Everyone· tried. Some· areas just. need more research. 

3. Possibly more in-depth discussions orr some of the more current 
prob 1 ems, i. e., No.' s 2. and 7. 

4. The. total faculty seemed to be sincere in wanting to assist. 
Thi s was the most usefu.l course of thi s type that I have had 
the. opportunity to parti ci pate in. It covered issues that were 
extremely important to me at. this point in time. 

S. To me, the outstanding feature of the entire experience was the 
quality and pro-activeness of the faculty. They were the best I 
have experienced in this kind of setting. 
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POLICE EXECUTIVE PROGRAM 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

MIDDLE MANAGER ADVANCED COURSE 

Xerox rnternational Trainingr:Center 
For Management and Deveiopment 

Leesbul"9, Vi rgi ni a' 
~ 

May 1S' - 18, 1978 

The. Police, Executive Program provides evaluation instruments 
for' eacn participant to rate their own input into the course 
and also our conduct of the, course. You may ; nc 1 ude your 
name on this form if you wish. ... 

-Cappy Gagnon 
Assistant Director 
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r TIiE LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

This, instrument is designed to give you the 'opportunity to evaluate your 

participation in the course; the 'training experience- and the faculty. 

, 
Unsattsfactor'J Poor- Sati sfactory (1ood Excall ent 

1_ To. what degree were· your-
expectations for thi s· 
trai'n i ng. expe ri en ce: 
achieved? 

z. How much responsibility 
di d. you. assume for your 
own- learning? 

3 •. How· satisfied werayou. 
with' the hotel, travel 
and meal arrangements? . 

4-. To what extent do you feel 
tha t the course -- taken 
as a whole -- will be 
useful to you? 

5. Did the pace of the coursa 
keep your inter'est? 

5; How satisfied were you 
with the, readings for' this 
cpurse? 

7. What could the Police Executive 
Program do to improve· any of 
the aoove areas? 

8. What could you hav~ done to 
increase your benefits from 
thi s. course? 

1 Z 3. 5 

1 l 3. 

T 3' 5 

T 2 .. 3 5' 

T Z. 3' 4 5' 

1 Z 3 4 

... 
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r- THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

This, instrument is desi~ned to give you the opportunity to e'/aluata your' 

participation in the- course, the: t'raining' experience and the faculty. 

UnsatisfactorJ Poor- Sat; sfactory !iood. Excai1 ant 

1'.. 

z. 

3 •. 

4-. 

5. ~ 

To' 'lIha.t' de9rae ',.,ere- your
expectati·ons. for thi s: 
training- e;<peri enca' 
achi.e.ved.? 

How much responsibility 
di d you. assume for' your' 
own- learning? 

How satisfied 'Here you 
wi ttr the ho te 1, trave 1 
and meal arrangements? 

To what. e;<tent do you feel! 
tha t the course -. taken ~ 
a~ a whole -- wilT ba ! 

useful to. you? 

Di d: the· oaca. of' the cO.urse· 
keep you~ interest? 

How. sa ti sf; e4j ',.,ere you 
wi til the readi ngs for thi s 
course? 

4,0 

4.5 

,. 

" 



I 
I I The Learning Experience', (conti.nued) 

I What could the Police Executive Program do to improve any of the above areas? 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1. Have the instructors deal more· with the basics "how to do it" 
rather than the theories. 

2. Allow,. if possible.,. for members of this' group to meet with the 
Chiefs period.ically at. the·ir meetings. and increase the number of' 
meetings or seminars held for this group. 

3. Maintain its sensitivity to the needs of' middle and upper level 
management. 

4L Add a session that would allow each participant to. elaborate 
on new programs and approachs of their department. Let 
participants know ahead of time so they can prepare, presentations. 

What could you have done tJ increase your benefits from this course? 

1. Participated on more parsels. I find it still hard to get up 
in front of a large group of people and talk, even though I 
know what I'm talking about. 

2. Read the material sent in advance in far more depth as is always 
my intention, however, rarely accomplished. . 

3. r regret I di d not make suffi ci ent time to complete a 11 of the 
reading material. 

4. If time permitted, devote more ,time to readings. 

... 
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rt EVALUATION OF FACULTY/COURSE TOPICS 

Kris Scoumperdi s: 
Hubert Williams 
Wi 11 i am' Hegarty 
Gerald Caide" 
.~on~11 Lynch 

Richard Grassie 
Earl Clark 
Robert Edmonds 
John- Ecl< 

Gary Hayes 
William Hamilton 

Murle Hess 
William Bracey 
Lucius Riccio 

James-P. Morgan, Jr. 
Hugo r~asi ni 

Helena Ashby 

Outstanding (7.5 - 9.0) 

Personnel Issues 
Chi efs'! Pane 1 

Police Revitalization 
The, Assessment Center 

Good (6.0 - 7.5) 

Integrated Criminal Apprehension Program (rCAP) 

Executive Planning Council 
Burglary Investigation Decision Model 

Replication (BlOMOR) 
Professional Law Enforcement· Organizations 
Prosecutors' Management Information 

System (PROMlS) 
Executi va Pl anni ng Counc i1 
Professional Law Enforcement Organizations 
Arrest Productivity 

Average (5.0 - 5.9) 

Labor Issues 
Professional Law Enforcement Organizations 

Fair (4.0 -' 4.9) 

Pro-active Planning in Law Enforcement 

Poor ( 0 - 3.9) 

... 
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II Faculty/Cours.e. Topics. (conttnuedt 

a. Wha.t caul d any· of' the' facuHr have done. to 5.e more fte.l p-fu 1 tq ¥ou ~ 

1. I have. nothtng' But fi.tgF.i prats.e· for' tlte. facul ty 9.nd sta,ff for th.e 
manner' Tn wfltcfi tnts s.es.sion ~as pu'c together~ Every· as.pact w.as 
a tremendous tmprovement'over phase'!, . 

2.. r am· very.. si'ncere' When' r saY' that t don~t oe.li:eve. anY' of th.e 
facu lty- l~fiom5ed: 1.1' . . _ • _ ... .-;""., _. 

--------------------_ .. _-_. . .. --;.~:-. ...,..-~~ .. _.-.!.. ...... --""""' •• = ~ •. --

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
·1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1.. Hegarty &,. w'n Iiams:' Revl~eW" of' major' failings of mtdd1 e. a.nd super
visor.y management tn PQ1ictng1why~ how-can the. percei've.d cri.sis 
be, overcome, do we have to live with i't? 

4. Gerald Caiden·s presentation would nave been much more valuable 
had. lie allowed more discussion; particularly in liglit of the fact 
that Ii.is material was part of' tftead.vance reading assignment. Jim 
Morgan seemed: unprepared and had nothing new to offer. Beyond 
that the program was exce.llent and much. Better coordinated than 
last' year"s. 

5 .. Regardi'ng Chief's Panel - Will i am Hegarty and Hubert Wi 11 i ams 

After"" a slightly slow start, tne presenters (particularly Hubert 
WiT1iams) warmed to the task and provided extremely candid i.n
sights. A very worthwhile presentation. 

6. During both the Charleston and Lees5urg training sessions r found 
the faculty and staff to be extremely helpful, flexible and pro
fEssional in the educational environment created. 

7 ~ r \'ias very pleased with the assistance given to me by the faculty. 
I am at a loss in providing inf.ormation that would help the faculty 
to improve their performance. 

8. Faculty was well se.1ected. 

" 

/ 
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II Faculty/Course Topics (continued) 

C. Please give us any conments you have w,hich were not covered by the 
previous ratings or questions. 

1. 

2,., 

4. 

o. 

7. 

Regarding Professional LaW: Enforcement Organi"zations .. Hugo Masini l 
William Bracey & Gary' H.ayes, 

Lecturers di'd a competent joe 'af' presenting their respective organi-, 
zation~s goals.' Tne very nature, of'the suBject matter'makes this 
a~diff;cult tasK. however', I felt tfiiswas a worthwhile exposition. 
t thought' aill B.~ace.r di'd an excell ent job in handl ing some rather 
d'fffi cult questions posed oy Kenny Harms. 

RE;garding rCAP •. Earl ClarK" Richard Grassie, Robert Heck & Fr'ank. Owens 

Rich Grassi'e was extremely well prepared and it \'I'as. unfortunate 
that he flad to race through. fi.i's, presentatl~on and not have time for 
any in-depth dtscussion on'what promised to b.e an interesting and 
useful topi'c, 

Earl Clark~s presentatton was most refresning and lie would be an 
asset to any future sessions. 

Regarding PROM!S System ""Wi'lliam H.amilton 

A g,ood job, of' presenting important sueject matter. 

Regarding The Assessment Center ~ Ronald Lynch 

An excellent joEl'tn Both content and delivery, R.on was a pleasure 
to 1i sten to. 

r. sincerely hope that the future sessions incl ude instructors of 
such high cali ber'. I honestly fel t that the time commitment of 4 
days was very beneficial to mY,car'eer. Cappy and Pat are to be 
congratulated on a very we1l planned and meaningful agenda. 

Cappy and Pat did an excellent job in setting up program. Site 
was excellent. Faculty even better. Probably the only mistake 
made was limiting session to 4 days and this I believe was decided 
by participants in Phase I. One more day to expand on the informa
tion of the first four days would have been great. 

Thi. s course was excellent. I have never attended a better planned 
program. I wish that we could have had a little more time to 
discuss problems which I feel are vital to our professio~. 



I 
I II Faculty/course topics (continued) 

I C. Please give us any comments you have which were not covered by the 
previous ratings or questions - continued. 

I 8. It has been a sincere pl easur.e and educational experience to 
have- participated in the Pol ice Foundation programs .. 

I g:. I was del ighted. and surpri sed which r received my invitation 
to. attend the retraining conference. Through the Police 
Foundation', r have. obtained knowl edge and fanned associates 

I 
that· are invaluable to my career in law enforcement. I had 
tha feeling when I arrived. in San Diego and Washington that 
r had neg1 ected to keep up with changes' in 1 aw enforcement. 
But I came away from both courses feel ing that what I had 

I learned would in some way help the Charlotte Police Department· 
provide, better service to'its citizens. I know now that 
there-are many classmates and faculty around the country that I I. can call an for assistance .. 

______ -'-J~Enough time was not allocated to the Integrated Criminal I Apprehension Program (rCAP). 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

, 

I 
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.~ .. 

!I! PURPOSE OF COURSE 

A. Did '!4e: ass; st you Tn you~ manageri aJ rai a by provi di ng usefui a.nd/or 

new> mat:ria1 in Taw, enforcarnent? (Circle one number.) 

Not at: a11 Some;ha.t' Fat.rill ',-le-1T Ve:rv Oefi n i te,1 '/ , 

. .... _-

6.. ~~hat presentations. 'Here new 'and/or- parttcul a~ly useful for' you? 

Personnel Issues 

Chiefs· Panel 

Police Revitalization 

The Assessment' Center 

, ' rntegrated Criminal Appre
ntms' on "fOg ram (ICAI') 

Burglary rnvestigation 
DeClslon Model Repilcatl0n 

Additional Comments: 

Kris Scoumperdis 

Hubert Williams' and William Hegarty 

Gerald Caiden 

Ronald Lynch 

Earl CTark, Richard Grassie, Robert Heck 
Frank owens 

John E'ck 

1. Toe material on (ICAP) and Patrol Productivity was particularly interesting 
to me because r feel that most police agencies do not measure all aspects 
of productivity. 

2.. The Assessment center was extremely infonnative and learning more about 
vicarious liability and other persor):ne.l issues helped. 

3. The rCAP concept could have some application in our Department, with some 
I'!!odifications. Its implementation here, even in modified fOnTI, would 
require, considerable change in administrative thinking. PROMIS is great 
but too political for our town. 
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c., 

cr .. 

Did. 'He herp pr~pare you for.a possib1e futurs ro1e as a police 

executi ve? (C'i rc 1 e; one.. number. ) 

Not at· all Somewhat Fai 1"'1'1· Ide 11 Very Oefinital'l 

3.9 

Which' rac.J.1 ty wera- most i nst"ructi ve, i'n pl"spari ng' you for' the, ~i e, o.r 

t.;'e: dl·i er7 

Hubert Wi 11 i ams l 
William' Hegarty .~ Chiefs~ Panel. 

Dr. Gerald. Caiden PoTice Revitalization 

Kris Scoumperdis Personnel Issues 

Ronald Lynch The Assessment Centra 

! <[/' ') 
. __ ... -.!:...-

.-. ~.:' •• ~l.;Y~:~".~Z!1~0Jt1t~n:~tt~!j;g~t~~2~~~;::~I~j;tl~~:Y:l~:·::~'~~;;~-'-··-~-·-:-·-',~t 
-' . ",'.:. ':. ,>~~ ·p.r.ev~le!rit:·to:· p'CTli:.c-e: a:dmtn-i"st.r.atars dur.lllg.tli.e:· 1 ast· ~e.v.e.r~l·yea:rs , .. .-tfte .. : . ,," 
"'1· ... - _ ....... ' "':.;~.~ a~i··.!1·~i.~~,~~: ~~a.··:l::::~+th·. tfi~s~~" ar~~i'~Jf:l~:I;jI~Y' ~. 1 arge: p~rt"ot:1::,h:ow' S~~C:~7sful . " : .~ . 

. '. , ' .. : ': ... ~~PP:. q.~ln1·S;:t,}':".~tar.-·':s l" .~s.f1J.!V-'.ng nis J?~'t ' ,., .' :' ..... : .... -.... ..... :.,., .' 
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.. _4 ... ~: "': ..... ,' .. : .. ~~. .... .' :: '~ .. : ~'.. . .. ' "'. .' '.:.:' .. . '. :. '. .' 
2'~ ., ... ·r=,thi·n~ithouf·'a";dau5t't'ii.e· Cl'rfefs~ panel presented 01' C.hief H.egarty and 

. ~ni~f .ttt'11iams··we-re:, th~ most·: helpful '., ~t was tndeed ;:nsp'~rati ona 1 ,to have 
m'en' frofn: anotner ?gen~y 5e as candid' ab0ut th.eir. responsioil iti.es and 
pro51er1J~. as wel].·as· .th.eir feelings:and metfl.ods .. 

3. . Tha ca~i.ct r:~~.P9ri~~ and openness ~fi:;~d;'bY Chter He.garty- and Chief 
,: ·Wi·l1.iams. •.. Or.C4tden., Kris·,Scaumpe·rdis ,and- J. P •.. Mo.rgan· certainlY 

pro-videa: addit;:ona.i' ',:nsight-. for' any future executi've. .' . ." ':::: . .. . . 
: ... ' . , 

,', .. 

... . ":":.~. 
. .. '-' . ~ .. ,: .. 
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POLICE EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE 

SUMMARY PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

THE EXECUTIVE AND THE PATROIFUNCTION- -"---" 

JUNE 1978 



I 
I r THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE 

'~h;S instrument is designed to give you the opportunity to evaluate your participation 

In the· course, the training experience and the faculty. 

I 
I. 
I 
I· 
I 

3. 

I 
I. 
I 
I· 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

To what degree were your 
expectations for this 
training experience 
achieved? 

How much responsibility 
did you assume far you~ 
own learning? 

How satisfied were you 
with the hotel, travel 
and meal arrangements? 

To what extent do you. feel 
that the course -- taken 
as a whole -- will be 
useful to you? . . 
Did the pace of the course 
keep your interest? 

How satisfied were you 
wi th the readi ngs for thi s 
course? ." 

Uns'atisfactory Poor Sati sfactory Good Exce 11 ent 

T z 3 4 5 

4.5 

"'---~l 

4.0 

4.7 

4.5 

4.5 
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I THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE continued 

7'. What· coul d the· Pol ice Executi ve lnsti tute do. to improve any of the above 
areas? 

E·ncourage. more' "participatori' case studies .. 

Lab concept -- hold. conference in city that employs concept that ;s maJor' 
top; c of course .. 

Overall, the program was exee 11 ent. However, thought mi ght be gi ven to 
more. structured. participation by individual members. 

Visual a,ids might have helped in making' some of' the: presentatizl1S more 
effectively transferred to the student. 

Program had to be structured, to the varied interests of the participants 
and it was very. we.ll handled .. Would be hard to improve overal1. 

The program was excellent, it provided me with. the motivation to make changes 
and i niti ate nev·, goal s and object; ves for the department that were effect; ve 
July 1, 1978/ 

Re. the readings - is it possible to summarize the salient points? 

Realizing how busy we. a,n are, I believe- the attendees would appreciate a 
synopsis of the course readings in~luding advocate positions if available. 

More' time for questions and answers. 

I like ,the opportunity to meet with the attendees from throughout the nation. 
So fa r th is has been done well. . 
Kee? present trend. 

Nothing!! I think the curriculum was excellent. I brought back several 
concepts that have already been implemented in my department on an experi-
mental basis. . 

Ask each participant to identify the most pressing/troublesome problem area 
he/she faces from an executive perspective, in patrol and apply brain storming 
for alternative solutions. . 
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I THE', LEARNING EXPERIENCE conti nued 

8. What could you have: done· to increase your benefits from this course? 

I am still working' to implement some of the ideas presented to me. by the 
speakers and. gathered from the' othe~ participants during the· socializing 
process (meals, etc.). 1. real a 11 of your materi a 1 ahead of time! r 
don't thi nk of more I coul d have done ,- except to have attended previous. 
seminars, when they were. offered. 

Listened more' and. talked less! 

Pre-attendance preparation is obviously the key to receiving the full 
potential of the course. 

r should have written the letters and made the phone calls that the course 
content stimulated me to do rather than waiting until my return. Now I 
must fi.nd the time in a very busy schedule. 

Probably should have participated- in some of the class discussions, but 
any questions I might have raised were usually answered either during the 
presentation or in out-of-class sessions. 

Provided mora time to tha readings. 

I'nterjected a few controversial questions which crossed my mind which may 
have resulted in some hea1thy give and take. 

Spent more of the off-school time in association with the attendees. 

The main benefit at most training sessions, on this level, is the association 
with other chiefs who have had or are having the same problems that r have . 

. ~e~haps I should have sought out those men and had some discussions with them. 

From a practical stand point, any increase in benefits to me from this course 
would have to be initiated oy me. The course offerings were excellent, each 
participant could bu.i1d upon them. 

," 

I 
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A. EVALUATION OF FACULTY: 

SUPERIOR: . (8.1-9.0) 

8.4 Pat Gallagher 
(Prtvate, Sector Ai ternati ves) 

8.3 Bob Aiien 
(Field Training' Officer' Program) 

OUTSTANDING': (7.6;"8. 0) 

7.9 Edgar Martin 
(Course coordinator, overview of course, Alarm Ordinance) 

7.8. John Church· 
(Boise Team Policing) 

-1.7 Nicholas Valiante 
(Spl it Force) 

7.6 Bill Hegarty 
(Community Service Worker) 

GOOD: ( 6 . 0-7. 5 ) 

7-.2 John Boydstun 
(San Diego Patrol Research) 

7.2_ ~Kai Martensen 
(Crime Analysis in Support of Patrol) 

7.0 Bob Bradshaw 
(Patrol Allocation) . 

6.9 Richard Grassie. 
(LA.C.P.) 

6.9 Lester Harris 
(Response Time Study) 

." 
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B. What could any of the faculty have dane to be mare helpful to you? 

No deficiencies were noted. Faculty was excellent. 

Noth i ng more than you did --. it '.aJas great! 

Nat a thing -- the program, formal and informal, was very well taken care of-. 
The- concern for the- individual made each of us. fee.l ve.ry welcome. 

The. faculty membe.rs were. mast cooperative, indicating the desire to furnish 
additional information and material on subject· matter, if needed •. 

r would have hoped that CoT. Harris could hav& given us mare insight into 
the K.C. Preventive Patrol Study. 

You can't knock success. r thought the presenters did an outstanding job. 
Those subjects which of necessity require statistics and formulas in the 
course of presentation can get IIstick and sometimes the listener can get 10st,1I 
therefore, perhaps vi sua 1 a.i ds' in these instances woul d be. helpful. 

I found members· of the faculty of' great assistan~e and the furthering of 
individual participation enhanced the programs. 

C. 'What topics should we add to the curriculum? 

Investigation Function (Detectives): 
1. Centralized -vs- Decentralized in large departments. 
2. Terrorism and Hostage efforts. 

Patrol techniques - tandem delay, visible, discreet', parallel delays, clover 
le~f; etc. 

Police liability, both from the individual standpoint and the departmental 
perspective. 

Follow-up to the Kansas City Patrol Response study with directed patrol tactics 
to take advantage of the product of time management. Split-force was good, 

- how about other tactics, including the benefits and cost of mack fencing operations. 

Unions, labor negotiations, hostage/terrorist situations and responses, bomb! 
a~son programs; particularly arson training. 

Considering the time allotted, no further topics should be added, otheYi'lise, 
what topics you do have will become diluted. 

, 

The success or failure of any police. department rests solely with its personnel. 
Someone at the seminar said, lIgood programs will fa_ilbe~ause of bad personnel 
and poor programs may succeed for the same reasons.1I I suggest that the Po1ice 
Foundation institute use of all of its talent, inf1uence and prestige to reform 
ei vi 1 servi ce procedures across the enti re country both on an entrance and 
promotional level. I will have to admit this is an almost impossible task, but 
when you consider the a·1te.rnatives, it's certainly worth a try. Perhaps this 
might make an interes:· j'i1g exploratory topic to add to the Institutels curriculum. 



I C. conti nued ..•.. 
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All topi cs were very i nteresti ng, however, r waul d 1 ike to see more on resource 
management. 

Sh'i ft and manpower all ocati on experiments spec; ali zed un; t organi zati ons and 
success. 

For the time, allotted, the subjects discussed were extensive enough to hold 
cl ass attention and participa,t.i on. . 

I't, appears. that' all' of the areas ,that r can tink of, that 1 need help on, are 
covered at other seminars. 

How various' departments' arrange shifts, both for # of shifts, and hours of 
shift!.', to create. work hours that are more satisfactory to both emoloyees and 
management. --. 0 

Productivity analysis in the. patrol function; and, Prioritiz.ing objectives in 
the patrol operation. 

ADDIT!ONAL COMMENTS: 

r found the "mix" of this group to b~ unusually good, i.e., a lot of extremely 
interesting diversity. 

I thought ; t was extremely thorough. The areas covered were done well and 
IIfirst hand l

: experiences were presented. 

r liked the idea of advance preparation with source material. 

The course 'provided answers and challenges I was looking for at that time. 

A closer study of this department ;s befng made in many areas as suggested in 
the curriculum. The timing of this course was ideal resulting in a three year 
program for this department. 

Overall, a good program. Course content relevant, presentation good, other 
clas,,s participants very helpful. r hope. to have the opportunity to attend 
future sessions. 

.' 
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POLICE EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE 

SUMMARY PARTICIPANT EVALUATIONS 

THE EXECUTIVE AND LABOR RELATIONS 
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THE EXECUTIVE AND LABOR RELATIONS 

SUMMARY 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

Key to rating: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

9 Completely satisfied 
8 QUite satisfied 
7 Moderately satisfied 
6 A little more satisfied 

than dissatisfied 
5 Neither very satisfied 

nor very dissatisfied 

How satisfied were you with 
and style of the seminar? 

How satisfied were you with 
p~esented at the seminar? 

How satisfied we'te you with 
made available to you? 

How satisfied were you with 
presentation made by GeQrge 
P01ice Foundation? 

the format 

the information 

the materials 

the opening 
Kelling of the 

5. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by Chief Tom Heggy of Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma? 

6. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by Dick Ayres of the FBI Academy? 

7. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by Ed Kiernan of the International 
Conference of Police Associations? 

8. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by Hil bert 8t'adl ey? 

9. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by L. Lawrence Schultz of the Federal 
Mediation and Conciliation Service? 

4 A little more dissatisfied 
than dissatisfied 

3 Moderately dissatisfied 
2 Quite dissatisfied 
1 Completely dissatisfied 

8.4 . 

8.2 

8.3 

8. 1 

7.8 

8.6 

8.3 

6.0 

8.2 



II Labor Relations Evaluation Continued .... 
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10. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by William 0: Gentel of Tri-Con Ltd.? 

11. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by Patrick V. Murphy of the Police 
Foundation? 

12. How satisfied were you with the relevance 
of this- course to your executive and 
professional development? 

13. What could have been done to increase your 
satisfaction at this course? 

8.0 

8.2_ 

8.7 

Can't think of a darn thing you could do to improve the course. It was the 
best labor relations course I have ever attended. 

Perhaps some thought could be given to including role playing workshops in 
future courses, wherein trial runs could be experienced in hand-ling a grievance 
from its inception through an arbitration proceeding and/or a negotiation session. 

The encouragement to include labor leaders and city executives in this type of 
training was appropriate and should be applauded. 

The total program was very well done--I was satisfied and impressed with the 
Police Executive Institute--I could not think of a change to make for this labor 
relations course. 

The staff of the Police Executive Institute should be congratulated for assembling 
-a fine array of talent and covering a broad range of relevant issues. 

Othe~ participants from strong union states might increase the flow of knowledge. 

I can't think of a complaint on the structure or process. Some weakness in one 
or two instructors, but who can know that until the presentation. Outstanding!! 

I was very satisfied with the course. The coordinators, Gallagher and Gagnon, ~ 
ran a very pleasant and informative program. They seemed to be totally committed 
to the success of their program. 

I pe-rsona 11y woul d 1 ike to have more time devoted towards arbi tration, speci fi ca l1y, 
grievance arbitration, decisions concerning timeliness issues, preparation of cases, 
etc. I truly enjoyed the seminar and friendships made, as we11 as the exchange 
of information outside the classroom. The field of labor relations in police work 
will continue to increase, as will the need for future seminars of this nature. 

Maybe just a little more information on handling or getting along better with 
unions or associations. All material presented very useful to me--enjoyed. 
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Labor Relations Evaluation Continued •... 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 

Excellent give and take and relaxed atmosphere. 

As usual, presentations were up-to-date, informative and eye opening. 

The staff should be congratulated on the organization of the seminar's subject 
matter and its presentation. 

" 

I'nformation was generally high calibre and instructors for the most part did 
a good job of delivery. 

The seminar brought together an interesting mix of manager, labor people, 
academicians, and consultants. I feel that each was complimented by the other 
participants. 

The variety,and quality of materials was quite good. 

The seminar was very well structured in design for the chiefs attending it. 

The information presented was very informative and useful to all participants. 

If a change in the students' attitude. and understanding of new material were 
course objectives - the course was successful in my case. 

r was extremely pleased with the overall content and how wel1" the information 
fit my local circum~tances. 

Exce 11 ant g; ve afid ~take - di verse perspecti ves of parti ci pants. 

COMMENTS REGARDING fACULTY: 

Dr. Gaorge Kelling ~ Pol1ce Foundation - VCashington, D. C. i . 

I found George very' i.nteres.ting, howe.ve.r ~ r felt our e.xpos,ure to hjm was. too brief. 
W'e. need mora. candid and outspoKen peopl e,.l i.k.e. George. . 
Excellent pres'entatiori; forceful and enthusi.astic' presentatton of orovocative 
material. ' 
l.fe 11 p repa red. 
Kel11ng's pr-esentation was, a Httle too conceptual., It lacR.ed the Ifmeat" of 
opera ti orya 1 pers,pecti. ves. . 
Outstandl"ng. 
Good "spe.a·ker - very Rnow'l e.dgea5l e .. 
Excellent prese.ntati.on. ' 
Bi.ll Gentel w,ould have been D.e.tte.r ... who· ne.e.ds philos.opHy at tfi.iS pOi.nt 1n our 
careers. 
Mr. Kelltng provi.ded valuaBle insight into recogntzing some. of·the·pitfalls in 
laBor relations. 
fiis presentati.on was val uab 1 e. and the. points- orought out tn nJs pre.sentati.on wt11 
be helpful. '>.. .,. ", 
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Labor Relations Evaluation Continued •... 

(Dr. George Kelling continued) 

Thought provoking perspective on the value of conflict and its relationship 
to creative change. Perhaps I can. now milk a camel. 
Set· the .stage for what was to' follow very effectively. 
I think the requests for information in dealing with city executives was 
appropriate. 

Chief Tom Heggy - Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: 

Good to hear from someone wfio has been through. a strike. 
r believe. Tom thought. that most participants had less exposure in this area 
than was the case. 
Tom is a great speaker. His enthusiasm goes over to the group. 
Material on management prerogatives': was too parochial and did not· have 
universal application; fared much better on negotiation segment which provided a 
practical exposition of the subject. , 
Personal exposure to the ever threatening problem of a police strike affording 
us an opportunity for an indepth inside view from the top of the ramifications 
of such an occurence. 
Chief Heggy was candid and had a practical grasp on the dilemma inherent in managing 
and contemporary law enforcement agency. 
Apparent good relations with union, however, could have elaborated on problems 
prior to relationship. 
I believe more of this time should have been used by Mr. Gentel to make us more aware 
of the problems from the employee perspective, and how they would react to Chief 
Heggy's suggestions. . 
Seemed in too much of a hurry. May have taken on too much material for the time 
allotted. The proposing of his personal rigid stances was really beyond the scope. 
of the presentation. . 
Energetic and on target - presentations suffer from uniqueness of the environment 
in which he operates. 
Chief Hegay is a very good speaker with d very good track record in police admin. 
Very impressive. 
Presentation o.k., but his (described) relationship with FOP President is not 
the lIusual. 1I 

Chief-Heggy· had his presentation very well prepared and had a great deal of useful 
information as usual. 
Very good information, I believe additional time for Chief Heggy's ~resentation 
would have been well spent. 
Tom was very informative,'r enjoyed his presentation. 
Somewhat rigid - how we do it in Oklahoma City is how you ought to do it elsewhere. 
Most informative presentation on handling strike and preparing strike contingency 
plan. . 
I thought his comments pertained more to his individual situation than general labor 
relations in law enforcement. 

Spectal Agent Di.ck Ayres - Far Academy ~ Quantico, Virginia: 

. f.i.e. rea 11y knows h.fs: suBject and tt sftow.s. 
A very infonned, articulate turkey! 
Di.ck. really' Rnows. IiJs su5je.ct matter and presents'it" i.n'··an inte.re:stl'ng style. 
First topi.c (latior relations: cont;:nuumL rated a 9.. w:tth. th.e. toll owing tw.o a 7 & 8. 
Excellent presente.r with persuasive de.livery. 
Presentati:on most rewarding and 15e.ne.ftcial to the. program. 
Di.ck. is witty' and well informed. Thi.s pre.sentatton was quite e.ffecti ve.. P~''.''haps 
mare opportuntty for tnteracti.on w.oul d have bee.n n.el pfu1. . 
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Labor Relations Evaluation Continued ..•. .. 

(Special Agent Dick Ayres continued) 

Outstanding. . 
Continues to oe well versed on suBject. Outstanding speaker. 
Mr. Ayres is' well informed. 
Outstanding'! \f.ell organized and presente.d. 
Professional and pe.rtfne.ntfnformation, sK.iTlfully· presented. 
Dick Ayres contri'outed some veryvalual5.le.i.nsights as to wliy police. officers 
join unions. Presentation'was very good. 
Excellent. 
His presentation was very tnformative in tli.e area of' fdenti·ty and re~Qgni ti on 
of 1 abor re 1 ati·ons·. 
TOp notch instructor, very Knowledge.able - having DicR. along with Bud Willoughby' 
and Glen Greener s'nould sparR a lot of interes·t in similar symposiums. 
Outstanding even if lie has a perve.rte.d fasci"nation for oi.rds. 
He·' s better now tnan fle was five. years ago when r first Iieard h.im on the same subje.ct. 
Di ck is always up on the mate.r-ia 1 he. prese.nts. 
Dick can change police exeucutivest·attitudes and has done so in the past. 
Dick is always not only informative, but very i:nteresttng. 

Mr. Ed Kiernan - Internati.onal Conference. of Police Associations: 

He knows flis suoject in ave.ry different way. 
For the last ten years I n.ave. b.een attending tEte 'League of Ca.1ffornia Cities Labor 
Relations insti.tutes that are field each spring. They always nave speakers f)~om 
both 1 aborand management. r thought I had he.ard some good ones. from the. 1 abor 
s1'de until I heard Ed. Ed i.s the cest· I have. ever Iieard. 
Forceful advocate of the union position; a prototype of an up-through-the-ranks 
union leader. 
Enlightening, trade secrets gained wi.ll be put to good use in future ne.gotiations. 
Ed was refreshingly candid. His appearance was a ve.ry· welcome. addition to the seminar 
Ed tells it like it is. 
Typical union organize.r. 
Mr. Kiernan shocked many Chiefs. Mare role playi.ng would have been beneficial. 
His style and what he re.presents left me cold, but r thinK. hts input and insights 
he provi ded to II the otli.er guys"" was i nva 1 uao 1 e. 
Good .shock va 1 ue .. 
We should be aware of 'various demands made around the country -- as is Ed. He 
proved that communications with e.ach oth~r pays. 
Hi s presentation was infonnati've and interesting due to hl'S positi on as Presi.dent 
of the. Internati'ona 1 Conference. of Police Associations. 
I reacted very' negatfvely' at fi rst - whicn gave. li.tm tlie advantage.. Exce.ll ent part 
of the seminar. 
I didn't oelieve such. accents still existed. 
Enjoyed Ed very' much. To me the. ideal union representative, however, very informative 
01 d school -- out gets you ratsed up. Waul d nave. liked to hea.r more. about producti vit 
bargaining in law' enforcement. 
Provided food for tflougfit, but not organize.d and di:d not stay with topic agenda. 
r thought it gave. the cttiefl's an opportunity to deal wtth someone of vast expertence 
tn 1 aoor' re 1 ati ons and fie introduced. to the. ?tyl e the.y may some.times confront. 

Mr. Hilbert Bradley - Attorney - Gary, Indi.ana: 

I was di·sappointe.d with Hflbertts presentation. 
Hi.s 1 acK. of preparation was: obv; ous although lie. salvaged hi's presentati on by mee.ti ng 
questions head 6n. 
I 'm ~.ure th.at it was part of Ii.is down home. courtroom act, but I thought it was a 
little too cornl5all for tHe group ne was addressing. 
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Labor Relations Evaluation Continued •... 

(Mr. Hilbert Bradley continued) 

Most di sappoi nting· segment of the semi nar; too much self aggrandi.zement and parochi al 
Indiana thrust; added little to the overall value of t~e course; never addressed 
uni t detenninati on and. only 1 ightly touched on employee concerns [recogniti on) . 
It would seem that Mr. Bradley's presentatjon was not very timely. I personally 
feel that the problems he alluded to are no longer common place as they were 
during the era he was making reference to. 
Desired more info on national cases and current state of case law. 
Hilbert Bradley's perspective as a labor lawyer provided a useful and relevant 
perspective. 
Very good. 
Well versed, however, may be on ego trip. 
More knowledgeable labor attorneys are available, i.e., Mi·chael Ward of Kalamazoo. 
Too many self,..serving statements and not enough useful information. 
Bradley was entertaining but not informative. 
His presentation was very entertaining. He was more impressed with himself than 
the class was. 
Presented the ·1 abor attoi"ney perspecti ve very well. Takes a whi le to get to the 
topic, but uses the time effectively to reel in his audience. 
Mr. Bradley's presentation was more towards Affirmative Action t/1::1n labor relations. 
We don't need Iflar stories. 
He's good but covered the same ground too much to make his points. 
Could hav~ gone with the material a little more than what Bradley had done and 
how Bradley is black. 
Got old after five minutes --, good opening, little sUbstantive follow up. 
Entertaining speaker but not very informative; did not cover schedul ed topi cs. 

r~r. L. Lawrence Schultz: - Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service - Washington, D.C.: 

Excellent! This· is an area in which I have a limited knowledge. He provided some 
very good insight. 
Very informativp 
ExcelTent material ·and delivery -- most1 informative aspect of the seminar. 
Presentation was too formal. 
Mr. Schultz gave participants a useful insight into the workings of the mediation/ 
arbitration system. 
Very good. 
Material current and informative. 
Very informative. 
Very good -- good planning infonnation for chief executive. 
Very informative, very valuable. 
Excellent. 
His presentation was very informative and educational in the area of arbitration. 
Insuffic.ient time to develop this topic area. Did not resolve my frustration 
w·ith the lack of consistance or justifiable rationale in arbitration awards. 
Very informative -- well prepared. // 
Excellent! Best presenter. Useful comments to guide executive decision-making. 
Good information on how mediation works . 

. I thought he was more protective. of h.is profession than in·formative. 

William D. Genter - Tri Con, Ltd. - Silver Spring, Mary.land:- .. 

He has a good working knowledge of police strikes in the country. 
I wish Bill had be.en gi ven more time. 
Good material and excellent presentatio~. 
Segment on the II striKe and its aftermath ,I. rated a 7, whil e that on "conti ngency 
plann.ing" rated a 9. 
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_ Labor Relations Evaluation Continued •. w. 

(William D. Gente1 continued) 

Mr. Gente1's resea'rch and his gracious offer to aid us in labor conflict related 
matters was well received. 
Mr. Gentel needed more time. Executives should be more aware of, real problems 
and not assume a knowledge they do not possess concerning employee dissatisfaction. 
Good, but would have appreciated more insights into the analysis conducted 
but only alluded to. 
His material deserved more time. It had wide applicability and significance. 
He. was' well prepared i'n his presentation and brought out exceptional points 
reference the aftermath of a strike. 
Seemed to require more time to relate the job action case histories that we 
were all interested in. My notes i.ndi cate that. he was able to re 1 ate some, 
excellent guidelines. 
Enjoyed his presentation on the strike research. 
Informative and useful. 

Patrick V. Murphy - President, Police Foundation - Washington, D. c.: 
One of Murphy's better sessions. 
Agains just not enough time. 
Very informative as to the operations and functions of the Foundation. 
A professiona.1 job of extemporaneously responding to questions posed by participants. 
Ability to respond to spontaneous questions handled with professionalism and 
composure. 
I feel that the availability of Pat Murphy to respond to a wide range of questions 
and issues adds greatly to each of these seminars. 
Godfathet, of the program - elevates incentive to continue. 
Always pervocative. 
Very impressed with Mr. Murphy. Obviously has great insight into Police 
Administration and related problems. 
I fee.l that Mr. Murphy made a'n outstanding presentati on in reference to questi ons 
that were asked by the class. 
He lacked sufficient time for compiete communication. I sense a high degree of 
interest in Foundation programs and PERF but also a lack of knowledge about the 
futur:e directions that might have been better explored during this exchange. 
Questions may have been better conceived had notice of such an exchange been 
mentioned in the course curriculum or at least early in the week. 
I had heard that Pat was a talker -- he showed this in his answers to questions. 
He did a very fine job. 
Thought provoking and informative. Pat~s philosophy should have a great impact 
on the advancement of law enforcement. 
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THE, EXECUTIVE RESPONSE TO POLICE MISCONDUCT 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

Key to rating: 
9 Completely satisfied 
8 Quite satisfied 
7 Moderate,ly sati sfi ed 
6 A little more satisfied 

than dissatisfied 
5 Neither very satisfied 

nor' very dissatisfied 

1. How satisfied were you with the fonnat, 

4 A little more dissatisfied 
than satisfied 

3 Moderately dissatisfied 
2 Quite dissatisfied 
1 Completely dissatisfied 

arrangements, and styl e-:-of-the-semi-nar?--'-- -'-- -, '----a-:-3 ' 

z. How satisfied were you with the materials 
made available to you? 

3. How satisfied were you with the keynote 
presentation made by Herman Goldstein? 

4. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made. by Patrick V. Murphy of the Police 
Foundati on'? 

5. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by James E. O'Grady, Supt. of Police, 
Chicago~ Illinois? 

6. How" sati sfi ed were you with the presentati on 
made by Anthony Bouza, Deputy Chief, New York 
City Transit Police? 

7.' H.ow satisfied were you \,/ith the presentation 
made. by John Ball, Ch.ief of Police, Charleston 
County, South. Ca ro 1i na? 

8.0 

8. 1 

7.9 

7.4 

8.3 

.... 7.4 
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Misconduct Evaluation Continued •... 
.. 

8. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by David Burnham, reporter, New York Times 

" 

9 .. How satisfied were you with the presentation 
made by William Baker, Lieutenant, Los Angeles 
Sheriff's Office, California? 

10. - How sati sfi ed were you wi th the presen:tati on 
made by Lawrence W. Sherman? 

11. How satisfied were you'with the presentation 
made by James Fyfe, Lieutenant, New York City 
Police Department? 

12. How satisfied were you with the participant 
presentations made by Chiefs' Rock, Hand, Mullen, 
Geagan, Lynch, and York? 

13. How satisfied were you with the relevance of this 
course to your executive and professional develop
ment? 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 

7.9· 

5 •. 9 

5.9 

8.Q. 

8.2 

-The material ~ain from the course, the group conversations out of class 
involving techniques used by other departments, wilT, hopefully, increase 
accountability of police personnel achieving greater operating efficienty 
within departmental orders and guidelines resulting from this seminar. 

Don't make any major changes, I feel the·seminar was excellent. I love 
your method of introducing participants. 

My compliments to the staff of the Pol ice Foundati on for all of thei r 
efforts and hard work in putting a program together in a very difficult 
area. 

Very concise and informative presentations. Enjoyed overall seminar. 

This coUrse brings one back to the stark realities of the vulnerability of 
- an administrator who fails to be constantly vigilant to the frailities of man. 

Excellent seminar! I become more enthused as I cont.inue my participation in 
the Police Executive Institute. 

Very satisfied. As one who has to evaluate seminars my people attend, I look 
for items in addition to the quality of speakers. Sessions that begin on time, 
and keep to a schedul e generally have somethi ng important to say. You were 
right on schedule. 
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Misconduct Evaluation Continued .... 

1 was particularly pleased to see structured participation in this program. 

Excellent blend of. participants and speakers. 

Well rounded - one of the better workshops about a difficult continuing 
problem .. 

There are certain areas concerning misconduct, that I intend to implement within 
our own department and others that I am considering. This executive session 
was most helpful to me. 

Overall, I thought- this was a good conference and' one which helped me personally. 
As always, some. speakers. were better' than others, however, I bel i eve each had 
something to offer. 

Presentations were very informative and well organized. 

COMr~ENTS:,REGARD1NG FACULTY: 

Herman Goldstein: 

Realistic approach to the problem of combating police corruption. 
A quality product, occasionally he. lost sight of the setting (group orientation). 
I found it thought producing and an asset to the seminar. 
A knowledgeable individual who made an interesting presentation. 
Good overview, especially appreciated his description of five types of reformers. 
I fee.l that Bouza would have been a much stronger keynote speaker. Goldstein 
could have been used further along to break NYC emphasis. 
Very good. 
I have great respect and admiration for Mr~ Goldstein. His presentation was 
first rate. Thoughtful in style and. continuity. 
Best speaker - substance. 
Mr. Goldstein appeared a little weak in his credibility. 
Appears to be a thoroughly honest man who believes in what he says. 
The keynote speaker should have been someone from the police community. 
He needed more time. 

Patrick Murphy - Police Foundation - Washington, D. c.: 
Fi rst hand, factual i nformati on was we 11 presented, has a wealth of i nformati on 
related to today's law enforcement problems. 
With a little preparation he would have been outstanding. 
He was quite a surprise to me. I came to the seminar with a mental picture of 
a Anthony Bouza. 
A seasoned veteran with unlimited information relative to the subject. 
Needed more time wi th him in i nforma 1 setti ng. \~anted to go much deeper wi th him 
in some areas but time and format did not permit. 
I thi nk he was too modest: j n hi s presentati on. I felt he di d not want to over-

. shadow the other roles in the panel discussion. 
Avoided real issues and direct answers. 
I respect and admire Mr. Murphy, however, I thinkehe thought we were more familiar 
with New York than we really are. Perhaps a little historial lead-in would have 
helped. 
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Misconduct Evaluation Continued ..•. 

(Pat Murphy continued) 

I alw.ays enjoy Pat r~urphy but this time he was· better than some previous 
presentations. 

How can you not be satisfied with experience and success? 
I think Pat needs to take advantage of such occasions to indirectly overcome 
opposition to his philosophy. 
Needed more time. 

Superintendent James E. O'Grady - Chicago, Illinois: 

The Superintendent and his staff were perfect hosts, making the visit to their 
city enjoyable and informative. 
Presentation Tacked direction - failed to establish a contract with us re: learning 
objectives. 
I like a person who tells it like it is. 
Repetetive of other presentations. 
Appeared rushed and not up to his usual excellent presentations. 
Did not even deal with topics of discussion. Simplistic overview and rhetoric. 
Outstanding law enforcement official and very interesting. 
Presentation was believable and relaxed. 

_ep.I.l.t¥-ChieLAnthony Bouza - New York City Transit Police: 

An experienced police officer relating police experiences. 
Words can't describe the abilities of this man. 
Good story teller - practical application of the material limited. 
Very entertaining, however, I don't agree with his policies towards complaints 
and methods he prescribes. Each complaint should be investigated. 
Very dynamic and informative presentation. 
Goo~ speaker - holds attention well. 
Clear, precise and interesting. He relates well to the problem and can get the 
point across. 
Intelligent, clear, experienced, straight forward presentation. 
The highlight of the session. You should have a ten on your score for him. 
Excel~ent - the highlight of the program. 
One of the best I have heard -- personality - professionalism - humor - extraordinary! 
Dynamic, superarticulate, experienced, emotional, thoroughly enjoyed his presentation, 
however, I am not convinced he completely believes in everything he said. 
Probably the best speaker. 

Chief John Ball - Charleston. County, South Carolina: 

Exce·ll ent presentati on that has been stored for future use. 
\.jar stori es are fun, however, if unstructured provi de 1 i ttl e transferable 

. " techno logy. II 
Does not relate to my concerns. 
Attended an organized. crime seminar with John so had heard presentation before . 

. He's a knowledgeable and courageous chief. 
Needed more information on his plan of attack or did he just go by seat of pants? 
Quite satisfied with presentation. 

Mr. David Burnham - New York Times Reporter: 

Not enough depth into his relationship as a reporter with police officials. 
Returned to Rochester with a new view on the role of the media. 
Limited Contri5ution. 
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Misconduct Evaluation Continued. 

(David Burnham continued) 

He should prepare himself for a longer' presentation and not rely on answering 
questions from the group. 
Refreshi'ng dedication. _ 
Presentati on exce 11 en t - if he is not a 1 ready a part of the program on medi a 
relations he should be. 
Felt he could have. alloted more time, perhaps with another investigative reporter 
in a panel forum. 
Interesting report ~on what he has done but no help on how the police executives 
get media help on solving corruption prob.lems. 
He appeared to be unprepared.. However, the casual discussion was excei1ent. 
Realistic and practical - r will use him as reference in talks about news corruption. 
A little dissatisfied - only because a man of Mr. Burnham's intelligence and 
experience could have given us a little more insight into the problems, as he sees it. 

Lieutenant William Baker -.Los Angeles Sheriff's Office: 

Interesting approach to internal police discipline, many good ideas for 
i nterna 1 i hvesti gati ons .. 
Found it to be a weak presentation. 
Bill was interesting, however, he was intimated by the group which detracted 
from his presentation. 
He obviously know his job and was sincere while addressing the seminar. I am sure 
that his presentation will improve with experience. 
Did not have his facts complete, although he had a good message. 
Not directed to our particular needs. 
Strained presentation. Thought he contradicted himself on several points, did not 
clearly support the need for an advocate or the role. 
Could have been done in five minutes. 
Being from Los Angeles County I was aware of their procedures. I felt Bill should 
have taken better control and gotten all of his mat~rial out. 
Very personable, but he gave me the impr'ession of not being thoroughly familiar 
~ith his presentation. 

Professor ~awrence W. Sherman: 

~~as proven to have read material, but was not properly interpreted. 
Dislike a speaker that has to back down On facts presented. 
Quality product - should improve with age. 
He insults the intelligence of experien~ed, knowledgeable administrators with, 
at best,. heresay information. He suffers froni a New York syndrome, "Let I s talk about 
YOUR bad guys." 
Do n,pt.agree with his philogophy of blackmail, smacks of Watergate, etc. 
Presentation good, but its factual basis appeared questionable. 
Failed to <support statements about L.A.P.D. should avoid personalizing unless 
statements can be supported by fact. 
After challenge I am not sure of the validity of his remarks. 
I was a little disturbed by some of his inaccuracies with my idol, William H. Parker . 

. I then had to question other parts of his speech that I wasn1t as familiar with. 
A ltttle too academic in relation to the other presentations. (There appeared 
to be a lack of practical knowledge.) 
Disappointed - this speaker lost his credibility early in his presentation. He 
gave the appearance of being conceived in a textbook, and it showed. 
Presentation was not accurate. 
Presentation, as indicated, was not completely factual. 



II Misconduct Evaluation Continued •... 
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Lieutenant James Fyfe - New York Police Department: 

Too heavy on statistics, but high on value. 
He has a tendency to want to criticize his department superiors for all the 
weaknesses of the individual officers. 
Impressive and direct, has excellent style of presentation. 
Excellent. 
Excellent. 
Exceptional knowledge apparent. 
Fresh approach - honest perspective. 
Very competent. 

Participant Presentation (Chiefs Rock, Hand, Mullen, Geagan, Lynch, and York): 

All panel participants were knowledgeable of their subject matter, received 
good class feedback. 
I found it to be one of the highlights of the seminar. 
Disjointed - overall good effort - limited value. 
The best learning experience of the entire seminar. 
Geagan1s was too short - required more explanation. 
By the diversity of backgrounds and philosophy, made for an interesting session. 
Like participant presentations - usually more recent experiences. 
All good, especially Travis Lynch. 
Very well done. 
Completely satisfied. 
As I remember this part of the program, it was extremely beneficial. 
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Key to rating: 

EXECUTIVE.ROLES AND TIME USE 

SUMMARY 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

9 Completely satisfied 
8 Quite satisfied 

4 A little mo.re dissatisfied 

7 Moderately satisfied 
6 A littl:e'_more-satisffed 

than dissatisfied 
o Neither- very satisffed 

nor very dissatisfied 

than satisfied 
3 Moderately dissatisfied 
2 Quite dissatisfied 
1 Completely dissatisfi~d 

1. How satisfied -were you with the format and style of the seminar? 

Comments: 

As usual the informal style and setting were very conducive to the 
learning process. 

I consider this to be among the most useful of the Institute's 
-semi nars. 

Taken as a whole - the finest seminar- I have attended. (Three 
similar- comments) 

The format and style were well planned and implemented. (Six 
similar comments) --

I enjoyed the progressive format. The special guests from the 
private sector added an important element to the overall flavor 
of the seminar. ' 

Adequate time allowed for full participation of all present. 

First seminar_ 1. have rated this high. 

2. How satisfied were you with the information presented at the 
seminar? 

Comments: 

The information presented was certainly representative of the 
pre seminar billing. (Five similar comments)- - ---

I am utilizing some of the techniques now. 

8.6 
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Mr. Ri chard I s presentati on was outstandi.ng. I recommended to my 
boss, that he be. employed to make the· presentation to the general 
staff of our Department~ 

The semi-nar was most infonnative and insti.l Ted an interest and 
desire to make changes. It also brought to mind techniques known 
but not used. to their best advantage. 

A good mix of public and private- input. 

Very time1y_ 

3. How satisfied were you with the materials made available to you? 8.4 

Comments: 

All of the materials were relevant and helpful to me. I have used 
the Alec MacKenzie materials, both personally and by passing on 
certain portions of it to my subordinates. 

Having read most of the material I was more receptive to what was 
said and therefore more ready to accept what was said. 

The materials made available were all infonnative and timely. 
Eight similar comments) 

Perhaps 'a follow-up refelcting new materials should be considered 
six and twelve months after the factr This could be accomplished 
by a review of the literature and compilation of a reading list. 

4. How satisfied were you with the opening presentation made by 
Chief James W. York of Orlando, Florida? 6.4 

Comments: 
" 

His presentation covered areas that will help in the better 
utilization of a police executi've's time. His suggestion on office 
design to avoid eye contact was an invaluable one. Other 
techniques, such as staff decisions, delegation, removal of 
telephone bells, community task force, and hand-written notes on 
'letters, have already proven valuable to me. 

Jim was very straight forward and effective. (Two similar 
cormnents) 

Had some· good common sense tips. 

Jim would at time~ talk with some one at the. speakers. table instead 
of projecting responses to the audience. 

Had limited value. (Two similar comments) 
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5. How.satisfied. were you: with the presentation made by Chief Bruce 
R. Baker of Portland, Oregon? 

Conunents: 

Bruce is obviously' a man of tremendous talent. Informative 
presentation',. a lot of' good tips.(Eight similar comments) 

Chief Baker- is no doubt a proven and experience po1ice executive. 
For the first time I feel free to discuss my political role as 
he indicated, not as a member- of a political' party, but to be 
aware. of the needs of the communi ty, our elected offi ci a 1 s ; 
and that the chief is a manager, businessman, strategist~ 
negotiator- and a salesman. This is in addition to his respon
sibilities as a Chief of Police. As such he should be aware of 
the Proposition 13 syndrome. 

6. How satisfied were you with the. presentation made by Howard P. 
Mc.Clain,. Director of Public Safety, Orlando, Florida? 

Conrnents: 

He was most informative in the role a 'chief'plays with his boss; 
and. how the boss relates to his chief. This reinforced my believe 
that it is necessary to be in close contact with my County 
Executive, so that he is always aware of important matters 
involving police and the community. 

TYpical Director of Public Safety position filled by retired 
military officer - policing tends to be secondary to maintaining 
good image. 

Every police chief should be lucky enough to have such a boss. 

This presentation had limited value. (Five similar comments) 

OK. 

7. ·How sati sfied were you wi th the presentati on made by Dr. Jerry 
Koehler, Professor, University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida? 

Conments: 

He makes it sound so easy. 

He emphasized the organization principals re.lati..ng to delegation; 
the creating of trust arrong my subordinates. He also emphasized 
the need to motivate my getting subordiantes involved, and in 
setting target dates to measure results of tasks. 

8.2 

6.2 
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Jerry did not cover his assigned topic. I believe I could give 
a better presentation on delega:tion. (Two s·imilar comments) 

This presentation was excellnet as to content and method df 
presentation. (Eight similar comments) 

A good performer, should be on the stage, terrific presentation, 
_ good. material holds your attention. 

8. How satisfied were'you with the presentation- made by Mr. Robert 
W. Wall, Senior 'li ce, Pres; dent, Flori da Power and Light, Mi'ami, 
Florida? 

Comments: 

I thought it was exce·llent and timely. I appreciated the copy of 
his remarks. 

Mr. Wan, obviously a. distinguished senior executive, certainly 
added prestige to the seminar but limited value as to presentation. 
(Two similar comments) 

Good to hear what privat~ industry does. Too bad we don't have 
thei r resources. 

A very well prepared presentation on how industry deals with same 
problems.- delegating and training all employees to assume their 
responsibtlities. 

Reading of' hi s materi a 1 detracted somewhat from the effectiveness 
of an otherwise fine presentation. (Two similar comments) 

In his dtscussions on managing management time, he brought out a 
major management problem in my department in the subordinate 
i~posed time. I am reducing this problem by letting my staff 
keep the "monkey," then taking the necessary steps to complete 
goals and assignments. This subject also reminded me to measure 
and distribute the work load to my subordinates. 

Excellent content. (Four similar comments) 

9. How satisffed were you with the presentation made by Mr. Gary 
Richards, Financial/Management Consultants, Overland Park, Kansas? 

Comments: 

Handled a tough assignment very well. (Ten similar comments) 

I think he should have been first on program as he provided 
motivation for subject at hand. 

7 ? 
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He redefined the management role, for me in his code (BMANP) "Bring 
Me Answers Not Problems." In addition the use of the time log 
and sticking to the schedule~ In the area of crises management 
he showed me a new way to say "no" without offense. He also 
helped me and my scretary better understand our roles. His entire 
presentation was excellent. 

The best of all., 

10. How satisfied. were you with the relevance of this course to your 
executive and professional development? 

Comments: 

I am pleased - It was a better session than I expected. 

I thought it was. focused in very we 11 on the problems of to days 
executives. 

The ability to control ones time, and delegate without looking 
over your shoulder are two distinct and, separate arts. The 
seminar has assisted in these areas to the point where they are 
more th,an relevant to my position. 

This was my first experience in a seminar with the Police 
Executive Institute. The instructors were outstanding and 
covered areas that will have a significant impact· in my work 
habits. My community, department, and myself will benefit 
substantially from the knowledge gained. 

Due to my particuular position and the unusually large number 
of unexpected interruptions, in my daily routine, I find it 
difficult to apply this newly acquired information and 
technigues. 

'Very timely - needed. A subject not dealt with in other seminars 
or schools for law enforcement executives. 

Mas t useful'. 

Got to the heart of ~ problem. 

Exactly what I needed. 

A very profitable and informative session for me. 

Overall, the total relevance of this course was excellent. 

8.7' 
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11. What could have been done to increase your satisfaction at this course? 

Comments: 

More involvement such as the session wi'th Mr. Gary Richards. Overall, 
the course was excellent and in reality, needs little to increase 

.... satisfaction. 

, No recommendation for improvement. I am continuously impressed with 
the quality of the;'seminars - The:'staff certai,nly is to be commended 
for the efforts put forth to i.nsure such a high quality training 

,program for police executives - 1 am mos.t appreciative. 

1 would Tiked,',to' have seen more time for sharing time saving ideas. 
11m sure many had their own little Itricks l that may have helped some 
of us., Al so, we were asked to prepare a short presentati on on some 
aspect of time management but were not given any opprtunity to present 
or share it. 

Reduce hours in class - i.e. 9 a.m., - 4 p.m. Six hours is pler.ty. 

Canlt think of anything! Youlve· done it again! Provided a forum -
well presented and managed' that provi ded part; cipati on by students 
which I feel is very important-. Congratulations! A job well done. 

Send Richards and Koehler home with me - Richards I part. of the program 
should have been expanded to permit more hands-on application of the 
principles involved. 

I believe you covered it all. 

Each presente~should di~tribute a paper at the beginning of his 
presentation. It would make it easier to follow and relieve the burden 
of taking notes. 

More opportunity to interact in small groups with peer executives. 
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". UTAH ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE 

SUMMARY 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

Key to rating: 

1. 

9 Completely satisfied 
8 Qui te sa ti sfi'ed 
7 Moderately satisfied / 
6 A little more satisfied 

than di ssa.ti sfi ed 
5, Neither very satisfied 

., nor very di ssati sf; ed 

4 

3 
2 
1 

A little" more dissatisifed 
than satisfied 
Moderately dissatisfied 
Quite dissatisfied 
Completely dissatisfied 

How satisfied were you with the fOnTlat, arrangements and style of 
the semi nar? 

Comments: 

Good surroundings, very condusing to the learning process, 
scheduled well. I 

I would suggest preliminary coverage of subjects to generate input 
for later discussion. . :', 

Group participati'on was very good and small enough to get good 
;.nput. . 

Arrangements good. 

Somewhat distracted with the video taping. 

Very well done. Excellent speakers. 

Very good. 

Smaller room. 

2. WlJat could have been done to increase your satisfaction at this 
course? 

Corrments: 

More visual aid. Less lecture. 

Persons covering media could have been sharper. 

More down 1:0 local problems. 

Ci te examples _. be mora specific 

Personally I wanted mqre case studies on internal affairs. 

7.4 
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3. 

4. 

May have been fine for small departments from outlying areas. 
Waste of time for large department. 

More preparation of students to reach common ground for 
interaction. 

The handout from LAPD is beneficial. If possible more guide
lines as handouts would be very helpful. 

Removed video tape.and made person present more at ease. 

Discussed new ideas instead of covered items of corranon 
knowledge. 

Not filmed it. Smaller group. 

I liked the work groups and would have liked more time there. . 
Everything was acceptable to me. 

Some speakers less than dynamic. 

How satisfied were you with the materials made available to you? 

Comments : 

Very compl ete. 

Instructors were good. I personally like more handouts and 
guidelines. 

Excellent material. 

How satisfied were you with the presentations made by George N. 
Beck, Deputy Chief of Police, Los Angeles Police Department? 

Convnents : 

Information he could have supplied was not supplied •. Got the 
feeling he was either not informed or held back. 

Very outstanding. 

I expected great things from a man of his position. 

Appreciated his willingness to share his depar~~nt~J .resources. 

Super, a cop's cop. 

7.3 

7.3 
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5. 

6. 

Put thi ngs on a 1 eve 1 everyone coul d understand. Presented very 
helpful and meaningful infonnation. Excellent participat.ion 
discussion. 

,:-l , ( 

A very pleasant person to be around. 

I reany enjoyed him. He is knowledgable and candid, not over
bearing •. 

Very informative - presented in an understandable manner. 

A grea·t guy - a chi ef I s ch i ef. 

Good material. 

Not dynamic enough for opening.. . 

How satisfied were you with the presentation made by Terry Eisenberg, 
Ph.D., President, Eisenberg & Associates? 6.0 

Corranents: 

Terry failed to set stage of preliminaries assuming all, because 
they were top administrators, were into stress and related 
management problems. His knowledge is good. 

Nothing new presented. 

OK. but couldn't take him again. 

- 'Excellent, especially ;'n the work group. 

, Ve~ knowledgeable about material. 

How satisfied were you with the presentations made by Kris Scoumperdis, 
Lieutenant, Portland Police Bureau? 7.9 

Corranents : 

Stfoul d have hlad more time. 

OK. Best of the group. Gave me personally the insight needed. 

Kris impressed me because he is into police problems and appears to 
seek solutions rather. than pitfalls. 

Hung up on his own efforts. 
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7. 

Interesting. Good content. 

A super young man - exce 11 ent presentation. 

Good infonnation and participation in di'scussion throughout 
course. 

He is'very good - I would liked to have had more time with 
him. 

Very sharp. 

Good, but too wordy - (as are most l,egal people) 

Exceptional speaker. Well info~d highly motivated. Really 
impressive. 

Dynamic instructor. 

How satisfied were you with the presentation made by Melvin 
L. Tucker, Chief of Police, Asheville, North Carolina? 

Comments: 

Not· enough experience with a real press problem. 

Di d not provi de adequate 'i nfonnati on from hi s i 11 us tri ous 
career . 

. Utopian approach is like a sunday school lesson. Theory won't 
solve the pra.ctical problems. 

Stirl nothing new. 

He should return to the FBI to be assigned to Butte, Montana. 

Seemed to have trouble getting started. 

Not too impressive. 

He "had a tough subject.. Hi s ideas were not geared to my si ze 
department. 

The subject matter was dry but so was Chief Tucker. Mel had 
a very difficult subject" particularly at this time and place. 

/ 

5.8 
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How satisfied were you with the presentation made by Robert C. 
Benton, Lieutenant, Sacramento Police· Department? 

Cormnen ts : 

Too protective. of police position. Support is good but police 
oft times are most o'f the problems be.cause of this. 

Appeared bored, lacked interest in what he was there for. 

I feel that he hada.good grasp of his material. Very practical. 

Very practi ca 1 • 

How satisfied' were you with the.relevance of this course to your 
executive and professional development? 

Comments : 

__ 1t-w~ele¥a~t-tG-the-smailer departments. But less preficent. II to the larger ones. Because of specialization. 

All subjects were relevant. To select pertinent material that II needs addressing you did ve~ well. 

I think instructors were ve~ good. But to repeat more guidelines 
woul d be helpful. 

II I expected to get new up-to-date infonnation. You merely fortified 
------1-what-we-""are· a 1 ready'dofifg. . 

II ·The discussions about personnel matters' were excellent. 

II Very good for me, infonnation presente? has been quite helpful. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Some of the things have already been implimented by our department. 

Ve'~ good infonnation - useful for any administrator. 

Would like to have many more. Would look forward to participating 
in "any future courses p'ossible .• 

Designed for smaller department or' less experienced command level 
offi cers .• 

5.8 
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THE EXECUTIVE AND THE CRININAL INVESTIGATION FUNCTION 

SUMMARY' 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

Key to rati ng: 

9 C0rnpletely sat-isffed 
8 Quite satisfied 
7 Moderately. satisfied, 
6 A little more satisfied 

than dtssatisfied 
5 Mei ther very sat; sffed 

nor very dissatisfied 

~ A little more dissatisfied 
than satisfied 

3 Moderately dissatisfied 
2 Quite dissatisfied 
1 Completely dissatisfied 

1. How satisfied were you with the format, arrangements and style 
of' the semi nar? 

2. 

Comments: 

The quality of the presentation and the material presented 
were outstanding. (Twelve similar comments) 

Very good -, well chosen topics. 

It is always a pl easure to attend a pragram that starts on time 
and sticks to the program rather than see how much time can be ' 
wasted. 

There was an exce 1:1 ent exchange of i nformati on due to prep 1 anni ng 
and development of course content. 

Needed more time for open discussion on some issues. 

Enjoyed the relaxed format. 

By far the best seminar live been to. (Two similar comments) 

Change seating pattern daily. (Two similar comments) 

What could have been done to increase your satisfaction at this 
course? 

Comments: 

Very little, possibly a little mofe space per participant at the 
table. 

8.7 
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The only possible suggestion would be to possibly provide some 
period of time for general and small group discussion by the 
participants concerning their experience and suggestions .. 

Shorter class time. (Two similar comments) 

The seminar was very good,.one of the best seminars r have 
attended. (Three similar comments) 

r rea·lly cannot think of anything - this was my first Police 
Executive Institute function and I. was impressed. 

Name· plates pinned on shirt or jacket with department would 
help in communication. 

I have come to expect- effi ci ent logi sti cs, cri sp schedul i ng 
and high caliber. staff and participants. I was not disappointed. 

Application of methods etc. (Four similar comments) 

Seating arrangements requiring you to look sidewyas at the 
presenter became quite tiresome. The open-box arrangement is 
satisfactory for discussion conferences but is not preferred 
for conference-type presentations. 

How satisfied were you with the materials made available to you? 8.4 

Extremely satisfied. (Six similar comments) 

Pre course distribution of reading material enabled participants 
to become informed. 

The material is very good and worthwhile. I have. made it available 
-to investigators who have reported back favorably. 

Light reading, very interesting. 

Good stuff - Most of it was appropriate '- nothing really new. 
(Three similar comments) 

I didn't get all the material - So I don't know. (Four similar 
,_ comments due to mail delay) 
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How satisfied· were you with the presentations made by Allen H. 
Andrews, Superintendent of Police, Peoria, I1linoi.s? 

Corilinents: 

We'll versed in subject matter and presented in a very under.standable 
manner'. 

Less than convinc,ing! but tough sulJject to handle. 

Coul d have used more detail ed handouts for future use by 
parti cipants •. 

Agree on everything' with the exception of who the uinfonnant" 
belongs to - I maintain the "infonnant" 'is the officers.-

Ethical issues:Candid~ exceptionally well done. Proposed orders. 
Po 1 i cy statement, or code. of conduct waul d have added. Burgi ary 
Proposal: Good presentation. 

Chief' Andrews is not the most stimulating speaker in the world, but 
the content' of his talk was extremely important, thought provoking 
and worthy of care·ful consideration~ (Eight similar comments) 

This guy is one intelligent and sincere administrator. (Three 
similar comments) 

How satisfied were you with the p'f'esenta.tion made by J. Ernst Eck, 
Senior Research Analyst, Police Executive Research Fbrum? 

Comments: 

Good job wit.h difficult subject. (Six similar comments) 

Mr. Eck obviously knows his subjet, but seems to lack self
confidence in the presentation. (~hree similar comments) 

The presentation was a little "dryll but the material presented 
and the content were very relevant. His subject has given me a 
great deal to think about in light of Proposttion 13. 

Generally excellent presentation. Mr. Eck presented this 
complex subject in an understandable manner than should generate 
interest in development and use of research materials.' 

His presentation was well covered in the advance reading materials. 
I accepted the validity of his study. 

Provided alternatives to burglary investigations. 

7.2 
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Good presentation. I was left hanging' on just how to proceed from 
where he left off. 

John has improved considerably since the last presentation ,I 
witnessed. He has a lot more confidence .. ' I took his presentation 
as an objective statement of the SRI model and its availability for 
use. I doni t agl 'ee wi th the Mode 1 but I apprec.i ate knowi ng it -
exists' and. how it works. 

6. How satisfied were you with the presentations made by Thomas F. 
\ 

Hastings, Chief of Police, Roctiester, New York? 7.9 

Comments: 

The experience Chief Hastings has had with hi,s Rochester System 
is very valuable to executives. (Eight similar comments) 

This was an extremely satisfying' presentation. I will contact 
Chief" Hastings for more information about their" senior citizen 
program and their early closure policies. 

Presentation lacked specificity - but did give an adequate 
executive view. 

Down to earth practical .. 

Obviously not afraid of change and experimentation. 

Another alternative in dealing with crime. 

Tom has empirical evidence that he is a progressive and imaginative 
Chief. His is a most believable person - Has a nice easy style. 

Excellent handout material. 

7. How satisfied were you with the presentations made by Robert A. 
Edmonds, Assistant Sherfff, Los Angeles Sheriffls Offi'ce, / 
California? 8.2 

Comments: 

.- Bob Edmonds has a good presentation and i.s very knowledgeable. 
(Ten similar comments) 

Excellent presentation, provided insight into the problems and 
operating procedures of the Los Angeles Sheriff's Office. 
(Two similar comments) 

Bob Edmonds proj ects warmth and si ncer; ty, stimul ates interest. 
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9. 

This gave me a much closer view of STING possibilities having only 
been familiar with Washi:ngton, D~C. STING operation. 

Contributed as a student to several discussions but his 
presentation was lacking. 

We 11 done - ! have many good' notes from hi s remarks .. 

How· satisfied were you·withthe presentations made by Pierce R. 
Brooks, Chief of Po1ice,~Eugene, Oregon? 

Comments: 

Outstanding presentation. Pierce Brooks' presentation was un
surpassed for qua1i·ty. of material as well as candor and 
effectiveness in his presentation. (Eight· similar comments) 

We almost got. into the "war storyll made, but it was most 
inter~sting and there were some helpful hints. (Two similar 
comments) 

The only thing needed was to tie his war stories into the need 
for management review of important criminal investigations. 
(Three similar comments) 

War stories (Two similar comments) 

Good tips re officer-involved shootings. 

Pierce is what some people call a cops cop.. He has been there 
and has done it well - He is the kind of a person that other 
people can re.late to. (Two similar comments) 

Truly" a very interesting speaker.. Plain English, very 
knowledgeable. 

How satisfied were you with the presentation made 'by David Powis, 
Deputy Assistant Commissioner, Scotland Yard? 

Comments: 

Very professional and entertaining presentation. (Eleven 
similar comments) 

Very professional person - very knowledgeable and excellent 
representative for England. I do not agree with his comments 
r~lative to the English system re: drugs. 

Interesting - somewhat dated. 

8.3 

8.5 
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An outstanding portion of the pr.ogram because of his experience, 
qualifications and. insight concerning problems of police _ 
executi ves. . . 

Very broadening. 

Dav·id Pbwis brought a refreshing perspective which I found helpful. 

David Powis is an extremely interesting and competent police 
executive. I do not- concur completely with many of his observations, 
but his talk had a visible impact on the group. 

How satisfied were you with the presentation made by William D. 
Hassinger, Lieutenant: Colonel" and Philip Hogan, Lieutenant, 
both of Michigan State Police? 

Comments: 

They are very knowledgeable and have much to offer in such a 
seminar. (Twelve similar comments) 

Lieutenant Hogan was an excellent speaker and it was obvious 
he had done his homework. (Three similar comments) 

It was a fascinating application of computer technology. 

The best- of all presentations. Very well 'done. Not only 
informative but educational. 

I espe~ially appreciated their- handout material. 

Lt. Colonel Hassinger and Lt. Hogan provided valuable information 
regarding the organization of a major crime investigating team. 
Opened my eyes to the capabilities of a mini-computer. 

11. How satisfied were you with the presentation made by Michael C. 
Borkowski, Chief of Police, South Bend, Indiana? 

Comments: 

Chief Borkowski's down-to-earth, straight~forward presentation 
~ was very interesting and valuable to those considering a sting 

type operation. (Seven similar comments) 

Excellent practical information for those interested in STINGs. 
We are using this information now in planning some similar 
projects. 

I think we needed more nitty-gritty details ,of. prog,ram operation. 

8.6 
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Mi ke. impressed me a good street cop who had made the jump to 
Chief. Hard' guy to fool - he had been around. 

The chief presented some difficult pr.oblems of a police 
aclmini strator. 

Didn't gatn much from his presentation. 

How satisifed were yo.u with. the relevance, Qf this course to your 
executtve.' and professional development? 8.6 

Conunents :. 

I feel that'it helped me develop added insight into the options 
ava i 1 ab 1 e to improve the eff; ci ency / effecti·veness of the 
investigative function. 

Perhaps future courses could contain one day for the participants, 
if they so desire, to present some insights into new approaches 
to old problems. A general discussion regarding where we have 
been, and where are, we going - IIthink tank ll type of program. 

Very interesting: - lots of infonnation. However my career will 
probably not benefit greatlY! 

l 

1 feel ac little. too much time was consumed on detailed case 
history, an:hough I found it interesting. 

The associations I developed. Powis! presentation, and the 
Michigan State Police presentation were the most beneficial to 
me. 

Extremely sati sfied. 

A very innovative and fresh approach to old problems. Very 
pertinent to today's police problems of budget, administration, 
discipline, etc. 

Of many I have attended, I would have to honestly rate this above 
the others. Thi sis the fi rst course I have taken presented by 
the Police Executive Institute. 

Crammed a lot of learning into a short period of·time. 

I came with an open mind and I was impressed - I got a good 
amount of useful infonnation - I am satisfied that the trip 
was well worth the effort - I would like to attend again someday. 
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Course was of great va.l ue in' broadeni ng my perspecttve and answeri ng 
. questions I had in the area under study. 

Time well spent. An enjoyable exchange of information and renewal of 
friendships. . 

I. was particularly interested in the manner. some of the department 
executives' reorganized their investigative priorities., reduCing the 
concentration of just clearing cases, and concentrating more on those 
offenses which are more likely to resu.lt. in conviction. I have sinc;.e 
reorganized our C.I.D. (effective 3-1-79) incorporating all misdemeanor 
and property crimes into a General Investigations Section. All Crimes 
Against Persons Felony Crimes will be handled by the Major Felony Unit. 

Primarily because of the contacts and mixing with rea.l professionals. 
The only low spot was the presentation made by the St. Louis man. It 
was not relevant to this course, and I strongly disagree with their 
discipline philosophy, they dump all 'the blame on a bad program 
established by command officers in their street· caps. 

Cappy, you. and Pat always put on an interesting program. 

thiscourse~ its content was relevant, timely and above all my time was 
well utilized. So many times in other schools and seminars I feel that 
the time was not properly uti 1 ized and I was not earni ng my pay. That 
was not the case in this course. Outstanding course all the way around. 
You are all to be congratulated in the manner the course and content 
were presented. 

Once again the best seminar ever. We only needed more time. 

My criminal investigation operation (about 180 agents) is seriously 
lacking, compared.to the 1800 man detective bureau I commanded in LAPD. 

·This course was broadening and would be beneficial to some of my command 
officers .. 

Many good ideas. It will help rna personally. 

Problems discussed are very significant and solutions and various methods 
are very crucial to police executives and their development. 

This course, once again, struck the correct balance between theory -
practical problems facing police executives. This balance of topics and 
blend of leadership styles has been the key to the outstanding success 
and the. superb reputati on of the pol i ce executi ve development programs. 

Insight on other operations is always excellent. 

Outstanding relevancy, learned a great deal from formal and informal 
contact· with the semi nar parti ci pants. Atta boy., Cappy! 
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THE EXECUTIVE AND MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE 

SUMMARY 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

Key to rating: 

9 Completely satisfied 
8 Quite satisffed 
7 Moderate'ly satisfied 
6 A lfttle more satisfied 

than dissatisfied 
5 Neither very satisfied 

nor very di.ssati sfi ed 

4 A little more dissatisfied 
than satisfied 

3 Moderately dissatisfied 
l Quite dissatisfied 
1 Completely dissatisfied 

1. How satisfied were you with the format, arrangements, and style 
of the seminar? 

Comments: 

Interaction between the participants themselves, and with 
lecturers, was excellent. 

Excellent 

An effective composite of the structurer and non-structured 
which encouraged a relaxed atmosphere 'While gaining productive 
participation. 

Super! 

The staff did an outstanding job. 

After the first day (room problems) it was superior. 

In future, would recommend that more general discussion time 
be made available throughout the program. 

Rating would be lower if you had continued the same seating 
arrangements you had the first day. 

V'ery sati sfi ed wi th format. Seating arrangements were not the best 
- real hard chairs to sit on for 3/4 hour periods. No problems 
with the style. 

Well planned, professionally styled. 

8.3 
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2. 

3. 

How satisfied were you with the information presented at the 
. ? sem1nar. 

Cormnents: 

Timely and pertinent. Provided an appreciation of the complexities 
of organizational change. 

Well worth the time. and money spent on the seminar. 

Perhaps the most valuable element was the frankness' with which 
information was imparted by both formal presenters and 
informal participants. 

The Dallas plan and related discussions created considerable 
interest. 

Some pr.esentati ons caul d have been ti ghter. 

Would suggest more examples, on a smaller scale, where major change 
efforts have failed. The. Dallas situation was monumental, over
whelming and a bit too complex to properly assess in the short time 
available. 

I practically always find that. I can learn from both seminars and 
association with police managers. 

The best to date. 

The information was very timely and comprehensive. 

Wish there were more solutions! Most informative, and interesting 
to note similarity of'issues affecting my organizational change. 

How satisfied were you with the materials made available to you? 

Comments: 

Continue to mail readings prior to seminar. Be selective to 
limited amount of suggested material to that essential for course. 

r wish you had included a good text on organizational change. 

The Dallas material is a textbook that should be in everyonels 
library. The Bittner piece was thought provoking, but unneses
sarily long and pedantic. 

First seminar riVe ever attended that r got read.in,g mgt.erial 
early enough to ready it. 

Good information. 

8.0 
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4. 

The. mate r; a 1 s we re exce·i1 en t. 

I thought there was a little too much presented at meeting 
without being able to read before the meeting. 

The materials were useful and enhanced the seminar discussions. 
I 

Complete, up-to-date, and interest.ing readings, especially the 
Dallas experiment and its organizational change. 

How satisfied were you with the presentations made by Hennan 
Gal dstein? 

Comments: 

Herman always "has his act tog.ether." 

Summary of points regarding change excellent, needed better time 
slot than last hour of program. 

Interesting, informative, captivating presentations. Very 
impressive. 

He,was somewhat redundant on the last day. 

I had hoped that Herman would spsnd more time articulating his own 
views rather than making general commentary on the ideas presented 
by others. 

Perhaps more time should be given for additional discus~ion. 

I ~ersonally enjoyed the remarks by Herman more than any other 
speaker, in particular, his observations of the Dallas experiment. 
He was clear, honest and to-the-point,in all his comments and did 
an excellent job in summing up the entire program. 

Good material - a good facilitator - ·relates well with police 
practioners.- an interest:tng and informative belnd of the academic 
and practicing world. 

.-
Outstanding person and knew his subjects. 

I think Herman Goldstein presents a fresh non-police approach to 
problems. I find him very enjoyable to listen to. 

Absolutely outstanding - got good delivery and rapport. 

8.2 
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5. 

His comments about organization change regarding personal feelings, 
change relating to working environment and demilitarization of the 
police organization were well received~ His emphasis that measuring 
law enforcement productivity cannot be compared to the assembly line 
of a factory is well taken. 

How satisfied were you with the presentations made by Vernon Hoy? 

Corrvnents: 

Not enough time. 

Covered a great deal of material re: police executive in short time. 

No similar PCE study has been done in Canada, therefore r found the 
presentation extremely interesting. 

Excellent presentation. 

This presentation was most helpful. 

Vernon was fine in his presentation, but I suspect that the Police 
Chief Executive Report contents were already known in detail to most 
of the participants. 

Stats are always difficult, but Hoy knows his subject. 

Did not have sufficient time to present and discuss topic. 

Chief Executive Report did not seem to lend itself to the nature of 
the program. 

Perhaps tiecause I was already fami liar with hi s materi a 1, I wasn I t 
too impressed. 

Disliked turning to pages to promote presentation - the book had 
been read by most of us. 

He has a major task to accomplish his organizational change with a 
department that is spread so far apart in the state of Arizona. He 
is·· a. very detennined and experienced professional. 

7.6 
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6. How satisfied were you with the presentations' made by 
Bittner? 

Comments: 

Egon IS abi 1 i ty to use the l,'!,mguage often causes the 1 i stener 
to reflect on pOints which might be missed. 

Rather repetitious in making several points and failed to 
control group discussions. 

His thoughts regarding the IIpara-m1.litaril made could be the 
basis' for a course in itself. 

He wore thin as he rambled on and on - he could say all of his 
in two hours! 

Good subject matter. vJould enjoy more open discussion with 
him. 

I on ly agree wi th Egon about half the time and he is fond of 
working his central theme into most discussions, but I 
thoroughly enjoyed his presentation. 

Egon's views seem to be projection of the future - ~le should 
analyze them closely. 

Should so some homework. He talks down to people. 

Nothing personal - he rambled no direction - I find discussion 
of philosophy theory fun, but not very useful. 

Even if you disagree with some points, you enjoy the presentation 
an9 excli~nge. 

Had a tendency to become overly esoter:ic at times, but enjoyable. 

Much repetition in trying to defend hi~' points. 

I believe less time could be spent with Dr. Bittner. I simply 
did not get that much out of his presentations. 

He made me understand much better why there is resistance to change, 
which, of course, was an important element in the seminar. 

He accomplsihed his objective in massaging our minds. 

Very good lecturer -- gained respect from a hard line group. He 
appeared to be somehwat swayed by information not necessarily 
supported with hard evidence (lithe troops say, etc")-· 

7.6 
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7. 

I agree that there is need for change in organization discipline and 
the so-called military model in police work is not required in all 
cases. Our present structure of police. organization is a barrier to 
making change, although when the police officer is recognized more 
as a practitioner, this change will come about and enhance the role 
police officers play. 

How satisfi ed were you wi th the. presentations made by Mary Ann 
Wycoff? 

Comments: 

An interesting presentation by an "ou tsider ll which was 
complimented by the presentation of A. J. Brown. 

Good job considering she was observer, not participant in project. 
Would prefer "autopsy" by panel of Dallas PO pa}~ticipants. 

The. review of liThe Dallas ExperienGe" was somewhat overdone in 
view of the pre-course reading on the subject. 

Her i ntrodu~.tory remarks coul d have been shortened ,after her 
second hour of presentation she did a great job. 

I had difficulty understanding the. main points of her presentation. 

Mary Ann is knowledgeable and presents her topics very well. 
However, I feel that her experience and credentials do not support 
the depth of some. of her' concl usi ons and convi cti ons. 

I do not think anyone else could have presented the Dallas plan 
with the· interest and sincerity that Mary Ann did. 

She needs to move off the Da.llas incident. 

Too much to say - too defensive, felt the need to IIrespond." 

~Jell qualified - perhaps the IIDallas ll lead in was too long, i.e. 
selection, preparation, etc. Other efforts were good. 

1- Sincerely believe that Mary Ann, in some cases, avoided the real, 
underlying issues in the Dallas experiment. 

Too much time spent on the text which we' had already read. 

I thought her comments re Daryl Gates and the L.A. Team Police 
were inappropriate and without foundation. 

'" 
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8. 

r have the feeling that Mary Ann would have been more effective 
in the informal setting of the last session. Her suggestion that 
someone should have challenged Daryl Gates was a good one. 

Very articulate -- had keen ins.ights, but did lack police 
administrative experience that may bias her observations. 
Brilliant person who one can easily relate to. 

She was most knowledgeable and deeply involved in her p~esentation 
of the Da 11 as experi ement.· She also ; ndi cated the need for open 
lines of communication and proper planning for organizational 
change; and to anticipate resistance and other problem areas such 
as political and special interest groups. 

How satisfied were you with the presentation made by A. J. Brown? 

Comments: 

Most interesting - a per'spective from one who was involved, and 
you might say, a victim. 

Good to hear constructive analysis from person who was there as 
it was happening. 

Thi s added IIpersona 1 touch ll made the Dallas si tuati on even more 
intriguing! 

Excellent presentation I learned a great deal from his remarks. 

Good, concise description of the problems that can develop during 
majo~ organizational changes. 

A. J. complimented Mary Ann's presentation excellently. To hear 
about the experiences from two perspectives gave valuable insights 
to this important discussions. 

More time should be given for IIchange- factors ll and less for Dallas 
recollections after basic information. 

Go~d presentation on the Dallas experiment from a true lIinsider .• 1I 

The best of all. A.J. was super - a great presentation. Full of 
management insights, human concerns ani real nitty, gritty 
people problems. 

His critical appraisal of the organizational change in Dallas was 
interesting and knowledgeable, and will assist other police 
departments with similar goals of change. He emphasized the need 
to plan ahead, know your goal, and thoroughly research your 
objective. 

8.5 
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9. 

10. 

HoW satisfied were you with the presentation made by Daryl Gates? 

Cormnents': 

Probably not too well prepared. but would. like to have heard him 
for at 1 east one full day. 

In view of this department's current fears an insight into LAPD 
was. inva 1 uab 1 e •. 

A little rushed but infonnation was useful and interesting. 

I wish we could'have had a longer time with Chief Gates. It was 
my impression that we didn't get much past the refined and 
canned presentation phase. 

I would have benefited from additional time to discuss all of the 
dynamics involved in implementing team/policing in an organization 
fairly accustomed to change. 

Not colloquial - LA even "planned for doubt and confusion. II 

Hearing the chief there added a great deal to your conference. 

Insufficient time for presentation and questions. 

Clear, complete and concise. 

Chief Gates.was not telling the whole story. 

Really was in a tight spot considering his former role and his role 
today ~ some things were not said. 

He.is a ~an with great responsibility in commanding a very large 
police department, and one who recently inherited the operation of 
a department which already was far advanced in organizational change 
while headed by Chief Edward Davis. H'is implementation of team 
policing appears to be well received by his subordinate supervisors 
and is continuing with the high achievement.standards of the LA 
police department. 

How satisfied were you with the presentation made by Carl 
Fulgenzi, Thomas Delaney and J. Robert Dolan? 

Comments: 

Not well prepared or presented - three speakers did not jell as 
constructive group. 

From a Canadian's point of view, more political than police, 
but still interesting. 

6.5 
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Typical politicians, funny and a lot of B.S. They made some 
interesting points. 

Dealt too much with partisan political problems of their 
country and not enough di scussi,on about atti tudes of the 1 i ne 
personnel, supervisors" and managers of the two agencies. 

It was interesting to listen between the l.ines of this presenta
tton" but the Westchester situation is so atypical (and downright 
peculiar) as to seriously lessen the applicability to other 
juri sdi cti ons • 

Presentation ~as OK but the action is 150 years late. 

The gentlemen were all sincere. The accomplishment was 
questionable. 

Somewhat di'sorgani zed and, 'i n some respects, it was di ffi cult to 
follow an overall theme or thread of continuity with the three 
individuals making one presentation. 

I thought it too loose. Didn't really explain what has been 
happening ther~. 

In addition to being a little humorous, their presentation was a 
good example of why some consolidation is necessary and difficult 
to achieve. 

Perhaps too provincial for the entire group. 

11. . How satisfied were you with the presentation made by Pierce 
R. Brooks.? 

Comments: 

With this kind of material, his book is overdue! 

Pierce's presentation should be required listening for any police 
commander who contemplates applying for the chief's position in 
a smaller community. 

We all have "Sea stories" 

Enjoyed his sharing of his experiences with us. 

Insufficient tirne for topic and discussion. 

7.8 
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Seemed to be used to fi 11 up the p r'ogram. 

Chi ef Brc.oks I di scussi on.' of Eugene and. Lakewood were out
standing. The problems were described by someone who has' . 
experienced them. . 

Excellent real life stuff in police management - gained new 
insights in political concerns, and awareness. 

I aqrnired his determination to be chief of police of a number 
of' police. departments. The fact that he was able to o.ccomp1ish 
most of his goals and objectives through proper planning, 
seeing his goals come to fruition before moving on to his 
present position. 

How satisfied were you with the relevance of this course to your . 
executive and professional development? 8.5 

Comments: 

A most rewarding experience. I am not conv1nced that there is 
much more to the subject than is generally appreciated. 

The benefits/problems of change 'Nere directly related to my own 
organizations and its change difficulties. 

This course was 'particularly applicable to my own situation in 
that we are expecting a substantial budget.reduction, are discussing 

. ICAP transitioning and are faced with several major personnel 
program implementations. 

Should be updated. 

It added a new dimension - the concept is worthy of additional 
reSearch and course presentation. 

Extremely ,relevant to the operation of any medium-to-large police 
department. 

The seminar gave me some valuable dos and donts in our own 
consolidation efforts in Santa Barbara County. 

The course was right on - really enjoyed the group, the instructors 
and the staff - extremely helpful. 

/' 
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As in my previous session, this sem.inar had' a significant impact 
on me and in the ideas that I perceived for change. It will assist 
me in .the consolidation move that is taking place in Hestchester 
County, and above a 11 it has gi ven me a better unders tandi ng 
of the problems encountered by other police chief executives 
throughout the country. 

Add.iti.ona l';Comments and Recommendations: 

Leave as is -- a very good course 

One of the best courses r have. attended. Very informative 

It has been some time since r attended a course that actually inspi'red 
me a bit while providing me with some new perspectives. Thank you for 
the opportunity. 

There was a lot of executive talent in attendance, and I would have 
liked to have had more exposure to· their total tdeas, philosophies, etc!, 
rather than just one-third of them. 

Have the pa'rti cipants send you tFtree major Ghanges they have made in 
their departments in the past twelve months.' It may' be of interest and 
the chiefs can discuss some change they are contemplati'ng with a chief 
who possibly has just completed the same type of innovati'on. 

I must conclude that the Institute has designed an insidious and 
diabolical plan aimed at destroying tFte morale of Canadian police executives. 
The success of your plan guarantees, that r wf1l maKe every effort to 
participate in your future programs. Tliank you~~~ 

Need slightly more focusing in on issues, e.g. barriers to change, response 
of union groups, selling city fatFters and news media, etc. 

Have some presentations by departments that have had successful change. 

r find,that you have an important management responsibility to explain 
to all of us. Additional "human factors" sliould be considered and 
incorporated ~- if not now, then in future courses. The staff - as usual -
was super. l' enjoyed'the program and look forward to new administrative 
horizons that you will ~elp us explore. 

~ither increase the amount of material or shorten the program. Some of 
the program seemed to be used to fill up the gaps. Improve structure 
of work group ex.er.cises witFt clearly defined goals or problems to solve. 

El iminate the Westchester County program ,and nave"Mary- Ann Wycoff use a 
different approach 'and not revle\'('~he Dallas prSlject, page, by page. 

The practical experfence.s of ~rooKs,' Fulge.nzi'; -Delaney, and Dolan were 
good, and shoul d D.e fncl uded tn future sessi.ons.' r·1aybe a shorte.ni..ng of 
the Dallas experience \'iQuld, permit more of' tFte' aoove. 
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Westchester plan shoul d De: more compre.ft,e.nsfve.' , 

The entire program was well planned' and executed' and I am certa;,n that 
the Dallas experiment, along witn, any dlscussions of now organizational 
changes have taKen place fn varl'ous departments" with' dffferent po1i,tical' 
structures would ce, interestfng~ 

These comments should not ce taK,en as anY'indication of'real, dis,satisfaction. 
I found the program stimu,l ating and useful ~' The'tn,oughts expressed here 
are only intended. to imporve tne'product~ if thatts 'possiEile, as a result 
of its maiden run. In my judgment', ft would nave Eieen: more useful to 
break up into sma.1l groups to discuss'tne'implementation of the team/policing 
program in LAPD, ratner'than the'proposed consolidation of the Westchester 
County Sheriff t s Office witn tne' Parkway Police~ 'Wfli'1 e cons.cl idation is 
a timely and important issue'- thiS, Idnd of' consol fdation is rather unique 
in that the merged components are not similar law- enforcement agencies. 
One is primarily custodial and fnves.tigative, while tneotner pl"ovides 
a patrol function; the rationaHty' of tftelr un1~on is really not in dispute. 
Moreover, the dynamics involved, cecause of'tne peculfar nature of these 
agencies, are somewhat different than would Be encountered in the merger 
of one or more general law enforcement agencfes~ 

I. liked Herman Goldsteints suggestion tnat an intuitive model for change 
might have been developed somewli.ere near the' end of the program to crysta1ize 
the concepts, which were developed earlfer', into some Kind of usable method 
of approach. 

Whenever the program seemed'to falter, it did so,;n my judgment, when we 
became unduly concerned with the' particulars and/or personalities involved 
in the il1us.trative examples wtifch. we were discussing. As police, I 
suppose there is a natural tendency to get Dogged down 'in details. If 
we were forced to concentrate more on tn.e' forces which operate in 
situations undergoing change, we would have ceen able to generate some 
useful principles applfcable to general situatl~ons from those particular 
experiences. Having said tliat, I recognize tnat i't is much easier said than 
done. A 11 ina 11, I thinK the' program was outstandi,ng, and appreci'ate 
the opportunity to nave been' a part o~ it. 
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The Police Executive Institute provides evaluation'instruments for each 
participant to rate his own input into the course and also our conduct of 
the course. You may include your name on this form if y~u wish. 
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For- the questions listed below., please refer tll. this key for· your' rating: 

9' Ca~letely satisfied 
S Quite- satisfied 
.7 Modera tal y sa:t.i s.ft ed 
6: A- 1·; ttl e mera sati. sf; ed 

than dissatis:r;'ed: 
:.. Neither very s'atisfied 

nor- very dissatisfied 

4 A Tittla more dissatisfied 
tha.n sati'sfied 

l Moderately dissatisfied' 
Z. Q·uite:· d'issatisfied 
1 Camp.lately dissatisfied ... 

1.. How sati sii ed were, you with' the format·, arrangener.ts.,. and 
s:tyl e of' the semi'nar? 

. . 
Z.. How sati sfi ed were· you with tfJe ;-nfonnati on presentad. at: 

the. semi nar? 

3 .. : How· satisfied were you with the. mata·ria.1s made available. tD 
you? 

Comments: 

4:. How satisfied \'4ere you. with the. p~sentations made by Peter' 
Pitchess? 

Comments. 

5".. How satisfied were· you with the- presentations made by P'atrfck 
V. Murphy? 

COmments: 

0" 
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0., How satisfied were you with the. presentations made by 
V. M-. Mis'hra~ Ph.D. 
C~~:: ________________________________________________ __ 

7.. How, satisfied were- you, wi.th the: presentati-on' made by . 
La Whi;tten2 -,-

Comments.: 
------------------------------------------------------

8. How satisfied were you with- the- presentation made- by 
Robert Race'? . 

- . C'oIm1ents:. 

-------------',----------------------------------------------
9. How satisf'fed, were· you. wi'th the presentation made bY' 

carT 'Stern~ J.D. .. ! 

Cormnents:: ' 
~-------------------,,---------------------------------

10. How satisfied were' you with' the presentation made by 
"Me 1 vin' Tuc::ker? 

Conments: : 

ll~ .' How s-ati'$fi ed were you with the p'I'esentati Ort made by 
Ri c.'1ard Q I Canne n 

Corrments.: 
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lZ. How. satisfied were 'you wittt the' pre·sentation. made by 
Homer'Breome 

J3_ ' . 'Haw, satisfied we~ you. wim~ the: presentatton made- by 
Johrr. Harter?: 

1'4-. -How· sati'sfi ed. were: you wi tit the: presentat.i on made by 
Jerry' Tabin'? -' -~ .. "-. 

1:. How satis"fied we~~yot.L wittr the: presentation made. by 
Oav; d Burnhaml 

Comments': 

15.. .. How satisfied were. you with the relevance of this, course to 
your exec:uti ve and pM:lTess.i ona 1 di!ve 1 opment1 

Comments:. 
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THE EXECUTIVE AND MEDIA RELATIONS 

Summary of Responses to the· Part; ci pant Eva 1 uati on Fonn 
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Key to rating: 

THE EXECUTIVE AND MEDIA RELATIONS 

SUMMARY 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

9 Completely satisfied 
8 QUite satisfied 

4 A little more dissatisfied 

7- Moderately satisfied 
6 A little more satisfied 

than dissatisfied 
5' Neither very satisfied 

nor dissatisfied 

than satisfied 
3 Moderately dissatisfied 
2 Quite dissatisfied 
1 Completely dissatisfied 

1. How satisfied were you with the format, arrangements, and style 
of the seminar: 

Corrments: 

Should consider more' small group sessions. 

Effic.iently organized and operated. 

8.2 

An improvement in arrangements such as an evening social hour or two 
would help build the network and enhance the presentations themselves. 

Accommodations and hospitality were as usual, great. 

Excel 1 ent format and speakers. 

One of the best I have attended. 

(four other similar corrments) 

Similar to others I have attended. Pre arranged seating was good. 

Evet'ythi ng excellent except the meal arrangements - chi ts are not 
suitable, economical or pract.ical. .(seven other similar comments) 

Quite:sa'tisfied except ,for. the meal chit system, made attendees 
captives of the hotel. 

2. How satisfied were you with the information presented at 
the seminar? 

Comments: 

Program presentations were well balanced and w~l~ tl;10~ght out. 

Helpful in understanding both sides of the conflict between police 
and media. 

8.5 

Information presented was timely and relevant to contemporary problems 
encountered between the police and media. 
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An excellent. cross section of' the'pol ice/media environment., 

t4uch of'the'info, while good input,should'not be 'accepted as, gospel. 

Very informative and valuable" the' best in two years. 

Would li·ke to have known more about the problems of the other chiafs.-
day to day problem$ o.f' releasing' infonnation, practical problems. •. 
One, of the most thought. provoki'ng seminars I have ever attend.ed. 

1:' m. usi n9 several ideas pert; nent to the course and several on 
other topics generated' by after hours discussion during the week. 

3. How satisfied were you with the materials made available to you? 

Conments: . 

Mater·;als were relevant and current. Re-reading provided' additional 
gui dance. (two.s imi 1 ar cOlTll1ents) 

The material filled the voids in oral presentations. 

Excellent:, we will develop a new media policy from the material· 

I feel your practi ce of sendi ng rna teri a 1 to pa t'ti ci pants to revi ew 
before the· course begins is. excellent and enables the participants 
to contribute more fully-

Dr. Mishra's written material tended toward scholarly dissertation 
a bit too much· 

The presentations were the highlight. 

Good material but could have been more press policies from departments 
that were represented for a broader e~change of ideas· 

4. How satisfied were you with the presentations made by Peter Pitchess? 

c.olTll1ents: 

One of the best law enforcement leaders gOing -- have him back on 
other topics, 2 pages of notes from his presentation. 

Enjoyed the cOlTll1ents based, upon his experience. 

Pete was his usual straightforward self. Strictl} la,w. e;.forcement 
oriented. 

:8'.0 

8.3 

Pete is a. \I one of a kind" and an asset to any profess i ona 1 pol; ce group. 
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Although I didnit agree wjth'all'oT'his comnents, his active interest 
stim~lated interaction'among participants. 

He brings great experience and a successful track record to a comp1ex' 
topic-

His usual charming but incisive presentation. 

Humor, easy'flowfacilitated cla~s'discussion. 

He: is· well informed, direct and controversial. 

An able s,tatesman. 

Political, am not sure Peter lives in the same proolemworld, due 
to size, of his agency. 

Pete is always well informed. Has a good research staff that keeps 
him up to date. Good presentation. 

5'. How satisfied were you with the presentations made by Patrick' 
V. Murphy? 7.7 

COll1l1ents: 

Some advice was used since my return to duty -- proved to be the best 
course of acti on for me, to take. 

Pat as usual, cove'rs his subject in an excellent manner. 

Excellent blend of practical experience and administrative knowledge. 

His style of encouraging group participation made his sessi'on interesting 
and informative. . 

His pragmatic evaluation of the relationship's advantages and disadvantages 
was exce 11 ent. 

We need to remember and use some of this if city managers and police 
chiefs work session gets established' . 

Pat always makes a good presentation and is. always timely with his 
subject material. 

Not very dynamic. 

,6. How satisfied were you with the presentations made by 
V.M. Mishra, Ph.D.? 

Corrments: 

The research data presented offered a foundation at our seminar. His' 
"L.E. Image" discussion'was well prepared~ 

7.8 
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One of the., best courses of the seminar (except the jokes)' 

Mishra provided the, necessary academic input., An essential part of 
sUccessfull.'olice Foundation' programs·' 

Repeated the same material that was' included in the preseminar handout 
which was read prior to attending. 

Dr. Mi shra I s research was impressive and 'hi s·' knowl edge of' the tapi c. 
extensive. . 

His analysis, was well researched: and persuasively presented·(twa other comments) 

Excellent! He can prove what. we have. all' had a, gut feeling about· 

There were som~ comments about Vic being too academia oriented. I 
di sagree. 

Content was good but not a gO'od speaker-· 

L appreciate the style and fonnat of' a researcher· 

Believe two days is a bit too long as his' material gets redundant. 

Good theorist, but somewhat difffcult to grasp his major points during 
the presentation. Might be better understood'with visual aids. IIToad Modell 
and IIThree Tailors of Tooley Streetll were. major pOints that were very 
we 11 made and ,i nterna 1 i zed by the students.' 

7. How satisfied were you with the presentation made by 
Les Whitten? 

His insight and recommendations for' law enforcement were worthwhile· 

The best of the non police presentations. He came across as sincere, 
effective and knowledgable. 

Interesting to note how being an investigative reporter, dependent on 
leaks, etc. for news items, makes one less arrogant. 

Extremely infonnative and I would rate him as an outstanding resource 
for whose appearance you deserve great credit. 

Hearing where media peop'le come from is vital to law enforcement· 

8.5 

He was honest in his remarks and alerted participants to serious problems 
presented by investigative reporters. 

He relates very well to police officers and helps build the bridge of 
understanding that. we need. 

Candidness was appreciated, came across as sincere, dedicated person. 

Clearly exemplified commonality of personal characteristics in policel 
investigative reporter. 
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His candid CCnInents. and direct. approach' were infonnattve, interesti.ng 
and. refreshing. 

An honest. and forthright' presentati'on' - a reporter with a consci ence·· 

Came out·. wi th so Ti d i nformati on ,. gave good' examp 1 es ~ has a great sense 
of humor. . . . 

Unusual to be given the secrets of'what some· would ca1T routinized 
unethicaT conduct. 

8 .. How satisfied were you. with the presentat.ion made by' 
Robert Rabe? 

Conments:-

Good i nfonnati on from' a man who' works in the /I trenches If .• 

Needs' polish but the subject was extremely we.ll presented. 

Ha- is~ a. gentleman- of'the first order-, and is knowledgeable, but his 
presentation left something' to oe'desired. 

The: individual accounts: were interesting out only infbnnative as 
examples:. of' what. not' to do,. rather than positive suggestions· 

Reflects excellent- experience. and background. 

Good pal ice perspective. (another- simi 1 ar- cOl11llent) 

Very well received. 

Bob is a pro. Hi s presentati on was very good .. 

War stori es • 

L i ttl e to contri bute • . .. 
Bob;s from the old school, "tell r~f!1 nothing Jl

• 

Liked. his style. He gave some. very vivid examples of' proolems.' 

tTl ustrated problems- very we 11 ~ changed my hard headed mi nd on total 
medi a permi ss i veness at some. scenes. 

9. How- satisfied were you with the· presentation made by 
C~rl Stern, J.D.? 

Colt1Tlents: 

Well done - without notes.. good response to group - good infonnation 
in two hours. He was. honest when we needed it. 

7.3 

7.8 
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an honest:" :forthright statement •. the,: way it really i,s..', 

Abrasive pers.onality -. he.'proflably'typified'the:arrogant news., reporter. 

Although r disagree With Carl Stern, I felt, he was more than adequate 
in expressing his views· (two other' simi 1 ar corrments)' 

His, pres.entation was, good~ even' though' r didn tt ,agree. with: h.im. 

rn' spite of hiS arrogance, he' c1arified:'the' conflict by, advis.i,ng' 
the pol ice to, fulfill their- ofll,i gati on: to" controT: cut not .. expect 
him to agree- ' 

Hi's apparent arrogance' notWithstanding,. he' may' have been th.e'most' 
value: to the seminar' - heari'ng where media: people come from is ' 
vital to Taw'enforcement· 

Although r don't particularly agree'w,ith h.is- views,,' the balance he:' 
brought to the program was welcomed~ , 

He was' honest'in his remarks and presented true'image of'the arrogant 
reporter'" who ,will crotect, "mediall rights' regard1ess' of"' cos.t' or 
consequences:"·· ,. 

Good. exampTe, of' tfie:' arrogant netWork media. He serves' his purpose 
very well-

Very defensive and, arrogant concerning his media role. 

Va Tuab 1 a speaker to bri ng;)a I an~e and provoke thought •. 

He. may be. controversial" cut he a,rgues l.ogically and convincingly. 

He. displ ayed. that he, was. a' pompous' ass.' 

Carl showed' the group an example o~'neb~ork thinking. 

I always respect the enemy. Carl tells it like it is. ReallY,stands 
his ground. Takes a pOSition and stands by it. Gav~ good examples. 

Served the purpose in the minds of most'students of'exemplifying media 
arrogance. He told us. they were pres.'Whitten said craftsmen, good 
contrast. 

How satisfied were you with: the, presentation'made by 
Melvin Tucker? 

Contltents: 

Interesting - mutual problems were well defined. 

Interesting, but not totally applicable to all, s .. ituations. 

Excellent. 

Mel did a nice job of synthesizing the issues and views expressed by 
bot~ the polfce and medi~. 

5.9 
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Essentially' a surrmary and, altho,ugh,' grQup interaction'was: productive, 
there was insufficient time allocated. 

Mel is a credit to law enforcement, and a valuable part,icipant, at 
this, type of seminar,oecause of' experi,ence' he has had to be as 
young' as he is,·' 

Good. definition' of" issues' and, perspectives. 

t think we learned' that tne'law enforcement and, media. problems 
are universal and much the same everywhere. 

Too short. 

Out' of pTace • 

It'~ hard to present to peers 'especialTy if thera are l~rger' 
departments, invol ved~ , , 

MeT, sure had good notes for'rei:an of' important point~ 

'The group exercise migh.t have, ceen less: va·luable, than havi,ng MeT' , 
use his material (which was excellent) to lead' a total, group discuss.ion. 

How satisfied'were,you witn'the'presentation made oy 
Richard QIConnel? ' 

Corrments:-

For informat.ional purposes' - appeared to Da Timited otherwise:., 

Interesting and informative out academically inferior, 

Excellent -. did an excellent seiiing joe . 
. 
Informative. 

His emphasis seemed to be corrmerciar" sale ,of his. product. 

He and hi s pub 1t ca ti on a ra val uab 1 e .. resou rces . 

You could do better'in covering'trade journals as a means of 'It getting 
.yo'ur' message out ll

• 

I already subscribe to several of'his publications - didn't need 
the pitch. 

Depth? 

r don't really like or trust people that. over do the "good old' boy't 
routine. 

Sales pitch for Crime Control'qigest~ 

" 

,.-... '";~: ••• '~ • .!. 

6'.Q " 
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Homer' Broame? 

Conrnents: 

LEAA i nfonnati on , of' interest' to', all' of' US;" (anothe~ 'similar comment) 

Presentation, was probably necessary, but, not: valuable to course: content. 

Not, yet' knowl e,dgeab 1 e: to speak. for: l:.EAA ., 

rIm sure: wel'r~ all conterned' aOOlit .. LEAA funding and, he' gave us: ' 
some: ins.ight~' into: tf\eir- problemS.' ' ". 

Pm' not sure he' knows'what his job' is . .' ' 

His: infonnation whi'la interesting was not'relevant to the' subject, topic. 

Broome, wi.1T do even' cener-'when hiS. feet. are wetter .. 

Fresn air' into theLEAA cureaucracy but 1 dontt, expect great' changes 
for somac time: yet~ 

ICAP will continue., 

Not relevant .. 

Homer' is· obviously new to: the,: job~'Depth not'there. ' 

Felt sorry for Homer because hets so" new' at, the: job., Thought he 
did. a good job in fielding the questions.' 

I've, quoted hinr several times. LEAA is' on the'way up \'1ith people 
Hlte h';m -- +-"ounh 'tha: blll"aau"l"at~ ""',, ba h::ll"ri for him i"o I'iQ~l l,tJ.;i"_h ..• I •• , II .... WI.;Z ._ _.... .... .... ,y •• ... •• _. - ••. 1... __ _ 

13. How satisfied were you with the presentation made by 
John Harter? ," 8.4 

COlTlTlents: 

A very uni que, pres:entati on. A 11 of' us must.· have ga i ned somethi ng. 

T-his wa~ the best· of presentations made by news personnel. Very 
likeable 'llano 

Excellent- - once again - balance. John. Harter presented the 
practical considerations. 

Excellent presentation - good participation. 

I fe.lt he was knowledgeable, infonnative and the most, sincere of 
media representatives present. 

His suggestions on how best· to project' a tv image were most' useful. 
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r was, very impressed with his objectivity' and candor~ 

He, did~ an excellent, job' and ,hiS. hand-out material extremely va.1uable. 

Most- relevant and practicqJ presentation in the'seminar. 

Was sincere i,n his efforts, to impart knowl,egeable' and useful info. 

1 appreciated the' little pointers-h~ gave us. 

Enjoyed and especia.11y' helpful .. 

He, is- strictly Madison' Ave., and sel1s',what he' thinks:' 

Extremely well done.' 

Very good, honest~, 

Good -. vi deo ex amp 1 es a re always exce 11 en t too 1 s . 

Not as forceful and interesting as other: media peopl e·-

Helped me identify some' techniques: the media have u~,~q on me-.Jo_ g~ ___ _ 
me to talk more- - then cut, and pi ece 30 seconds out of' context for-
the show'. 

14.. How satisfied. were you, with tfie.: presentation made by 
Jerry Tobin? 

Comments.: 

The PIa infomation was well prepared~ The'special case review 
'was rare, and certainly beneficial to all of us. 

, Tou much, emphasis on -the indivi dua 1, rather than procedures. 

An ege trip - could have played the vi,deo tape without speaking. 

His presentation was well prepared and delivered and the problems 
discussed were representative· .. 

Small time operator, that talks big.· 
" 

Some of'the suggestions could well have adverse impact and generally 
too self promoting. 

r fear Jerry west too far with the- media~ some of the things he did 
came· too close to staging for them· 

Good for "how to" on multi-jurisdicitonal relationship~. Tobin may 
have become too open with media and worf<.edat cross purposes to the 
investigation. 

Could not relate presentation to our circumstances.' 
" 

5.7 
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Waste of time. 

Jerry shaul d not pl ay .uo IIJerryt: so' much .. Turns people, off', but his 
oresentation was good. 

Good backgr.ound ~ we 11 spoken:t ha~, gond: informati on 'and examples. 

Very interesting, but a, 1 ittle more"Weir. story about the tragic 
unsolved cases' than the.' imparting': of' relevant: material to 'the student. 

15"., How sat; sf; ed were, you: wi th" the:' presemtati on' made" oy . 

16. 

Dav,i d Burnham? : " 

Comnents:' 

,Presentat;"on'was thoughtful. 'The' professionalism' was obvious. 

Okay· 

The: usua.l fina performance' by Davi d Burnham.· 

What he had to say was ok~. hoW- fle: said it was poor'. 

As with Whitten, he: really knows, the' territory out. ultimately does 
not rel ate as we 11 .. 

Onaof the. bette~ insights into inves~igative reporting. A good 
exchange of viewpoints ~. 

Ihteresting presentation~ 

He proved the point that investigative reporters and police detectives 
t use the, same techniques. ' 

Did. not show enthusiasm' for- a'~earance that· was evident in Chicago. 

I like him, he is a really stra.ight guy .. 

Good - like Les Whitten, always good to hear the other sida 

Dave deals with reality. Told us that Itcertain things are impossible" 
with which r agree. The world needs more reporter'S ,: 1 ike him. 

Severa 1 good poi nts., ' 

How satisfied were you with the: relevance of this course to 
your-executive and professional development? 

Conments: 

This course was exceptional. The expertise of the facu1ty was very 
impressive. As usual, Pat Gallagher and Cappy Gagnon performed in 

7.5 

8.8 

a superior fashion~ 'r feel positive much Was, gained by all part; Sipants. 

Good media relations courses' are diffi'cu'lt to find - this one met my expectations. 
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E.1(treme 1y va 1 uab 1 e.· 

The course' was exce 11 ent.·. 'The' qua 1 i'ty of' speakers and thei yo depth' 
and knowledge of the four areas broadened my perspective and wtll 
enable me 'to deal more effectively with media representatives. 

It exceeded my expectations in every way and can De judged in the 
context of baing IIThe'Most:!mportant'Evaluation'of'a' Police Executive. lI

• 

Informative, enlightening, and interesting. 

The. topi.cs in- this' series are extremely important in managing a pol ice 
department. today. 'This: pry,gram was. very wen oa.lanced and informative.· 

Excellentcourse and verY vital to police'executives~' 
., 

Excellent exposut'e to a· conti.nuum of' viewpoints. in working with the media. 
. . 

Always have obtained very useful and worthwhi1e information that has 
he 1 ped my department: and myse 1 f., 

r. think the course,colsteredane of my weak managerial areas. 

The· best· course. r have attended s.inca oecoming municipaT pol ice executive. 

Very meaai,ngful. 

On target •. 

Of great help. 

It· was ni ceo to 1 earn othe~'agenci es have some of th~ same prOD 1 ems we do. 
Course overall was very good. Recorrrnend a time for each pa rti ci pant 
to discuss in front of the grm!p his or her particular problem deali.ng 
with the media. This should not be done on the 1st day as everyone 
is· not· that re 1 axed to open up to strangers.' 

I have had the opportunity to attend many seminars, training conferences 
and workshops during the last'12 years. This course, without a doubt, 
was one of the most· thought provoking ones that! have ever attended. The 
wide and varied spectrum Dfpolice. executives (age, experience, size of 
dpeartment) that attended made for an excellent exchange of information 
d·uri.ng breaks, at meals and in the oar. 

A real weakness in law enforcement addressed very well by this course -
he 1 pfu1 to me and my department. 

This course was 'the best,' oar none; I have ever-' attended in my police 
career. It was so germai'ne not on·ly to the issues of today but to the 
problems that p1ague all law enforcement' institutions. If there was 
any shortcoming to the course it. would be the shortness. of same and not 
enought time 'to interact wi th others . 
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THE EXECUTIVE AND MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE II 

SUMMARY 

PARTICIPANT' EVALUATION 

Key to rating: 

9 Complete1y satisfied 
8: Quit~ satisfied 
7 Moderate·ly satisfied 
6. A· little· more satisfied 

than di ssati sfi ed. 
S Ne·ither very satisfied 

nor' very dissatisfied 

4- A little more dissatisfied 
than satisfied 

3' Moderately dissatisfied 
Z. Quite dissatisfied 
r Completely dissatisfied 

1. How satisfied were you with the fonnat,. arrangements and style of 
the semi nar? 8.5 

Comnents: 

Four' sessions during the day with evenings free is excellent. The 
group needs. to break more' often tnto two or three sub-groups for 
discussion irrmeciiately following a presentatio'n s.ince discussion did 
not develop in the, large group. 

Easy" logi ca 1 and smooth f10w of presentati on ideas •. 

Very thought provoking. I 'Has impressed that the staff did not 
try to over-sell any area 

.Group sessions' not' very beneficial or ;nfonnati'le 

Excellent· location. Well planned format. As' with any· seminar the 
exchange of ideas' was mast helpful. 

Infonna 1 styl e conduci ve to open commentary. 

Very g.oad. accomnodati ons 

Well thought out - well planned 

A real outstanding, productive seminar~ Gained many new insights 
into managing change. 

The semi nar was' very we 11 planned and the course was ve.ry well 'organ; zed. 

The s.tructuring of the fonnat and the plac-ing of the instructors 
provided. for maximum interest and. inter-action between all members 
of the group. BOf'edom was mi nimum, styl e was exce 11 ent. 
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Z.. What could have· been don~, to incraas~ your satisfaction at this 
course? 

Conments:' 

Prov.idemore opportunity for structured. discussion among 
participants of their- work in managing organizational change. 

Possi bi 1 i ty of further use of' graphi c. ai'ds (s Ti de presentati ons ,. 
charts'" etc.) 

Stress the methods/experience- of "managing: change" in smaller 
departments more 

Nothing 

Unknown - courses continue to be administered. at' high level of e}{pertise 

Possi'bly more small groups. with opportunity to interchange thoughts 
in final large group 

r find: it hard, to suggest any improvement 

Elimi nate: sp 1 i't. sessi on on Thursday morni ng and keep class together 

Having return po1ica officers. make. presentations are great 

rndividua1 sess-1ons seemed. rather long' at the time (1-1/2 hours). 
However', due to the superi or' qua 1 i ty of instructors, and in retrospect, 
r experienced no significant discomfort. 

Would have-1iked to hear from other participants in their successes/failures 
in effecting change 

I was very much pleased with the course and cannot think of any improvement 

The course was very satisfactory 

Since we. were dealing with organizational change, perhaps a better 
insight could have been gained by inviting Chief Dyson himself to speak 
at one, of the sessions. . 

3. How satisfied were. you with the materials made available. to you? 

Conments: 

The materials need to be integrated into the lectures. At the 
very least: the faculty members should explain why they included 
particular readings. 

Valuable to me. I promi'se to finish read.ing every word. (Soon as 
r get; time ... ) 

8.1 
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The. materials helped a great deal to better understand the presentations. 

Most:" infonnati've and in my case extremely relative. 

Materia 1 on Da'l1'as had a tendency. to' be repetiti ous" 

Excellent 

Wou.l d have· been gre~t to have- Ray Dav; s present to di scuss. the Santa 
Ana Repor't. 

The material that was· suppli"ed was: adequate- for'the. presentation of 
the program. 

,1 appreciated the tholjghtfulness. of'providing materials sometime 
ahead of'the seminar' so they could be thoroughly perused. The· 
material was exce'l1ent" informative and worth saving ~s reference. 

4.. How sati sfi ed' were you w-i th the p~·esentat; ons made by Egon Bi ttner, 
Ph~D.,. Profess.or-; Brandeis University? 7.5_. 
, . 

Comnents:. 

Although' he. provides a. different'perspect;'ve'~ it is not accurate 
or- practi ca.1 

Thought. provoki ng 

r don't: necessarily buy what he had to say but it. was very interesting. 

Very difficult to relate his' cOll1l1ents to the reality of our 
experience or goals. 

My personal biases conflicted with his' position 

Was not sure just where he was' coming from 
' .. 

I don't support. hi s recorrme.ndati on or ide 1 a on the future 
organization of law enforcement (dem~litarize) 

I think he. needs. to go back on the'str.eet: again - things have i!11proved. 

r~ must say he was exce n ent as he opened one IS: mi nd to thoughts that 
certainly were new. 

A little outdated i"n material and presentation 

Grea"t theory - make~ you think 

1 enjoyed his presentations. He offers some provoking thoughts, 
much of which I agreed with. 

His morning 1ecture' was cogent and inspiri'ng, while his afternoon 
discussion directly answered the questions asked. 
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I've heard hi s lectures before,: but neve ... met. him in person --, 
he's much more exciting in person! .. What he says., makes some sense. 

Idealistic but certainly not in keeping with prac.tical application 
of present resources. 

Le.ft us with challenge' a.1though admittedly fdealistic~ Middle class 
va:1 ues of status. an promoti on cha 11 enge. 

Did. not: agree; with certain statements.,. but enjoyed dissertation. 

Not very prgarnatic; utopian' visions', _. whtle worth exploring - had 
no likely solutions/answers .• 

.' r feeT that- Mr~ Bittner- was we 11' quali fied and. h; s ideas were un; que; 
. however, more time by Mr. Bi·ttner on a one to one basis would have 
been very beneficial to.each attendee. 

Or. Bittner- is' an extremely int~l1igent individual with a somewhat 
narrow viewpoint. of the policeman's task~ He appears to have close 
identification with street policemen and' draws his overall perception 
of' the woes, and ills: of the profession from'. them. Conversely,. his 
i nsi ght. into some of the more· common prob i ems of pol ice '\'lark and hi s 
ability to concisely outline· the publi'c. viewpoint was apprec.iated. 

5. How satisfied. were you. with the- presentations made by Mary Ann 
Wycoff, Project Di rector, Pol ice. Foundati on? 

Corrments: 

Mary Ann' is knowledgeable and personable' and is a good speaker. 
'However, on topics other' than the Dallas Experience, she espouses 

8.2. 

theory as fact~ but is not too convincing to experienced administrators. 

Presentation was ok but· material redundant in view of reading assignments. 

This young' lady is very knowledgeab.le'·in her field. 

Very good. 

Excellent presentations, very thoughtful cornnents; found time to 
infanna 11y di scuss, issues wi th part; ci pants. A good 1 i stener 

Very well versed - enjoyed' her part of program 

Too much 1 oya 1 ty to Dallas Chi ef 

r: found Ms~ Wycoff to be a bright and stimulating person. Her presen
tations were professional in every sense and contributions to the 
subject development. were major.·.. . 

After Bittner1s abstract lecture, the course needed some factual SUbstance. 
As 5in'91e 'lecture on Dallas could make the points car.ried by the implementa
tion lecture. Her lecture on implementation was far superior to the 
reading that gave the framework. 
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6. 

Mary Ann Wycoff is a, fantastic person -- really knows her stuff -. 
Exce 1 lent., candi d speaker 

Ms .. Wycoff exhibited her abi'l ities as a'. research person of professional 
standing. 

Possibly the. best presentation given at this program. Was concise 
and certainly important. Clarified issues in program needs and 
assessment. Well organfzed and. repeated important areas as 
appropriate.. .. 

Very knowledgeable,. candid~ pleasing delivery. 

Very bright~. perceptive researche~. Her.' presentation made the 
Dallas report II come alivell and therefore more menaingful. Enjoyed. 

. her candor about. issues not. pub 1 i shed •.. 0-

r·1ary Ann Wycoff is a very un; que person. She- was very we 11 
prepared in her' presentati on. She is well qual i fi ed and I am sune 
an asset to the Foundati on •. 

Mrs •. Wycoff is an excellent speaker and obviously knows' her material. 

How satisfied wera you with the presentations made by Herman 
Goldstein,. Professor', University of Wisconsin? 

Comnents:. 

Very'knowledgeable 

One. of my favorites! 

He was the best, 

Highligh~ of the seminar 

Very real i sti c" has hi s program toget'1er 

He's been around 

Professor Goldstein presented interesting organized lectures. 

Hi.s 1 ecture on change was a percepti've and well organ; zed .. Iii s 
slmmary comnents after Murphy's talk were delightful as review of 
the course and advice to a future chief. 

8.4 

His message· was a stabilizing one for me - I liked what he had to say. , 

Professor Goldstein imparted meaningful experience in a practical, 
inter~sting and humorous manner. 

Preferred second presentation and found useful info in that. 

No nonsense type. delivery, very good 

", 
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Right on. target! Hennan too was· infonnative and dea'lt with the issues 
in a most realistic way. 

Professor Goldste·in was vet·y well qualified and his knowledge and 
backgr'ound was beneficial to the group .. 

Mr. Goldstein was very informative. Some of' his experiences 
drawn from O.W. Wi"lson, were. interesting but dated. 

7.. How· satisfied were you with the presentati"ons made by A.J. Brown, 
Chief' of Police,. Fort. Worth,. Texas'? 

Conments:: 

EXcelTent- very beneficial 

Excellent presentation, a real wit. 

Good. to have. someone wno had been, through the change 

Inside view· very infomative· 

Very good presentation on the· Dallas problem 

I thi.nk he did real well explaining. why the several proJects 
were doomed to failure almost from. the beginning. 

Traitor'- how· could, he, join the ranks of city managers? 

Enjoyed this aspect, very much. He presented a valuable "inside ll 

aspect of the Dallas Experience that complemented Ms. Wycoffls 
materia 1 •. 

The· detai 1 s on the Da n as experi ence were gri ppi ng, but it would 
have been good to know what' the legacy of that experience ;s today. 

A fin~ man -- Lid like to work for him (my greatest compliment) 

City Manager Brown' gave an.excel1ent presentation. His capabilities 
are evid'en~ed by his confiden~e. 

Appreciat~d honesty and disagreement with traditional thoughts 
about organization. 

Excell ent - easy goi ng - woul d not. evade di ffi cul t questi cns. 

Very little info on "Dallas fram the inside. 1I Would like to hear 
more about his role as. a change agent. 

Mr. Brown was very well qualified for the presentations he made 
~lso seemed to have. more communication with the Chiefs at the 
seminar. 

Chief Brown is a personable and intelligent and easy to understand 
i ndi vi dua 1. . Hi s abi 1i ti es shou 1 d be taken advantage of more often. 

8.:r . 
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a.Hew satisfied were you with the presentation made by Jacob C. 
Goodman, Chief" of' Po'lice, Charlotte, North Carolina: 

Comments: 

Excellent - very beneficial 

Would have: appreciated more detail 

Great 

Interesting, on the. building' of' hi s department 

8.0 

Should have· a. separate course to, discuss the' secrets of his long tenure. 

Chief Goodman's presentation was excellent. He should be a part 
of each organi"zational change seminar for' the material and experience 
he possesses is extremely valuable. 

Here was a wise man quietly expla,ining' in fresh detail what he did 
and' why. ' 

II ve known Jake. for 12. years' - he.' s. a chief to be emulated and 
is very, very effective. 

Chief Goodman was handicapped by a cold. Material was very basic 
and applied. to: a: local situation 

Enj oyed hi s experi ences' and candor' 

We 11 done - good sense of timi ng and delivery. 

Wo.uld, huve been' more infonna,tive if he. discussed tangible SUCCGss! 
fan ure of program. 

Cnief Goo'dman was well prepared for' his presentation. His knowledge 
and background was a good expertence for the group. ,. 
Chi ef Goodman was' i nfonnati ve and presented hi s materi a 1 well. 
It was just that his material was not that new to me • . ' 

9. How satisfied were you. with the presentation made by Dale Carson, 8.0 
Sheriff, Jacksonville, Florida? 

COl11TIents: 

His presentation was fair;' for some reason, I expected more from Dale 

Interesting from standpoint af consolidation 

Very good job on consolidation 

Good, also entertaining 
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Managlng ~nange p.~ 

10. 

Waul d have' appreci ated' more. detai 1 on i ndi vi dua 1 programs 

Had. heard he would make a good presentation. --. enjoyed. him. 

Shoul d' have. a· separate course to discuss the secrets of hi sTong 
tenure. 

He· presented: certain aspects:. o.f organizational change that were 
valuable .. 

The detail on the problems of the Jacksonville consolidation 
shouTd: have: been' used. to draw" some: conc'l usi ons by Carson or.- by 
others. 

. His: experience rubbed off' on' me.. r like hi'm as a person, speaker 
'. an administrator'. 

Sheriff Carson' gave a. good account of' how· the merge· between the 
Jacksonvill e. P.o. and Sher.iff l s·. offi ce was accompli shed. 

U'se.fu.l in terms. of' supporting' outline given by Wycoff and Goldstein 

Very good - friendly _. good: sense: of humor' - gets information across 

New insights were· gained: on how· he managed consolidation - very 
. informative 

HE!' was· very well prepared. Hi s experi ence and know1 edge was very 
bene.fi c.ia 1 to the group. 

Sheriff Carson presents. his subject. well.. He obviously knows the 
politics' of his county and the internal workings of' his department 
int:imately. Metropolitan policing is gaining more favor' in urban 
areas and Sheriff Carson very really has a message· for others to 
listen to. 

How satisfied were· you with the preserttation made b:! Patrick 
V. Murphy, President, Police Foundation? 

Conments: 

r canlt. buy his' style' of administration 

Pat Murphy always comes up with an interesting presentation (two 
other' simi 1 ar comments) 

7.T 

Elusive. Very few of the questions asked were answered forthrightly ... 

Appeared very relaxed and gave some insight. into political realities. 

Have heard similar presentation severai times. Appreciate his 
perspective. 

Interesti ng presenta ti ons. -- r wou 1 dn I t want to work for him. 
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-----rlanagl ng I..nange: pol U 

Refreshi ng that. he·, alone among speakers, recomnended some books 
to read. It·j s a pri vi 1 ege to get. a· fi rst hand 'sense of how a 
transitton: looks •. 

It was very valuable to me to be able to interact and question 
Mr •. Murphy regarding his views on organizational change. His 
presence is important. to this seminar. 

Spoke: with- forked tongue 

Mr.. Murphy always apppears· w';-'lling to answer any question on any 
subject given him. 

Pat was in an exceptional mood an projected well 

Better· than usual dua to possible new position 

The general discussion w.ith Pat after his presentation was. excellent 

Better·- than usual 

Best: hel s ever been 

11 0- How· sati sf; ed were. you wi-th the presentati an made by Dorothy Guyot? 
6.8 

Cali1T1ents: 

Doesn't seem to understand police work 

Dr'. Guyot was very knowledgeable and had a unique method of 
extracting information from the: group .. 

Too bri~f to make an objective evaluation 

Di.dn't. rea1ly have enough time· to;.exp.Jore her presentation. Supportive 
experiences. 

Dotti-e: only had- a. hal f- an hour. but she made· her points well. 

I can't recall exactly· the presentation. I felt it was more of 
guiding a group discussion which is always. a learning process. 

Typical acamedician - needs more· real life experience. 

Needs mora experience and expert.ise in public speaking. Specifically, 
does not project well. 

Placed on the agenda in a poor spat to retain attention and elicit 
conments. 

Too clinical 

If Dorothy had a bigger· role, I. would be better able to evaluate her 
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Wondered. what she was doing. there 

Dorothy Guyot was a tremendous herp throughout the class and 
participati·on. and her final presentation did much to give me the 
overa·1l feeling I have about the course. 

How sa~iSfiedd~ we ref: yo~ wit
1
h
d
the

1
relevan?ce of' this- course to your 8.6 

executlve an . pro essl0na" eve opment. 

C'omnents: 

.4:. damn' good cour.sa· - my sincere thanks 

. The' course was· very enlightening and r am sure that every executive 
in" attendance gained a great"deal of knowledge and infonnation to 
he 1 p develop thei r' professi ona.1 ism". 

Probably on~ of the most important in preparing me for' assuming 
comnand of my own department. (hopefully) two years hence. 

Once again I would say that the course was right on target. Keep 
up the good work, this type of course vitally needed for police 
exec uti ves"! 

Exceptionally" relevant· to experiences here in- Charleston. Should 
have had. it sooner. Would be helpful to have evaluations provided 
while mater.ial still lIfresh." Thanks" for excellent program 

I've never been to a more relevant course.in my life. Thanks for 
a fine experience. 

The. course precisely met my needs to rethink some basics and to 
meet people who are "involved in the struggles to bring about change. 

I' -was very p leased wi tho the course. I was ab 1 e to look at myse 1 f , 
my organizational philosophies, and my style of leadership and compare 
it with theory~ past experiences, and,.practicing associates. I 
learned a great deal and consider this one of the best seminars I 
have. ever attended~ 

Thought provoking." 

The small discussion i"n individual problems and change, very good. 
Enjoyed meeting the people. 

The course was" well designed for" "new" administrators but several 
years too late. for me! Seriously: I found it to be most helpful and 
picked up. a number of good suggestions. 

One af the better. courses 

A good course with many thought provoking presentations/discussions 

Can never be exposed to too many ideas of change and solutions. 
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r: have attended many' courses over- the years but. have never attended 
one as professional and we·ll organized. as this one. rt· was superior 
and I greatly appreciate be·ing afforded the opportunity to attend. 

Courses· of this type all ow a pol ice executive to. I grow. II Also it. 
wi dens your scope. of ex peri ence and contacts'. Thi sis perhaps as 
important as the course. itself~ 

Mostof' thi s sessi on deal t wi"th concepts. tr.ied. i"n' departments much 
larger than' mine. My personal participation or contribution was 
'limited because of the, size' var.iance: factor a'long with this' being my 
first session. r do feeT that I have benefited a great deaT by 
attending. . 

. Both courses. "that r have been' fortunate enought· to attend have been 
head and shoulders above the many courses I have taken in the last 
ten years •. 

Much knowledge obtained listening to trials and problems' of other 
chiefs. 

An excellent topic, very infonnative and. timely. 

Overa.ll, very good 

'. 
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EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS IN PLANNING AND BUDGETING 

SUMMARY 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

Key to rating.: 

1.. 

9: Completely satisfied 
8 Qui teo satisft'ed 
T Moderately satisfied 
6: A Tittle mora satisfied 

than d.i ssati sfi ed 
s: Ne.ither very satisfied 

nor very di ssa:ti sfi ed 

4 A little more dissatisfied 
than sati sfi'ed. 

3. Moderately dissatisfied 
2 Qu.i teo di ssa t.i sf; ed 
1 Completely dissatisfied 

How satisfied were you with the format, arrangements, and style 
of' the. seminar?' 

COlTlllents: 

Very good - instructors should be held to their time limit· and 
stay on schedule. . 

Execellent arrangements, motel etc. 

Fine-. motel and good styl e. 

Outstanding - however Tack of' time to expand upon the subject 
material was the only problem during the entire program. 

My only cOl11T1ents would per.tain to the weather which was not 
wi thin the rea 1m of' control. 

Well satisfied with format, professionally styled. 
,. 

Good location, one of' the better experiences. 

A little too much concentration on the California experience. 

Accommodations, seating, mix of participants, etc. made for 
-- good exchange' and sharing of ideas and knowl edge. 

California P.O. dominated, therefore, the thinking was too 
slanted. 

We all told one or two too many war stories. 

Excellent -. as usual r was treated we11 - the .. style/format gets 
better' all the time. 

Completely satisfied. I have always liked discussion type 
seminars. 

Good format. 
Hospitality, concern and general attitude of Police Foundation staff 

_ members. 

8.5 
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2.- How satisfied were· you with the information' presented at the· 
seminar? 

Comnents:. 

Timely - real need. in todayls' conservative mood. 

Well" rounded with excellent balance·. 

rnfonnation was all on subject: and well presented. 

Go.cd and informative semi nar. 

The information presented. appeared. to be up to date and was 
extremely infonnati-ve. However, the 1 imited amount. of time 
did- not allow for comp'lete discussion of alT topics, and I 
strongly feel that had additional discussion been possible, 
I personnaly could have. obtained more information or at 
least- added details on the information discussed and 
presented. 

Timely and informative, but· too much- emphasis'on California 
prOD lem ;-whfch- i s-not--uni que· to' a TTpoTiCe-:aepar-tmerits. 

Very timely and beneficial. 

Completely satisfied 

Gi ve~ .me; p lenty- -of anmun; t.i on and I I ve a Tready started a 
couple of projects, based on ideas presented. 

Overall the content was excellent. The Proposition 13 stuff 
got a bit redundant -. but then for' non-California folks I 
am sure it was informative . 

. 
Would like to see more situations that are police oriented, 
that, have been tri ed and proven successful. 

Too much time spent dwelling on California's dilemma with 
Proposition 13 - Many agencies wish we could just get in 
their- arena. 

~ Satisfaction varied greatly with diffe~"t presentations. 

Somewhat basic. 

7.8 
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3 .. How· satisfied were·you. with the materials made available to 
you?' .... . .. 

• • ~. I " ~ • " ..... I 

Corrments: 

Good pre-seminar- reading material .. 

Materiiils>were up to date and will be of immediate use within 
mY. Police Division~ especially in regards to scheduling and 
manpower- distribution as. well as some facets of revenue 
producing budget ideas. 

Good: reference material,. and was appropriate to the dis'
cussions. of the seminar. 

Good: backgrotlnd •. 

Completely satisfied. 

Top notch .. 

Particu.1arly the information from Nelson He~ler. 

Hardly any given. 

How· satisfied were you. with the presentation made by George 
Kelling,. Ph.D. Evaluat.ion Field Staff Director, Police 
Foundat.i on? 

Cormtents: 

Very informative. 

His view point was provocative and of course controversial -
However' I appreci ate different perspecti ves .. 

-r enjoyed the discussion. It was definitely mind provoking. 
However, I tend to di sagree more than agr.ee wi th the gene!ra 1 
presentation; extremely philosophical and somewhat impractical, 
however', qui te i nteresti ng. 

Well satisfied in' that the deployment and full usa of our 
patrol cars and personnel to measure and monitor productivity 
is an important management function', espeCially in these times 

~ of Proposition 13. 

Di d causa· one to exami ne. the mi x. 
Suggest you gi ve him more time. He cha 11 enges the students. 

Good command of his subject -. not afraid to go out on limb -
good give and take session. 

/ 

.' 

" 8.0' 
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I.f Or. Kelling's ~bjective was.' to stimulate the participants' 
thought: process, hI: accompli shed hi s' obj ecti ve. 

Stimulati.ng - well done. 

r: started out convinced r'was against whatever he said, how
ever',. I admit I found. hi.s presentation very interesting: 

Very provoca.ti.ve· - and that' was needed plus he was correct. 

Provocative· - conveys research' perspective in an easily 
undecstandab 1 e. styl e... . . 

Very good presentati on •. 

Much theory,. Tittle. practical knowledge of what its' like· to 
survive· under' plain theory. Just talk. 

Very thought provoktng· presentation. Dr. Kelling is probably 
5· - 10 years ahead of: the times. 

Controversi a 1. Out of 1 eft~ fi e 1 d. 

How satisfied. were you with the presentation made by Douglas 
Cunningham, Director,. California Office. of Criminal Justice 
Pl ann'i ng? 7.3 

Poor' De.livery - Had. good infonnation but lacks "interestingU 

or "imaginative" p·r~sentation. 

"SO~So .• I,' Doug is a nice bri ght person but as chari smati c as 
chinese· arithmetic~ 

From a planning perspective, the topic was timely, however, 
it zeroed in far more on problems on the West Coast that in 

-many aspects: will not lend themselves legally or politi.cally 
to the State of Virginia. However', from a historial base 
and general infonnation standpoint; extremely interesting. 

Satisfied in that police management must recognize that 
with Proposition 13 there is a ca,/l for innovations, 
consolidation, and time for some sacrifices; and that this 
is the ned of which makes a false property. 

One of his better pi·i:;sentations .• 

Good command of his subject, but a.hard subject to keep' 
group interest. 

Thought. he had an excellent common sense approach. 

A little slow in getting to the point. 

. I 
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Veered. away from his topic - appeared diserganized in' spite af his 
disp·lays .. 

What infer.ma·tien Mr. Cunningham had was gaed. I belfeve Bailauts 
systems' has kept them from really knewi"ng. what Preject 13 is geing 
to. de to. the Criminal Justice system. . 

Not. a dynamic speaker' but knews his business. 

How satisfied were,yeu with the presentatians made by Claude 
Cal antoni ,.. Ch~i rman~: Dept. af Acceunti'ng ~ Wharten S'chea 1? 

Canments: 

. Really. knew his subject. 

Claude's presentatien started slewly but as he warmed. up it 
improved steadi ly - very val uabl e, clear' - conci se. - real isti c. 

Needed mere time with him. 

The majerity' af the infermatien supp'lied was al' a basiC nature 
and. could be best- categerized as' a basic. revenue af budgeting 
~nd budget cencepts presently available .. 

WelT satisfied, presented same excellent ideas' in getting 
reseurces and all acating them appropri ately. 

We ceul d have: used mere time with him. 

I would like to.' hear him get away from the basics. 

~oed, mind and real nice style - If yeu take this man an yo.u 
had better knew what yeu're talking,abaut - real nice fellow . . 
Would have been more productive if his presentations would have 
bee~ law enfo.rcement related inste~d af ather agencies. 

Would have enjoyed hearing more af his presentatian. 

~Tao basic. Let's get more saphisticated, but· nevertheless he 
knows hi s stuff., 

Too. basic! Nice guy with gaod style but nothing too. new was 
p res'en ted. Mere practical (liE) example. would have helped. 

Very good presentatien. 

Good material - well presented. 

Knews subject. Did a geod job. 

~ 8. T . 
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7. How satisfied were:' you with' the presentations' made· by Shennan 
B1 odc" Undersheri ff, Los. Angel es county? 

CORlnents: 

Had it: all ~oge.ther - good practical experience to relate to. 

Exce 11 ent practi ca 1 approach _. an extreme ly competent po 1 i ce 
administrator. . 

Very informative - has excellent· creden.tials, communicates 
effect; ve 1 y ! 

Presentation tack on' the· fonnat of an op~n. discuss.ion primarily 
.concerning Proposit:ion 1~ and personnel problems related directly 
to' California law e::'I':\~l"\:;:ment •. Again, quite i'nfonnative but··not 
too pertinent· to the ~cate of' Vfrginia, a'lthough extremely 
useful from a theoretical perspective. 

~ very i nte res ti ng andknow·l edgeab 1 e speaker. He. and other 
California departments are addressing Proposition 13 now. We 
in the· east have lived with simi1ar problems for a number of 
year~ and are-struggling. 

Very i nterest.i ng. 

Shenn impressed me as one good. administrator who keeps up with 
the: times.. He is' low key and' comes over in a nice fashion. 

Sherm Block. was' very good: in his presentation and discussion 
relative to the many kinds of problems he addressed. 

, 

HiS" continuing conments and observations were most informative. 

Obviously knows his business . 

• An obvious professional. 

Even though LASe is' bi g - Shenn cali sti 11 re 1 a ted to the sma 11 er 
organizations - he is effective. 

Picked up some good information from his past experiences. 

Entertaining. 

8.0 
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How satisfied were you with the 'presentations made by Captain 
Billy Kirtley,Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office? 

Comments: 

Lacked a feeling of easiness! Up tight! Not polished in 
p resenta ti on. . 

Very good staff presentation •. Complimented. Shenn Block's 
presentati on. - added bal ance to pr,ogram..-

Somewhat overshadowed by BTock - Possessed some unique 
observati ons' - seemed' awkward fa .... him to function in that ~ 
sped f.i c envi ronment! 

The· topic again surrounded Proposition 13; however, the 
underlying value. was one of planning through the use of 
participatory management' as well as a basic method of immediate 
implementation through' the u'se of'planners, a concept r. have 
long been in favor of. ' 

Knowledgeable -.he brought- out. that there was' excess fat in his 
department", whi ch came about as a resul t of Proposi ti.on 13. 
Through' good planning" police services continued. 

Once· again, good corrmand and knowl edge _. has new ideas and 
presents them'effecti.ve.ly - nice: fellow. 

Bill tried but. r felt he: was poorly prepared or lacked the 
ability to get his point. across. 

Wish held work for me. 

Excellent. technical background - effective presentation. 

Billy had some good infonnative. Times will. have to get extremely 
hard for the public to accept some of his ideas. 

,0 

rota lly out of touch wi th what the pub 1 i c wants. 

Fairly good presentation. 

7.4 
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9. How· satisfied. were. you with the presentations' made by Nelson 
B. Heller, Ph;D." Institute for Public. Program Analysis,? 

Comnents: 

Did good job •. 

Or. Heller's presentation was extremely interesting and 
promoted interest in application of' low cost computers. 

IfS'uper goodll needed more time to further' project his 
experiences and perspectives .. 

My' comnents on- this subject, are that far' more. time could. have 
been' used in this area, especia.1ly as it would, pertain to 
budget strategy, let: a:lone manpower, dep'loyment" and scheduling .. 
My imnedi ate intenti ons, are. ,to expand my' Pol i ce Divi sian I s 
knowl edge in thi s area t hopefully through the use of the 
i nsti tute whi ch Dr. Hell er represented. 

Cover.ed a great dea 1 of mater; aT whi ch requi res much revi ew 
and rese'arch., B~ought: out the need to', review present allocation 
of' resources and the need for new,· des'; gn • 

. . 
We could. have. used: more: time ••. extremely benefi·cial. 

Too'much sales pitch - however very good., 

Good:man excellent' knowledge, etc-. , but a Tot of' his material 
fs over the, head of' most chi efs" i ncl udi ng yours truly. 

Very informative and to the. point. Good presentation. 

Needed more of him. 

Most impressive - could have used·more time in this area. 
"I'm working with a prograrranable calcu'lation - using his models 
also appreciated his materials. 

Very good i nformati on. I n fact I plan to contact Mr. He 11 er for 
the information that' his lecture was on. 

A bit too basic and too oriented toward "canned" mini computer 
programs. 

Very simplistic. No depth. 

7. g, 
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How satisffed were you with the presentation made by Patrick 
Gall,agher, Director, Police Executive Institute? 

Conments: 

Good. combination of' pratical experience and academic approach. 

Pat always has thought. provoking' ideas... An excellent wrap up 
to: the' meeti.ng::. . , 

... 
Again - needed more, time·. 

Pat's presentation was, as a h.,ays, mind stimul ating and coul d 
h'ave well taken up tne enti·re program. r have read some of Pat's 
research pertaining to, Public Safety concepts and strongly 
feel that he' is not only innovat-jve, but a literal encyclopedia 
of knowledge in the· area, of progressive police management. 

Always' interesti.ng and informat:ive. I continue to learn from 
his suggestions which are constructive and easi-ly understood. 

What" can you say.. p'at always comes across well. 

Infonnative. 

Second exposure to Pat'.. Good easy style, back up by good 
preparation and knowledge. New ideas and new why of doing things -
ready to defend his ideas -·Gets· good involvement. 

Pat's. presentation was right" on target in view· of the current 
status of law enforcement and the keen competition for funds . 

Rat~s'inate civility precluded the forceful - blunt approach which 
would have been required to keep the ship on course given the 

. strange waters he was traversing. '. 

Don't mean to butter the teacher,.but Pat1s comments were on the 
mark considering the purpose of the· seminar. 

~ Pat did his usual"A-l job. 

I've heard it before, but it's a good presentation. 

As always, Pat came. up with some· good ideas and are very 
i nformati ve •. 

Did a good job. Stimulated interest. 

8.4 
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11.. How· satisfi·ed. were you with the relevance of this course to 
your- executi va and p rofessi.ona 1 deve 1 opment? 8.4 

Conments: 

The program was well tho.ught out and presented_ Your sense 
of timing in this: topical area. is consistent· with the continually 
high qua.lity we have, come to expect from the Foundation. As 
alwasy my sincere thanks. 

As usual,. the- course. content, caliber- of instructors and the 
recomnendations. were: excellent .. , Subject. most useful to police 
execut; ves .' 

Excellent and very timely course. 

Out of the five courses. r: have attended this one has been the 
most: productive for me. 

Too early to evaluate - enjoyed meeting and, talking to different 
executives .. 

More seminars on this topic: should be deve'loped. 

A needed. part of current: package of "need to know" areas. 
Better' prepared to respond to cha 11 e,nges of Board of Superv; sors 
and. County Administration 

Timely and constr.uctive •. 

Very time'ly -, very relevant- - very informative and most 
worthwhile! 

The course exceeded my expectations and gave me the opportunity to 
, discuss in an informal atmosphere many pertinent problems facing 

.law enforcement management with men that I highly respect. I would 
like to take' this opportunity to thank the Police Foundation and 
the Chiefs and Sheriffs from the. various law enforcement agencies 
represented for allowing me to partiCipate. I am sure that the 
knowl edge gained 'wi 11 be of assi stantce in my personal career and 
hopefully will benefit my organiza-tion and law enforcement· in 
general. 

.' As usual, it was a. rewarding' expe!"ience and relevant to the 
operat; on of' my department. 

Very re'1 evant- ... as we all experi ence post-Prop 13 and beyond, 
workshops that keep us ahead of the impact will be extremely 
benefi c; a.l . 

r found the California experience very interesting" however it was 
to a· degree a repeat of the 1st day. Than'ks, sti 11 it was a 
super quality presentation. 
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Completely satisfied" - a real learni,ng experience. 

This, was the· first conference I have, attened where many types 
of' problems were discussed openly, and some real meaningful 
infonnation was. conveyed through' the discussion. Thanks for 
the- excell ent' opportuni ty.. . 

Best damn learning process. for' a police administrator. 

Need'more of it •. 

Having: been' through the trauma of Prop 13 r felt' r was able 
to contribute - both in and. out, of' class.. The course was one 
of the more enl,ightening. 

One of' the: best courses that r have had the. pl easure of 
attending i,n the' past few years.. I picked up a. lot of good 
infonnation that will assist me in my job. 

It was worth a 6 to me'. But, I thi nk it had greater value to 
at least half tha remainder of the group. 

Waul d Ti ke to attend others offered., 

'. 
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THE EXECUTIVE AND PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION II 

SUMMARY 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

Key to ra ti ng : 

9' Complete.Ty satisfied 
8 Quite' satisfied 
T Moderately satisfied 
'6 A~ little more', satisfied 

than dissatisfied 
5:' Ne,ither- very satisfied 

nor very dissatisfied 

~ A little· more dissatisfied 
than satisfied 

3. Moderately, di'ssatisfied 
Z Quite· dissatisfied 
l' CompTetely dissatisfied 

1_ How. sati sfi ed were, you with the fonnat, arrangements and styl e of 
the' seminar? 

Comments: 

My only complaint was the poor service at the hotel. Everything else 
was: fine. 

Material was pertinent and. interesting. 

WelT organized, professionally done, and material presented 
benefi ci a 1 .' 

Excellent arrangement, I enJoyed the fonnat. 

,Probably the most'professionally-oriented course I have ever 
attended - both in content, fonnat, and presentation. 

A little too much of one person. 

Very satisfied, especially the infonnal-, roundtable style. Arrange
ments were excellent and ideal having the meetings easily accessible 
to our rooms. ' 

Set up at hotel left a lot to be desired. 

I would suggest that more time be allocated to general discussion time 
for participants so that we might discuss and analyze presentations 
regarding subject matter. 

2. What could hav~ been done to increase your satisfaction at this course? 

Comments,: 

Shorten the sessions by 30 minutes. 

A little more attention to time allocation. 

Everythi ng met the standards' I have come to expect from the Po lice 

8.4 . 
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Foundation Courses •. 

More: systematic questioning of participants to see what the· 
Agencies they represented were doing. 

The· temperature' in the conference room was uncomfortable - too 
col d ~nd noisy. 

Not: enough time spent'on some· subjects. I realize that· if more- time
was. al1oted,. some material had to be· dropped •. 

Increasec the capac.; ty to hear., 

A Tittle more stru~ture.·in the Eisenberg presentations .. 

r would have given more time· to Richard Brzeczek of Chicago. r feel 
that he needed at· least another' two hours or maybe 3. 

Any improvements would. be minor as' I was very satisfied with the 
course. 

This was my first course and r waS' pleased - there were possibly 
too many subjects covered for the time. . 

Provi de at 1 east 2. breaks' for morn; ng and' after'noon sess; qns. 

Tha segments on legal liabilities- could have be,en blocked together . 

. rncreased. time on nPolice Administ.rative· Law ll and less time on 
II Assessment. Cente~' .. 

Maybe take one half day longer. The sessions all moved fast, but 
. r waul d 1 i ke to have. heard ali ttl e mare fro.m twa speakers. 

3. How satisfied were you with the materia}s made available to you? 

Comments: 

Could have been' a. bit more organized and grouped by topic area. 

Great. 

Excellent resource material. 

Ample material to cover topics. 

Materials made available added to discussions of topics. 

I received additional material by mail today from Richard Brzeczek 
which I appreciated. 

Generally good handouts and received another one this morning from 
Brzeczek. 

8.3 
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Same as above, there were, some subjects I felt were important 
enough to warrent· more' time. 

r appreciated having received the relevent reading material several 
weeks in advance. 

I have, read most of the material and found it to be quite helpful 
in assisting me in'my present assignment. 

4., How, satis,fied were you, with the' presentations made, by Terry 
E,i senberg t- Ph ~ D? 

Corrments = 

1 felt that Mr'. Eisenberg had more' time, allotted to him than was 
necessary for the materi"al he presented., 

Excellent presentation well versed in police work~ 

Academic Professional with down to earth good advice on how, to 
handle the issues. 

A 1 though I di d not totally agree on hi s assessments of future 
importance of some. of the topi cs he presented, hi s ove'ra 11 presen
tati cns were exce 11 ent'., 

A talented, arti cul ate, knowl edgeafHer man. 

Too much for one person. 

His presentations were as much info-gathering as dissemination. 

Terry E,i senberg I s presentati on on Personnel Se 1 ecti on and Screeni ng 
was poor and his presentation on Training was poor. I thought he did 
an excellent job on talking about promotions and performance appraisal 
and a good job on stress and psychological services. I also enjoyed 
the assessment center presentati on, as they were very benefi ci a 1. 
I feel that he was out of his league on the other two sections. 

He was good. at' getting group participation, handled course outline 
wan, timewise., 

Presentations thought provoking and of excellent quality. 

Was better' in the informal group session, wealth of infonnation. 

My first look at the, outline made me think I was going to be tired 
of this, guy Eisenberg, not so. He was outstanding~ 

Terry was very know1edgeable in his area of expertise and mad~ good 
presentations. 

8.0 
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~. How satisfied were you with the presentations made by Richard 
Brzeczek, J.D.? 

Comments: 

The second presentation during the course was far superior to the 
fi rs.t presentati·on. 

r would like to· have heard mora from him. 

Wish we had: more time: with him~ 

Clear-,. conci·se· del ivery. 1 am partial to 1 egal aspects of the: 
a.dministration of personnel., 

Instructor knew his material and was abTe to communicate his know:" 
ledge to participants. 

Infonnati ve., si ncere· speaker. 

Excall ent presenta.ti on; needed more time. 

Wen prepared and· excellent· del ivery. 

He. came on slowly, but- was very knowledgeable on his materia.1. 

He had good. infonnation on relevent topics my Department is having 
problems with_ Case· histories he presented. will be very useful 
to us, particularly on grooming standards, residency, sex privacy 
and affi· nna ti ve act; on . 

Not enough time for him' - Too much "lawyerll talk and not enough 
-advice as to how to handle problems. 

I was' very pleased to recei ve a recap on cases ci ted in the mail 
from Dick.-

The material presented by Mr. Brzeczek was very infonnative. 

Refers to item 2. - l~as looking fOl'i'lard. to in depth discussion on 
Vicarious Liability which we did not really cover at all. 

6. How satisfied were- you with the presentation made by Wesley Pomeroy? 

Comments: 

Good. He made sense. 

r felt he really didn't have enough time. 

No' real solutions were offered for the topic area. 

8.1 
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Very poorly handled. One of the worst presentations in the entire 
section and nearly a complete waste of time. 

Excellent presentation. 

Have known and enjoyed his presentation. 

Don':t think he really covered the- topic as 'well as it should have 
been. 

Hi~ tima' could hav~ been better used by anyone of the other speakers. 

Not enough time reserved for' him. His approach seemed. quite practical. 

T •. How satisfied. were you. with" the presentation made by Al Reiss, Ph.D.? 

Cotmlents; 

AppeareQ~;'J be somewhat disorgani zed and t.oo esoteri c for my conser
vative background. 

Outstanding character. 

Very sati sfi ed_ He is one whom 1. woul d 1 i ke to have heard more. 
from and ta.1 ked wi th • 

Smooth delivery. 

Controversial but handled in a professional manner. 

Mannerisms distracting, had difficulty hearing him. 

I e~joyed_his presentation. I thought is was timely, well-prepared 
and. h€! knows h; s bus; ness. .. 
Somewhat of a heavy reliance on "war story", 

Good presentation. 

He- had good infonnation o.n prevention of police corruption. He 
presented an outsider's point of view with interesting revelations. 

Hoped he would have talked more- about successful dept. IS methods of 
combating corruption. 

He was very interesting. 

8. How satisfied were you with the presentation made by Henry Morse? 

COtmlents: 

Very good •. 

7.0 
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He was very candi d and open in New York Ci'ty I s' strengths and 
wea~nesses. 

Should. have attempted to show how NYPD methodology could app.ly 
to sma 11 er PDs. 

Good presentati on.· 

Somewnat al trtli sti C". 

He.-gave. a weak presentation, possibly because of his personality, 
but: I di d fi nd it: useful. 

, 
Enjoyed. presentation - Good com~~rative. view based on this parti
cipants previous experience •. 

Don I t think career development and inherent probl ems and conf1 i cts 
with traditional civil service systems· was hand.1ed. very well. 

Very. good. 

Provided good examples to group in making his point. Gave the 
impr.ession of being knowledgeable in his area .. 

. 
g.. How satisfied were- you. with the presentation made- by Gary Leonard? 

Comments: 

Good policeman's approach and presentation to other policemen. 

I would like to hire him. 

Good.· case study .. 

Gary comes across as a knowledgeable professional and protrays a 
common sense approach to the areas discussed. 

Interesting presentation, well-presented. He knew his business. 

Good presentation -. I really enjoyed the assessment center workshop 
ver'/ infonnative. r feel more time should have. been given in this 
area. 

r like the idea of using students. I think i~ should be exoanded upon . 

. Very good •. 

10. How satisfied were you with the presentation made by J. Dene Balmer., 
Jr. and Catherine Helms? 

Comments: 

OK .. 

T.9 
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Thi s topi c was new to me.. I think it was very appropri ate. 

Interesting - 11m ordering a resume from Cathy. 

Good' presentation. 

Best new area -. a subject in which every director is under- prepared. 

r left during Balmer- presentation' and missed Ms. Helms. Found 
subject. interesting' and infonnative -. wish I could have heard it all. 

In.fonnation beneficial and: enlightening. Presented in a professional 
manner •. 

Infonnative~ 

Interesting. 

Handicapped by time. 

Interesti ng!' 

11.. How satisfied were you with the relevance of this course to your 
executive. and professional development? 8.6 

Comments: 

I deal with these. issues as presented on a daily basis --- extremely 
relevant. 

This was my third course. All of them were good, but this was the 
best. It hit right at the heart of the kinds of problems law 
enforcement has today and provided some good answers. 

Outstanding course. Look fOrt/ard to pa'rticipating in others. 

Cannot· know too much about thi s s ubj ec.~. .;; 

r thoroughly enjoyed participating in the seminar and the areas 
discussed should prove beneficial. I sincerely enjoyed the opportunity 
to be a. participant in this seminar. I was also impressed ~ith the 
knowledge and background of the other participants involved and their 
noted differences added an enlightening dimension to the seminar. (i.e., 
good mix). 

The time was well spent. It was worth. the investment and I brought 
back a great deal of. infonnation that I can use. 

Probabiy the most professionally-oriented course I have ever attended 
both in content·, fonnat, and presentation. 

Again r feel too much good! Material was given, and not enough time 
was available to really get involved. As always I am very pleased, 
and feel honored to be a part of these seminars put on by the Police 
Foundation. 
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\; This i'iaS one of the most personally productive seminars r have 
attended. Materials and. topics. covered were right on target of my 
new as'signment in recruiting, testing ,. training, promotional, 
personnel problems~ management. 

Well done - interesting seminar -. good exchange between participants -
good. facility - acoustics in meeting:· room poor. 

Course,. as usual, was very beneficial. 

r always feeT a little more confident to perform my duties' after 
attending a Police Foundation workshop~ I only wish there was more 
tima for interaction between the participants. 

The interaction between individuals was very· good and worthwhile. 

I discovered a few new ideas and. answers to current problems on the 
local level. 

<. 
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ATTACHMENT 0 

A. 

POLICE FOUNDATION/POLICE EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Data Management Information 

1. Data Sources .. Data sources consisted of interviews, review and analysis 
of program documents, and direct observation of program sessions. Interviewees 
included core program staff, senior Police Foundation officers, seven program instruc
tors, all current program trainees, and UL~ personnel responsible for monitoring 
the program. Pre-program and post-program follow-up interviews were also conducted 
with program staff. Documents that were reviewed and analyzed included pre-program 
readings, class handouts, program brochures, needs assessment and participant eval
uation forms, application forms, a roster of current trainees containing background 
information on individuals and their departments, and an article on a research pro
ject analyzing attitude change among participants of a past program in the Police 
Executive Institute series. All seventeen program sessions wer~ observed (25 b~). 
Follow-up face-to-face interview was conducted to revise the site visit report. 

2. Classes Observed. Classes and other program sessions observed included: 
The Police. and the News Media; The Most Important Evaluation of a Police Executive; 
Law and Disorder and the TV Network News; Investigative Reporting and the Police; TV 
and the Image of Law Enforcement; Cooperating with the Media on Major Crimes; 
Reflections on the News Media and Comments on the Police; Police and Media Percep
tions of One Another; Taking Full Advantage of the Trade Press; New Directions at 
LIAA; The T.elevision News Report; The Public Information Officer; The News Media and 
the Police Executive Change Agent; group discussion sessions; program receptions; 
an4 the. closing evaluation and summary. 

--
3. Investigator on Site. Mark Shanley. 

4. Dates on Site .. April 1-5, 1979; follow-up interviews at the Police Founda
tion on ~pril 20 and 26. 

s. Problems in Acquisition or Interpretation of Data. The investigator faced 
these problems in acquiring or interpreting data: 

It is unclear how representative the observed program was of other 
programs in the Police Foundation's sequence, due to the particularized 
nature of the subject matter and the topical basis for all the Founda
tion's programs for police executives. 

Due to the program's crowded schedule, it was occasionally difficult 
to mix extended interviews of particip.ants,. staff, and lecturers with 
ongoing c~asses. 

-1-
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B. 

Differentiating the believed/intended from the actual/observed model 
is difficult because even direct observation and instructor inter
views only generate belief, albeit another level of belief, about the 
nature of the intervention. 

It is difficult to determine whether the interaction of program 
participants and the apparent unanimity of their beliefs regarding 
the' values of the program offered by the Police Founda·tion are due 
more to the success of the pr.ogram or to the selectivity of the 
process by which program patticipants are chosen. 

Since most of the participants in the observed program had attended 
previous programs in the Police Foundation sequence, it was not 
possible to obtain an adequate sampling 'of opinion from individuals 
who were new to the program and uninitiated to the Police Executive 
Program I s "network" of. past participants. ' 

The close ir..volvement of core staff in actual program operations made 
it especially difficult for the investigator to differentiate between 
the believed/intended and the actual/observed program model. 

The ability of the investigator to conduct candid participant inter-' 
views was partially hindered by participant expectations of freedom 
from outside observation, and by their prior bad experiences with 
outside observers. 

Program Profile 

1. Full Name of Program. The Police Executive Program of the Police Executive 
Institute, Phase II, liThe Executive. and Media Relations". 

2. Institutional Setting. The observed program took place at the Sheraton 
National Hotel in Arlington, Virginia, a suburb of Washington, D.C. Other programs 
in·the.$eque~ce have been held in San Diego, California; Tampa and Orlando, Florida; 
and Chicago, Illinois. The Police Executive Institute is headquartered at the 
Police Foundation in Washington, D.C. 

3. Auspices. The program is formally sponsored by the Police Foundation and 
is funded by Police Foundation and 1EAA money, along with participant tuition. 

4. Training Providers. Guest media and police lecturers (non-paid), a pri
vatelY.contracted academic expert, and two selected current trainees. 

5. Level of Training. The observed program was on the executive level. 

6. Rank of Trainees. Twenty-one program participants were-chief executives 
of their departments and eigh~ were assistant or deputy chief executives. 

T. Jurisdiction of Trainees. In the observed program, participants came from 
throughout the United States, representing 25 municipal departments, two county 
departments, and two State departments. To date, the Police Executive Programts 
offerings have beeD: attended by more than 400 polic:'e executives from over 160 juris
dictions in appro:dmately 41 States. 
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8. Incentives for Participation. The only formal incentive for program 
participation is a certificate of completion. 

9. First Offered. The observed program on police/media relations has not 
been previously offered. The first program in Phase I was offered in late 1976. 
The first program in Phase II, which includes the observed program, was offered in 
Max-ch.1978. 

10. Persons Trained in an Average Session. Approximately 25. 

11. Hours Training in an Average Session. Programs in Phase II are four days 
in length and comprise approximately 25 hours of formal training, along with intro
ductory and closing sessions. 

12. Times Offered in an Average Year. Approximately 9 programs are offered 
each year in Phase II. Aproximately 10-12 programs were offered each year in Phase I 
( e . g., 8 in 1978, lOin. 1979). 

13. Persons Trained in an Average. Year. Approximately 280. 

14. Hours T~aining in an Average Year. Approximately 250. 

15. Sources of Program Funds. Program operating funds come from the Police 
Found~tion, LEM, and the $200 tuition. charged to participants. 

16. Training Expenses Met by Par.ticipants' Departments. Tuition and salaries 
are met by participants! departments. All other expenses are handled by the program. 

17. Budget Allocation. Approximately $700,000 for the l8-month Phase II of 
the program. This comprises approximately $450, 000 of LE~..A fun~s and $250,000 of 
Police FOuIldation funds. 

" 18: Bases for Program Scheduling. Programs are scheduled more than a year in 
advance. on t~~ basis of antiCipated interest and funds available. Additions and 
cancellations in the program schedule, along with the implementation of special 
programs, are made as interest, funds, and' prior commitments warrant. 

19. Trainee Sel,ection Standar'is. Minimum trainee selection standards require 
that program participants be police'executives from departments with at least 200 
total personnel or serving a minimum population of at least 100,000. Assistant or 
deputy chief executives may attend from departments having at least sao total person
nel, ~ith one assistant executive being allowed for every sao department employees. 
Because of limited class sizes in relation to the number of applications for partic
ipation, program staff exercises conside~able discretion in selecting participants 
according to the quality of their completed applications, level of expressed interest, 
and prior contacts with the program. In the observed program, only h~lf of the 
applicants were accepted. ·Minimum trainee selection standards are strictly adhered 
to, although occasional exceptions are made. 

20. Trainer Credential Requirements. There are-no tci iina 1 requirements in the 
selection of trainers and lecturers. Experience, expertise, and national recogni
tion are the only requirements. 
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. 21.. Traininf Providers. The trainers in the observed program were mostly 
guest lecturers w 0 had donated their time to the program. These consisted of 
police executives who.had particular expertise in police/media relations and local 
and national newsmen who had reported on police and law enforcement activities. One 
academic expert who had recently completed a major study on television coverage of 
law enforcement was privately contracted to prepare background readings for the 
program and present two lectures. Trainer. backgrounds were split evenly between. 
police and the media.. . 

22. Requirements to Obtain Certificate of Coruletion. Attendance is the only 
requirement for· obtaining a certificate of success~l course completion. 

23. Requirements to Obtain Acaaemic Credit. There was no academic credit 
option available and none is anticipated. 

. . 
24. Program Aspects Requiring POST Certification. None. 

25. Classes Offered. Classes offered in the observed program consisted of a 
series of lectures and related presentations. These included: 

.. 

Introductory Session 
The Police and the News Media 
The Most Important Evaluation of a Police Executive 
Law and. Disorder and the TV Network News 
Investigative Reporting and the Police 
TV and. the Image of Law Enforcement 
Cooperating with the Media on Major Crimes 
Reflections on the News Media and Comments on the ·Police 
Police and Media Perceptions of One ~~other 
Taking Full Advantage of the Trade Press 
New Directions at LEAA 
The Television News Report 
The Public Information Officer 
The News Media and the Police Executive Change Agent 
Group Discussions and Reports 
Evaluation, Summary, Close 

26. Personnel Res 
Gallagher, the irector 
for the coordination of training. Mr. Cappy Gagnon, the Assistant Director of the 
Police Executive Institute, assists in most aspects of training coordination and has 
primary. responsibility for program development and modification. 

27. Other Levels or T' es of Mana ement Trainin Offered. The Police Executive 
Institute has of Ie red imited training to specia y se ected middle managers and 
expects to continue these programs. This middle management training began with a 
t~o-week workshop for 59 outstanding middle managers, whose chiefs had already 
attended Police. Foundation executive level programs. These middle managers were 
identified by their chiefs as likely candidates for future promotion to executive 

.:,. '!. " ':..,,', .~. 
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positions. A second four-day advanced program was held for these same 59 middle 
managers to review and update topics covered in the first program. The requirement 
that the chiefs of these middle managers be Police Exe,cutive Program graduates was 
strictly adhered to with few exceptions. All other Police Executive Institute 
programs have been on the executive level. All of these programs followed similar 
formats with the exception of programs on Police Leadership Effectiveness, which 
emphasized, intensive personal discussion groups to a. much greater extent than have 
other programs in the sequence. These programs will not be offered ~gain. 

28. Relationship of Other' Levels or Types to the Program. The middle manager 
programs were designed to provide middle management training to individuals who were 
deemed likely to be promoted to executive positions. Although they emphasized 
middle management, they also included an emphasis on executive development and were 
seen as preliminary to later executive training. 

Given to Pro ram. The executive programs offered by the 
--~--~~~~~~--~------¥-~ ave c ear priority over the middle management programs. 

30. Differences in Thrust of Expectations. Both the executive and middle 
management programs emphasize personal management styles and roles over operational 
and organizational techniques which can be applied in all management situations. 
Both emphasize increased job effectiveness, along with personal and career development. 

31. Importance of the Program to the Target Population. The program is the 
only one of its kind intended specifically for police executives from major jurisdic
tions. It is similar to the National Executive Institute of the FBI, but more 
oriented to specific topical areas of interest to police executives. 

C. Origins and History 

, 1. Key Personnel in Design and Implementation. A key person in the original 
implementation of the program was Patrick V. Murphy, the President of the Police 
Fo~dat~on and the former chief executive of the police departments in Detroit, 
Washin~ton, ~.C., and New York City. He had been promoting the idea of such a pro
gram for several years and was able, in late 1975, to gain sufficient support from 
the Board of Directors of the Police Foundation to further proceed with the idea. 
William H. Smith, a former assistant chief in New York under Murphy and presently a 
senior staff member at the Police Foundation, also provided significant assistance 
in the program's initiation. Pat Gallagher, the program's present director, joined 
the Police Foundation in September 1976 and has directed the program in all but its 
initial needs assessment stages. John Lucey, the program's initial and present 
monitq,+ at LEAA, also provided significant support to the program's initial 
development. 

2. Impetus for Program Development. The impetus for program development came 
from a longstanding generally-recognized. need for a program to accommodate the 
development needs of police executives from major departments. This need wes recog
nized by Patrick Murphy a.nd Clarence Kelley, then Director of the FBI, and the two 
met at the IACP convention in Denver in May 1975 to discuss the idea .. The Police 
Foundation, through Murphy, offered to sponsor such'a-'pro'graIil but encountered opposi
tion from the Major Cities Chiefs of Police, a subgroup within the IACP. As a 
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result of the IACP convention, the FBI went ahead to develop its National Executive 
Institute and the Police Foundation developed the Police Executive Program on its 
own. Both programs obtained fl.\D.ding and began operations in late 1976. 

3. Similar Programs Accessible at Implementation. None. 

4·. Model. Programs Influencing Program Development. The program appears to 
have: been. developed from scratch,without the influence of other programs. 

S. Key Resources Utilized at Implementation. The advocacy of Murphy and the 
assistance of John. 1u.t;:ey appear to have been key factors in the program's initial 
development. LEAA and Police Foundation money has been used since the programs 
inceptions. 

6. Original Development Process. Initial needs assessment was made in early 
1976, through consultation with 10 prominent police executives, who later became the 
National AdVisory Board for the program. This i.nput was supplemented by formal and 
informal meetings with experts from police, academic, management, civic, and public 
interest organizations involved with either police or city management, such as the 
International City Management Association. Additional intensive needs assessment, 
starting in June 1976, was accomplished through extended interviews with 50 police 
executives and middle managers, including 28 executives from major departments. The 
original schedules and curricula were developed by committee consultation until the 
September 1976 arrival of Pat Gallagher, who then assumed direction of the program. 
The overall goals of executive development and the promotion of innovation were 
specified early through consultation with the various sources mentioned above. 
Faculty composition has always been approximately 50-60 percent practitioner-oriented. 
Participant reaction. surveys have been employed sinte the program's inception and 
have. been used to modify program contents, instructors, format, and administrative 
arrangements. The first formal needs assessment survey was administered in March 
1~77. Program development procedures for Phase II shifted from cousultationwith 
coinmittees to increased reliance on the results of needs a'ssessment surveys and 
pa~ticipant evaluations. The program was developed from the start with a long-term 
pha·sed._appro~ch. Program performance objectives have never been specified. 
Trainees have never been pretested. The program was monitored once by the Ford 
Foundation, as part of atJ. overall assessment of programs funded by the Foundation; 
substantial Police Foundation funds come from the Ford Foundation. 

7. Major Changes in the Program. Major changes since inception include: 

Shift from three-day to four-day program 

Organization and integration of program curricula into three areas-
administration, operations, and executive development 

Refinement and standardization of the program development process, 
. including a formalized needs assessment survey and the collection of 
information on the individual and departmental backgrounds of program 
participants 
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Institution of limited middle manager training programs 

Institution of customized regional programs for local law enforcement 
organizations available on a contract basis 

D. Current Process for Program Development. and Management. 

1. Relationship of Pro ram Develo ment to Mana ement of De artments Served. 
The Police xecutive ~_titute is a private institution complete y in ependent of 
the agencies it serves, and deals with police· executives as private individuals and 
not in any official capaci.ty. . 

2. Coordination of the Program to Others Under the Same Auspices or Sponsor. 
The limited middle management training offered by the Police Executive Institute is 
fully coordinated with the executive training programs that constitute the majority 
of Police Executive Institute offerings. Although they focus on middle management 
roles and issues, they also are intended to serle as executive development programs 
for future police executives. 

3. Central Availability of Information about 
Population. There is no centrally avai able source 
ing histories of the target population. 

of the Tar et 
about the train-

4. Obtainin Broad In ut in Develo ment of Pro ram Goals. Broad input was 
obtained for the initia development 'of program goa s through consultation with 
police, academic, management, civic, and public interest groups. Program goals have 
changed little since the. program's inception. 

S. Assessment of Training Needs. Trainee reaction evaluations, annual formal 
needs assessment surveys, and informal participant comments constitute the primary 
ne.eds assessment procedures. Needs assessment surveys provide a listing of possible 
ptogram topics along with space for additional suggestions for topics. '. 

. 6 .. ~ Se"4ting and Operationalizing Obj ectives. The results of needs assessment 
surveys and participant feedback are synthesized through staff consultations. 
Objectives are not explicitly stated at).d are not operationalized beyond the very 
general level of program topics and maJor subtopics. 

7. Designing a Program to Serve Objectives. Once the topics and objectives 
of a program have been identified, program staff obtain recognized experts in a 
topic area to appear as program lecturers. Efforts are made to obtain guests who 
will qpnate their time to the program, although the program r,.,ill pay top fees to 
appropriate experts when necessary. Instructor presentations are well coordinated 
by program staff of ensure that the most important points in a topic area will at 
least be touched upon. The curriculum is highly flexible to respond to variable 
trainee needs, both on the general substantive level and on the level of particular 
concerns of specific agencies. The possibility of productive digressions into 
related areas is recognized and anticipated. The curriculum of each course changes 
considerably each time the course is repeated. The curriculum for each program is 
developed from scratch to cover the needs identified fn neeas assessment procedures. 
The use of relevant training aids is considered for each program, although the use 
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of many conventional management. training aids is limited due to the necessity of 
maintaining the professional "executive tl or "summit conference" atmosphere which the 
staff considers as extremely important for the program's· success .. 

8. Pretesting Trainees~ . Trainees ~re not pretested. 

. 9. Conductin! a Program that Meets Objectives and Serves Needs. Advance 
information is avai able to program staff regarding the rank and department, depart
ment. size, particular departmental problems, law enforcement experience, educational 
attainment, and prior training of trainees. This information is used by program 
staff to focus program. instruction, promote and structure trainee interaction, 
"seed" classes. and discussion groups so that less experienced participants will 
actively mix with and learn from their more experienced colleagues, and continually 
monitor individual and group progress to ensure that trainee needs are met to the 
extent possible. Trainee selection is strictly controlled and the staff attributes 
much of the program's success to the quality of trainee that has been attracted to 
date. Trainees are required to pay a $200 tuition so that they will have a stake in 
successfully completing and getting the most from the program. Facilities are 
selected to provi.de the most professional atmosphere possible and to discourage 
trainees from leaving the facilities during the course of the program. After program 
sessions, participants are encouraged to socialize with each other, and the results 
of the SOCialization are seen as important to both program learning and the develop
ment of the "networkll of program participants that is a major goal of program staff. 
To facilitate aftersession interaction, the staff schedules social activities for 
participants. The closeness of trainees, most of whom have attended past sessions, 
facilitates an apparent peer pressure which guarantees regular attendance and full 
participation by all trainees. Trainers exercise some discretion in instruction, 
although considerable supervision is exercised by program staff to ensure that 
minimum pOints of interest are covered in presentations. Trainers are evaluated by 
staff and participants and are changed if found to be unsatisfactory. Teaching 
me~hods are highly participative, in line with program goals. Trainees do not draw 
up·ail implementation plan and doing so would be inappropriate, considering the 
sta.tus 0.£ trainees as police executives from maj or departments. 

. 10 ~ Eva"luating In-program Outcomes. Trainee reaction to the quality and use
fulness of the program and of its individual components is assessed at the completion 
of training. 

11. Evaluating Transfer and Impact. Trainees are surveyed regarding program 
usefulness and impact 90 days after the completion of the program. Apart from these 
individual surveys of trainees, no other attempts are made to measure transfer and 
impact.:~ 

12. Utilization of Program Evaluations. Participant program evaluations, both 
in-program and after 90 days, are used to modify all aspects of the program, includ
ing course topics, instructors, teaching techniques, staff composition and orienta
t~on, administrative arrangements, and program goals and objectives. 

13. Major Anticipated Changes in the Developmental Process. None. 
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E. Exogenous Factors Affecting Program Development 

Several exogenous factors have affected both the continuity and nature- of the 
executive training programs of the Police Executive Institute. 

1. Availability of Trainees. Since all trainees are either chief or assistant 
chief executives within their departments, getting them to attend programs is dif
ficult due to their departmental commitments. Program staff has attempted to com
pensate for this by scheduling programs far in advance, often more than a year, so 
that participants can adequately plan to attend. 

2. Location of Trainees. Since the program's target population includes 
executives from police departments throughout the nation, the amount of traveling 
necessary to attend training is a factor whiGh has hindered attendance for some 
programs. To compensate for this, program staff rotates the location of programs so 
that executives will be able to attend selected programs with a minimum of travel. 

3. Status of Trainees. The status of trainees as executives from major 
departments influences the choice of trainers, the content of training sessions, the 
environment within which the program must operate, and the amount of evaluation 
which can be expected both of trainees and of the program as a whole. Trainers are 
selected for their stature in their field of expertise and trainees expect exposure 
to top experts. Training sessions are focused on the particular needs of police 
executives and program staff attempts to avoid any indication of "talking down" to 
trainees. Trainees are occasionally unwilling to be evaluated .and competition or 
ranking of trainees is avoided due to their stature. The program's environment is 
structured to be as professional as possible so that trainees do not view the program 
as "mere training". Trainees expect that their feedback to the program will be 
considered and appreciated, and program staff makes considerable efforts to do this. 

, 4. Availability of Program Lecture'rs,. - The objective of program staff to 
obtain top experts for lecturers results in difficulties in obtaining desired person
nel. Top management experts must often be contacted more than a year in advance to 
obtain j:heir participation, often well before program schedules have been fixed. 
This is 'a continuing problem f,.;ith which core staff has to deal. 

5. Public Demand for Demonstrated Usefulness and Effectiveness. Since trainees 
occupy important and highly visible positions within their departments and their 
communities, they are often concerned that attendance at these programs would be 
seen as an unreasonable or extravagant expense, a "junket." Because of this, trainees 
are concerned that programs be oriented towards their job situations and that they 
leave ~~e program with something they can apply to demonstrate the program's effec
tiveness. Program staff recognizes this problem and counsels participants on dealing 
with it through the promotion of favorable publicity, the quality of the participants, 
and the heavy work load and professional environment of the program as justifications 
for participation. To further reduce these concerns, the program picks up all 
expenses of tr~inees with the exception of salaries and the $200 tuition. 
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F. Client Flow Mod~ls 

The p'rocess of drawing out expectations in the those-in-charge sector to 
reflect the rhetorical or intended program can theoretically be differentiated from 
the process of observing and describing actual program operations. In practice, 
many data sources will contribute to construction of both the intended and actual 
program descriptions. Many interviewees and documents will shuttle back and forth: 
between the· intended and actual model in their description of the program. Other 
might be familiar only with the intended program (funding agencies generally fall 
into this category) or the actual one. Probably no individual should be expected to 
fully address how the intended and actual program are linked. 

What makes' the process of differentiating the intended from the actual .model of 
this Management Training Program difficult is that both the intended and actual 

. program consist almost entirely of abstract symbols. As a result, it is impossible 
to make an assumption necessary for differentiating the two: that is, that the 
intended program represents belief about what the intervention entails, while the 
actual program reflects observed operations. In other words, that even the actual 
or observed model merely reflects another level of belief about what the intervention 
involves; while closer to the phenomenon, and hence more complex that the rhetoriC, 
it nonetheless moves only slightly closer to "the real." 

1. Intended (Testable) Model. The rhetorical/intended/testable model is 
derived from these sources: brochures, articl~s, interviews with funding agencies, 
initial interviews with core. staff, and initial interviews with program participants. 

a. Underlying assumptions. The intended program reflects these under-
lying assumptions: 

Police departments are managed with less than optimal effectiveness 
because police managers lack skills in modern management practices 
and interpersonal relations. 

Police executives face particular difficulties beyond those of the 
police manager because they must also cope with substantial community 
and political demands on their departments. 

Police executives from major departments face additional problems due 
to the multiplicity of problems they face and the size and complexity 
of the departments they must manage. 

Police executives have traditionally been isolated in their positions 
as "captain of the ship." 

The problems r roles, and responsibilities of police chief executives 
vary so much from department to department that no standardized 
answers are available for the problems;b.ey encounter. 
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Police executives can profit from exchanging information on common 
problems and possible solutions with other police executives. 

A concentrated short-term training session, bringing together execu
tives from major' police agencies to consider topical areas of partic
ular interest to them will be the most effective way of improving 
police executive effectiveness. 

b. Logical chain of assumptions. The underlying assumptions above give 
rise to the chain of operational assumptions' that follows. The il!puts tl') the inter
vention are selected police executives from major police agencies and a faculty that 
is recognized for its expertise in. police/media relations. These inputs provide the 
ingredients needed for a program exploring aspects of police/media relations of 
particular importance and relevance to police chief executives to provide the neces
sary knowledge and personal and managerial practices necessary for effective executive 
management of media relations. Instruction is provided through lectures, discussions, 
and informal exchange of information among p~ogram participants. The outcomes of 
this instruction and discussion are,: knowledge of the problems, perspectives, and 
values of police and the media in dealing with each other; alternative approaches 
which have been tried and found effective by other police executives in their deal
ings with the media; personal and organizational resources for obtaining additional 
information on police/media relations; and reassessed personal perspectives on 
personal and management approaches to media relations. These outcomes lead to 
refined or innovative departmental approaches teJ media relations and improved indi
vidual performance by police ex,~cutives in dealing with the media. These impacts 
lead to the longer term impacts of improved departmental media relations and improved 
police executive development, which lead to improved departmental performance and 
effectiveness. This logical chain of assumptions is graphically represented in 
Exhibit 1. 

2. Observed (Equivalency) Model. The actual/observed/equivalency, model is 
derived primarily from these sources: observation of classes; review and analysis 
of.prog~am documents; and interviews with core program staff, instructors, 
participants ~. 

a. 
assumptions: 

Underlying assumptions. The observed model reflects these underlying 

A professional residential setting in a non-stressful environment is 
extremely important for executive development and training. 

Instruction of police executiv'es will be most effective when oriented 
directly towards their individual training needs in a particular 
area. 

In a short-term concentrated program, the close supervision of staff 
is essential for maximum learning to occur. 

Instruction of adults will be most effective when they are actively 
involved in the training process. .., ... 
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In a short-term program, relatively little can be accomplished in 
terms of learning and the most enduring learning will be of particular 
practices which the trainee can impleme~t in his particular department. 

Informal interaction and sociali2ing among trainees in a short-term 
executive development program is extremely important for learning to 
take place. 

Insigp,t into the human dimension of management situations is just as 
important as· substantive knowledge for police executive development 
and provides a necessary basis for the full utilization of substan
tive management knowledge. 

Because only limited results can be expected from a short-term pro
gram, executive development should properly consist of a series of 
interrelated programs. 

Trainees can benefit from the varied experiences of their colleagues 
in shared problem areas. 

Acquaintances made during intensive training programs can persist and 
provide a continuing source of executive development through a "net
workllof past program participants. 

Sensitivity to law enforcement values and concerns, coupled with ex
pertise-in a particular topic area, is of more importance and value 
in police executive training than mere extensive experience in the 
operational asp~cts of law enforcement. 

Personal confidence is an important factor in police executive effec
tiveness and can be strengthened through interaction with other 
police executives. 

Police executives often lack sensitivity to alternative and conflict
ing values of other parties in police management situations. 

Police executives can benefit from a familiarity with empirical 
research and its uses in law enforcement topic areas. 

b. Logical chain of assumotions. The observed model reflects the logical 
chain of assumptions that follows. The inputs to the intervention are: specially 
select~_d police executives from maj or police agencies, most 'of whom have attended 
past Police Foundation executive training programs; a core program staff thoroughly 
familiar with the program, knowledgable about police management, and acquainted with 
most of the program participants; program lecturers, sel~cted for thei~ recognition 
and expertise in police/media relations; specially selected residential facilities; 
and class materials, which include background readings, class handouts, and audio
visual presentations. These provide the ingredients -for a program which attempts to 
thoroughly explore a wide range of topics in police/media relations of particular 
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relevance' and interest to program participants. Instruction is provided and learning 
takes place through pre-program preparation that includes extensive reading and con
tact with. program staff; lectures by law enforcement, media, and academic experts on 
police/media relations and selected program participants, some utilizing instructional 
aids in their presentations; class discussion and questioning, which builds upon 
materials presented in lectures; small grol,lp discussions that focus upon the partic
ular media probleIQs of particular program participants; informal discussions among 
part.icipants, lecturers, and pro.gram staff on police/media topics; informal exchanges 
of information among trainees on police executive concerns; participant interaction 
and socializing~. staff promotion of a professional "summit, conference" atmosphere, 
to facilitate maximum learning; and staff promotion of participant interaction 
through formal introductory sessions, "seeded" classes and discussion groups, and 
social, activities for program participants. These processes can be seen in terms of 
formal. processes taking place within program sessions, informal processes occurring 
outside of program sessions, and other.staff-induced processes that occur throughout 
the course of the program. Program processes are interrela.ted, and both formal and 
informal processes lead to participant discussion. 

The formal processes, comprising participant preparation, 'lectures, class 
discussions, and informal discussions centered on class activities, are expected, 
first of all, to lead to knowledge of the problems, perspectives, and values of law 
enforcement and the media in dealing with each other and knowledge of current empir
ical research on what law enforcement and the media actually do in relations with 
each other. These processes are also expected to lead to familiarity with general 
principles and theoretical frameworks that can aid in the full understanding of 
police/media relations and exposure to alternative approaches, policies, and proce
dures that have been implemented and proven successful in improving police/ media 
relations. Finally, the program's formal processes are expected to lead to a recog
nition of new personal and organizational resources for obtaining additional informa
tion'on police/media relations and an improved appreciation of the need for planning 
and proactive approaches in both media relations and general police managament, 
inclUding an appreciation of the value of empirical research for law enforcement 
man~gemex:t. 

'. Program informal processes include participant socializing and informal 
interaction, informal exchanges of information among program participants on police 
management concerns, and informal discussions among program participants, core 
staff, and program lecturers whether such discussions stem from class activities or 
informal socializing. These processes are expected to lead to knowledge of the 
problems, perspectives, and value~ of law enforcement and the media; knowledge of 
attempted and successful alternative approaches to police/media relations, and other 
management concerns; and personal and organizational resources for obtaining addition
al inf6'l."II1ation. Along with these expected ou'tcomes, which are similar to those ex
pected from the formal program processes, it is anticipated that these informal 
processes will result in a number of attitude changes in the participant. These 
include: reassessed personal perspectives on police/media relations; increased 
sensitivity to alternative police and media perspectives; and increased sensitivity 
to'the human dimension of police management situations with a resultant increase in 

-; .... 
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interpersonal skills. Finally, informal program processes are expected to result in 
the initiation of new members to the "network!! of past participants in Police Execu
tive Institute programs; the reinforcement and development of the existing "network" 
through, the continued association of its members; and the general refreshment of 
program participants, so that they finish the program with improved confidence and 
"recharged batteries." 

Finally, the staff-induced processes of promoting a professional atmosphere 
and promoting participant interaction contribute to the outcomes of both formal and 
informal processes. 

The program outcomes which center on increased knowledge or changed individ
ual attitudes lead to four short-term impacts--refinement of or innovation in depart
ment media relations practices; refinement of or innovation in department management 
practices; increased police executive effectiveness, through increased knowledge and 
changed attitudes; and diffusion of program knowledge from the executive'to the 
members of his senior staff. The post-program refreshment and improved confidence 
of trainees leads to improved police executive moral, once he returns to the job. 
Finally, the information on the implementation and success of alternative media 
relations and police management practices; 'the recognition of new information re
sources; the increased appreciation of the need for planning, research, and a proac
tive mode of operation; reassessed personal perspectives on the value of innovation; 
and the strengthening of the Police Executive Institute "network" all lead to the 
utilization of that "networkll

• 

The short-term program impacts listed above lead to four longer-term 
program impacts. The refinement of an innovation in departmental media relations 
practices leads to improved agency media relations. The refinement of and innovation 
in existing departmental management practices lead to improved departmental effective
ness. The diffusion of program information to senior staff also results in increased 
dep.artmental effectiveness. Improved police executive effectiveness, improved 
police executive morale, and the utilization of the Police Executive Institute lead 
to improved police executive development and continued participation in Police 
Fouridat~6n executive development programs. Improved media relations, already men
tioned above, "also leads to improved departmental effectiveness. 

Along with the relationships described above, program impacts also relate 
to each other. The utilization of the Police Executive Institute network improves 
executive morale and effectiveness and increases the diffusion of program knowledge 
to senior departmental staff. The improvement of individual police executive effec
tiveness promotes the refinement of an innovation in departmental management prac
tices. ,Finally, the diffusion of knowledge to senior departmental staff enhances 
police'executive effectiveness and stimulates the refinement of an innovation in 
existing polic2 management practices, which, in turn, helps to improve the existing 
police media relations practices. This logical chain of assumptions is graphically 
represented in Exhibit 2. 

c. Explication of and commentary on observed model. A fuller descriptio~ 
of the project operations is contained in this explication and commentary on the 
observed model. -. .... '-'. 
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(1) %elected police executives from major agencies. The minimum 
trainee selection standards described above were strictly adhered to in the observed 
program and. appear to be generally observed. ,In the observed program, the large 
majority of participants either had attended prior Police Executive Institute programs 
or came from departments that had sent prior participants. 

(2) Police Executive Institute staff. The director and assistant 
director of the Police Executive Institute, along with their secretary, were the 
only Police Foundation. staff members directly connected with the delivery of train
ing with the' exception of Patrick V. Murphy, who appeared as a program lecturer. 

(3) ~rogram lecturers. Describe in B4 and B21 above. 

above. 
(4) Specially selected residential facilities. Described in B2 

(5) Class materia~s. Class materials are specially' prepared for the 
program in a special binding which includes a program schedule, a roster of trainees, 
and staff and le~turet information and credentials. 

(6) Participation preparation. Although some participants admitted. 
that they had not completely finished,the pre-program readings, it was evident in 
discussion that the trainees were generally familiar with the readings and regarded 
them as a valuable resource both during and after the program. 

(7) Class lectures. Lectures were general in content and direction, 
most often serving as the basis for the discussion sessions that followed. All of 
the lecturers speci,fically mentioned the supervision of program staff in the prepara
tion of their comments and in the presentation of their major points. The message 
contained in class lectures was that problems in police/media relations are caused 
bY' a misunderstanding of the conflicting values of police and the media in the per
formance of their jobs. If police could undertand the values and perspectives of 
th~ med~a and why media personnel act as they do, they could realize that effective 
policetmedia.relations could only develop on the basis of mutual understanding and 
mutual respect of each other's positions. Once police understood the reasons behind 
police/media problems, they would benefit not only through improved media relations, 
but also through cooperation with the media and use of the media as a positive 
resource that could actually aid police operations. 

(8) Question and answer sessions; class discussions. Discussions 
were quite lively and cons·tructively oriented. There appeared to be a tension in 
many d.iscussion sessions between tb..e development of the discussion and temptation to 
engage" in the telling of "war stories tl which had little relevance to the ac.tual 
topiC at hand. The "war s.tories" seldom predominated, however, and by the end of 
the program, all of the trainees had become involved in discussions. The discussions 
were especially lively when the speaker vigorously presented a "media point of vie'N" 
that differed sharply with the values and preferences of the trainees. Most of the 
trainees interviewed appreciated those discussions most of all and found them espe
cially valuable in understa~ding the media's orientation to law enforcement. 

,,- . - .. 
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(9) Small oroa discussion sessions. Midway through the observed 
program, trainees were broken up into sma discussion groups of approximately six 
people. These groups: were "seeded" by program staff so that each contained trainees 
of varying degrees of experience, education, and training, as w~ll as a variety of 
department sizes and organizational structures. Small group discussions were based 
upon a list of major issues in police/media relations that had been compiled by pro
gram staff. Each group was instructed to discuss selected. issues using their individ
ual experiences and information that had already been presented in class-as a basis 
for arriving at group conclusions about the issues being discussed. A spokesman for 
each group then compiled the conclusions and presented them to the class as a whole, 
along with a summary of the reasons which the group had for arriving at those conclu
sions. Most trainees saw this· exercise as one of the most productive parts of the 
program and hoped that more would be' included in future programs. There was a 
greater propensity for "r,.;rar stories" in the small group discussions than in discus
sions involving the entire class . 

(10) Informal discussions amana artici ants staff, and lecturers. 
These occurred throughout the program. There appeared to be ittle, if any warm-up 
period for most of the trainees. Media relations was the primary topic of discussion, 
although many other police management topics were also discussed. One discussion of 
this kind lasted more than. two hours after the completion of the day's programmatiC 
activities. All of the trainees interviewed cited informal discussions with experts 
and with their colleagues as one of the most important elements of the program, 
several citing these discussions as the primary elements of the program's success. 

(11) Informal ex chan e of information. This exchange was evident in 
several areas unrelated to po ,ice media 'relations , such as manpower allocation 
strategies and disciplinary procedures. 

(12) Partici ant interaction and socializin. This socializing 
appeared to, have two va ues--the forming and reinforcing of friendships and the 
appreciation of other police executives not only in terms of rank and department 
size, but also in terms of their personalities. Several trainees interviewed saw 
socialiiing ~s a means of coming to appreciate the human elements and sensitivities 
of their colleagues, and tliis appreciation reinforced their understanding of them
selves in relation to their positions. 

(13) Staff promotion of a professional atmosphere. The administrative 
diligence of the core staff was evident in their attempt to foster an atmosphere ~ 
where trainees would have nothing to distract them from the aims of the program and 
from getting the most out of the program. 

-,- (14) Staff promotion of participant interaction. Formal trainee 
interaction, down to the seating arrangements in the program rooms) was thoroughly 
structured to the extent that one staff individual claimed that it was as if the 
arrangements had been designed by a computer. Staff monitored the conduct of each 
program session, keeping track of who had participated to date and who had yet to 
c'ontribute to discussions. 
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(15) Knowled e of problems, ers ectives, and values of law enforce-' 
ment and the media in olice media relations. The overall result of several of the 
lectures was the presentation of either a aw enforcement or a media perspective by. 
the speaker, with the particular details of the position being fleshed out in the 
course of the follow-up discussions by consideration of problems and experiences of 
special interest t.o trainees. By understanding' the values of the media, trainees 
would be better' able to cooperate. with the media to their own advantage. 

(16) Knowledge of empirically-based research on police/media relations. 
Two lectures were devoted to the exposition and discussion of the results of a major 
study on the manner in which the television networks covered law enforcement stories. 
The aim of core staff in scheduling these presentations was not only to familiarize 
trainees with the results of this study, but also to make trainees more aware of the 
value of empirical research for' law enforcement management. 

(17) Familiarity with general principles an.d theoretical frameworks. 
These principles and frameworks were intended to provide trainees with a systematic 
way of organizing information about police/media relations to improve the way in 
which they considered available options in this area. 

(18) Information on alternative approaches, policies, and procedures 
which have been attempted and proven successful in improving police/media relations. 
This information included the following: model press and media relations policies . 
of major relations; different approaches towards filling the office of the public 
information officer; alternative strategies for working with the media in the inves
tigation of major crimes, emergencies, and civil disorders; suggestions on different 
skills needed and personal styles that have been assumed by police executives in 
appearing to the media; options for dealing with irresponsible media personnel; and 
particular solutions which police executives have found to special police/media 
problems. This information was provided by program lecturers and participants. 

(19) Recognition of new personal and organizational resources for 
obtaining additional information. These resources included trade publications, 
personal con~acts, information organizations, and particular departments. 

(20) Increased appreciation of the need for planning, research, and 
proactive approaches. 

(21) Reassessed personal perspectives. 

(22) Increased sensitivity to alternative police and media perspectives. 
This r~sult is seen arising primarily from the opportunity for trainees to actua·lly 
discuss problems with individuals holding these diverse perspectives. 

(23) Increased sensitivity to the human dimensions of police management. 

(24) Initiation of new members to the network. In the observed 
program, few new members were initiated. 

(25) Reinforcement and development of the existing network. 
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(26) Refreshment, improved confidence! "recharged batteries. " This. 
outcom~was evident after discussions with several trainees and was heavily emphasized 
by program. s.taff. 

(2.7) Refinement of existing practices' and implementation of innovati~ns 
in police/media relations. All t.he trainees expressed an interest in implementing 
some practices wl:rich. ,were discussed during the program. The first evaluation that 
was returned from, a trainee's department upon his return listed the new practices 
that had already been implemented. 

(28) Refinement or innovation in other areas of olice mana ement. 
Intentions to implement practices not related to police media relations as a result 

, of the observed program were not as evident as were intentions for implementation of 
media relations practices, although the latter was discussed by a few trainees. 

, (29} Diffusion of program information and policy alternatives to 
senior de~artmental ~taff. Four of the trainees interviewed indicated that they 
held regular briefings for senior staff upon their return from Police Foundation 
programs. 

(30) Improved police executive effectiveness. Several of the sug
gestions offered during the program referred to matters that the police executive 
could do himself, without involving his entire department. 

(31) Improved police executive morale. 

(32) Utilization of the Police Executive Institute network. The use 
of this network was strongly promoted throughout the program by staff and partici
pants. It includes not only training and information resources, but )~lso includes 
special programs liaison functions with other police departments and with Federal 
agencies. 

(33) Improved relations and increased cooperation between police and 
the·med~a. The program, by express intent and because of the variety of lecturers 
and par~icipints, does not propound a single unified view of ideal police/media 
relations. Most of the solutions recommended during the program tended to emphasize 
the d~rection described above with due recognition given by all lecturers to the 
delineation and the maintenance of the proper domain of police authority and control 
in media relations. 

(34) Improved departmental effectiveness. Not only was this ultimate 
impact emphasized. through. the prospects of better publicity and improved community 
support but the positive role of the press in aiding the police to perform their 
duties was also emphasized in terms of the improved access to circulation of important 
information, to the advantage of the police, that would result from improved media 
relations. 

(35) Improved police executive development. The program attempts to 
develop executives from larger departments by giving them the knowledge and skill 
necessary to manage change and introduce innovation ,within' ,their departments. 
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ferences between the intended and observed programs include these: 

The intended program focuses on formal learning processes. The' 
observed program focuses much more heavily upon informal learning 
processes and participant, socializing. 

The intended program looks towards the. immediate implementation of 
practices discussed and presented. The observed program still em
phasizes implementation, but in a much more limited sense. Any 
implE~mentation, no matter how small, is taken as indicative of the 
program's benefits. 

The intended program emphasizes the presentation and discussion of 
techniques fat improving media relations. The observed program also 
emphasizes techniques but concentrates much more heavily upon under
standing police/media problems and the differing perspectives and 
values which form the basis for these problems. The observed program 
attempts to provide reasons for police/media problems. Many of its 
techniques are based upon police understanding of the media so that 
they can be used. 

The intended program works on the basis of discrete programmatic 
interventions,. The observed program heavily stresses the Police 
Executive Institute as a continuing resource and intervention to 
reinforce each individual program, as well as the entire sequence of 
Police Foundation programs. 

The intended program emphasizes the development of administrative, 
operational, and executive skills to improve executive performance. 
The observed program places much more emphasis on the personal develop
ment of executives and the development of capabilities to find the 
most appropriate response to executive problems that are largely 
situationally determined. 

The intended program devotes little attention to the informal 
political, community, and organizational factors which influence 
the performance of the police executive. The observed program 
devotes considerably more attention to these informal factors of 
"survival". 

The intended program emphasizes the transfe,r of substantive knowl· 
edge. The observed program, while emphasizing knowledge transfer, 
also emphasizes anticipated changes in trainee attitudes and per
sonal changes in trainees as a result of participation, for- example, 
improved confidence and better morale. ' 

4. Implications for Construction of an Evaluable Model. The disparities 
between the intended and observed models and other factors suggest several con
siderations in the construction of an evaluable model~ 
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The. effects of input factors, especially those concerning trainee 
selection, upon program processes, outcomes, and impacts, need 
clarification. 

The. formal and informal processes of instruction, discussion, and 
trainee social interaction have neither been clarified nor sufficiently 
distinguished from each other' so that the outcomes and impacts of 
each might be identified. and assessed. The· staff design and control 
of" the processes that generate intensive· trainee interaction and 
discussion intensifies the need for a clarification of the reSUlts 

. that can be expected from this interaction. 

Program expectations regarding outcomes and impacts, in terms of 
learning, personal change, and impro~7ed performance, have not been 
defined, except at a very general level. 

The role of" program lecturers as providers of information versus' 
their role as catalysts for discussion has not been clarified and 
needs further cla'rification so that the intended effects of lectures 
can be specified. .-

Although it is plausible that intensive staff control of the program 
will lead to maximum results from the program, the range of results 
that can be realistically expected needs to be clarified so that the 
effects of staff supervision can be adequately specified and assessed. 

A distinction needs to be made between results that can be attributed 
to the topical focus of each program (e.g., Police/Media Relations) 
and those that are attributable to the general formal and informal 
processes that are expected to occur in all PEl programs. 

The range of anticipated implementation efforts at improving police/ 
media relations is not clear and should be further specified, along 
with a realistic time frame within which such efforts could be ex
pected;. 

The operations of the "network," along with its role within program 
objectives and goals, should be specified so that its impact could be 
assess'ed within appropriate circumstances. 

Assuming the primary need to develop means for measuring in-program 
outcomes a impacts it is important to explore means of measuring 
changes in trainee attitudes towards managerial roles in general and 
police/media relations in particular. Sherwood's research, which 
will be discussed in Section G, provides some indications of how this 
might be accomplished and provides evidence of its feasibility in PEl 
programs. 
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The effects of continued program participation should be explored to 
determine if any changes effected by the program reach the point of 
deminishing returns through repeated participation. 

It is plausible. that the program really is unevaluable, due to the 
importance of informal pro'gram processes and the "network." To 
introduce more struc~ure and formality to the program, such as would 
be necessary to make the program more accountable, might eliminate or 
greatly reduce· the values of the informal interaction of traine~s and 
the "network." 

If the "network" and the informal program processes are as important 
as suggested above, it is also plausible that the use of participant 
evaluations is an acceptable means of obtaining useful feedback on 
program outcomes and impacts. 

It is also plausible that an intensive evaluation is not necessary 
for the program at present, due to the apparent wide. support which 

.the program enjoys. 

The program funding agency views the program on the basis of the 
intended model and not on the observed model. This situation might 
cause problems if an evaluation was required that considered only the 
formal processes, While the informal processes and the PEl network 
appear to play significant parts in the program and would probably be 
damaged if more formalization were introduced into the program. 

With funding agencies reducing their grant allocations, there is a 
need for some kind of evaluation beyond reaction surveys, which would 
justify program operations. Such a situation could arise if a consol
idation of the PEr programs with the FBI National Executive Institute 
were proposed, to use one of several Fossible scenarios. 

G. '. Evidence of Effectiveness . 
1. Measures Used. The measures of effectiveness the program has used include: 

In-program trainee reaction to quality and usefulness of presentations 

Follow~up reaction surveys regarding usefulness of the program and 
. the implementation of training 

r.o Assessment of Measures Used. Although the program posits diverse effects, 
none have been adequately measured. There is not even a knowledge examination given 
at the end of the program, as is the case in programs offering a credit option. 

3. Available Evaluation Data. Apart from regular in-program and post-program 
gO-day reaction. surveys, no evaluations of the program have been conducted. Mr. Frank 
Sherwood, a staff member of the program at the time of its initial implementation, 
conducted diagnostic research' as part of the initia1 p·rogram· development process 
which might be of interest in evaluating the program. Sherwood's research occurred 
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in two stages: the first, an investigation into the training needs of police execu
tives frommajor departments; and the second, a series of self-assessment exercises 
for' participants in the early programs ~hat served as part of the actual training 
session, while providing data to researchers. The first stage of research involved 
intensive interviews with 28 selec~ed chief executives, while the second stage 
involved the design, implementation, and analysis of results of a self-assessment 

,survey to test management attitudes. The survey was developed on the results of the 
initial interviews., utilizing the management theories of McGregor and Likert. It 
was administered to program participants, to determine their basic management orien
tation,. and to their subordinates, to determine how the executives. tested were 
actually perceived. by members. of their- departments. The research did not attempt to 
measure at,titude change as a result of the program. Such research raises the possi
bility that similar efforts could,be applied to an evaluation of the program. No 
follow-up on Sherwood's efforts has been considered by program staff. 

4. Assessment of Available Evaluation Data. The use of intensive interviews 
as an evaluation technique would not be feasible due. to the cost involved. The use 
of attitude surveys might be cost-effective, but a number of questions would have to 
be considered before they could be implemented. An instrument would have to be 
designed measuring attitudes t.hat are susceptible to change by program actiVities, 
rather than relatively stable long-term attitudes. Since PEl programs cover a wide 
range of topics, an appropriate instrument would have to be designed to measure the 
appropriate attitudes involved in each of several differing topical areas. The 
agreement of program participants would have to be obtained. Such a survey would be 
especially difficult to implement with valuable results since many participants 
regularly attend programs and their continuous participation would minimize any 
attitude changes that had been engendered by their initial participation. Similar 
problems arise in the consideration of subordinate surveys such as those employed by 
Sherwood. Finally, the use of such surveys would only measure a limited portion of 
program outcomes and might even hinder program results in areas not measured, such 
as the PEl "network." 

, . 

5. Salient Questions Reflected in Client Flow Models. Among the most important 
theoretical a~d policy-related questions are these: 

What do trainees learn in the program? 

Do trainees develop management and interpers'onal skills or learn new 
practices during the program? 

Does trainee morale and confidence improve as a result of participation 
in the program? 

Does trainee informal social interaction contribute to learning in 
the program? 

Does staff control and supervu~on of the program have any significant 
effect on program outcomes and impacts? 

Does the "professional" residential atmosphere' of the program contrib
ute to trainee learning? 
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Do the learning processes and outcomes vary among differing topical 
programs? 

How does the "network" -operate and impact ullon program resu;J.ts? 

Do trainees implement new practices as a result of participation in 
the program? 

Do the personal activities and job performance of trainees change as 
a result of training? 
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